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Abstract
Vapour injection through flash tank separation is an effective way to enhance the
coefficient of performance (COP) and increase the capacity of air conditioning and re-
frigeration systems. In refrigeration systems which use the vapour injection technique,
the flash tank feeds the evaporator with refrigerant liquid and the vapour is delivered
to the compressor. Hence, the vertical flash tank is an important component that
can be used to improve the performance of air conditioning and refrigeration systems.
Semi-empirical design methods based on settling theory can be used for flash tank de-
sign, but the approach does not offer precise sizing data or an accurate assessment of
likely performance under different operation conditions. Therefore, this thesis assesses
the usefulness of CFD in flash tank design, and this is achieved through experiments
and simulations on a range of relevant configurations using water as the working fluid.
A new experimental facility was built and five different models of the vertical separator
were used to investigate the effect of the aspect ratio (H/D) on the liquid separation
efficiency for a range of mass flow rates from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s. The internal diameter of
the separator in each case was 50 mm. The separation tank was fed with two-phase
flow generated using an expansion device and a length of horizontal pipe of diameter
25 mm. The two-phase flow developed gradually after the expansion device, reaching
the developed region at about 165 cm downstream.
For the vertical tank without enhancement options, the highest value of the liquid sep-
aration efficiency of 0.96 was achieved using the highest height separator (H=250 mm)
at the maximum mass flow rate 23.4 g/s. The separation efficiency increased with
increasing inlet mass flow rate. In order to improve the liquid separation efficiency
of the vertical separator, four enhancement options for the design were proposed: an
extractor, a change in the inlet flow direction, a change in the position of the inlet pipe
ii
and a combination of the extractor and the change of the flow direction. The highest
liquid separation efficiency of 0.99 was achieved by the last option at the maximum
flow rate of 23.4 g/s. Empirical correlations were developed in horizontal pipe and
vertical flash tank separator cases to predict the expansion length, void fraction and
liquid separation efficiency. The range of the non-dimensional two-phase flow parame-
ters covered by this study was: Reynolds number from 450.45 to 3246, Weber number
from 0.005 to 0.72, and Froude number from 0.06 to 7.86.
CFD simulations were performed to simulate the two-phase flow within the horizon-
tal tube which formed the inlet to the vertical separator, and the vertical separator
itself. The simulations adopted the pressure based solver using the Eulerian-Eulerian
multiphase model. In the horizontal tube case, the numerical results underestimated
the expansion length in the experimental results with the simulated expansion length
being an average of 8 % lower than the experimental observations. In the vertical
tank separator case, the numerical results also underestimated the liquid separation
efficiency in the experimental results with an average difference of the liquid separation
efficiency of between 1 % and 2 %.
Based on the assessment of the CFD against the experiments of the present work, fu-
ture applications of CFD in flash tank design should achieve liquid separation efficiency
results that reflect the physical reality to within a few percent for operating conditions
comparable to the present work. It is concluded that CFD can reliably be used for
vertical flash tank design optimisation at least for stratified inlet flow conditions.
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Subscripts
b Bottom
g Vapour phase
H Homogeneous
i inside
in inlet
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LM Mean logarithmic
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o outside
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s surface
t Top
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FT Flash tank
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Acronyms & Abbreviations
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AsFT Aspect ratio of the flash tank
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning En-
gineers, Inc.
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
COP Coefficient of performance of cycle
CV Control volume
DAQ Data acquisition
EEV Electronic expansion valve
FGB Flash Gas Bypass
FT Flash tank
HPC High performance computer
I Intermittent flow
IHX Internal heat exchanger
LMTD Log mean temperature difference
M Mist flow
MPEG Format of video recording
NI National Instrument
PI Pi theorem
RSM Reynolds stress model
S Stratified flow
SW Stratified-wavy flow
SST Shear stress transport
TEV Thermostatic expansion valve
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Value of flash tank separators
Air-conditioning, refrigeration and heat pump systems are used widely in domes-
tic and commercial sectors and these systems use similar components (Mohanraj
et al., 2009; Rasmussen, 2011). Much research is devoted to enhancing the main
components of mechanical refrigeration systems such as compressors, fans and heat
exchangers, and other work investigates cycle performance and attempts to reduce en-
ergy consumption. The vapour injection technique using a flash tank is an effective way
to enhance the system’s coefficient of performance (COP) (Elbel and Hrnjak, 2004).
In refrigeration systems which use a vapour injection technique, a flash tank feeds the
evaporator with the separated liquid, and the vapour is injected into the compressor
(Ma and Zhao, 2008).
In mechanical vapour injection systems, the addition of a flash tank separator can
play a role in enhancing the cooling capacity and system performance (Hanfei and
Hrnjak, 2012). This modification reduces the high fraction of vapour (flash gas) at the
inlet of the evaporator which is advantageous because (1) the vapour’s heat transfer
coefficient is lower than the liquid phase; and (2) an increased pressure drop is also ex-
perienced with the high void fraction which exists with the presence of vapour (Sirwan
et al., 2013). Jang et al. (2010) reported that using a flash tank separator in a mechan-
ical refrigeration (vapour injection) system enhances the coefficient of performance by
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17 % relative to a non-injected system in their working conditions. The flash tank
feeds the evaporator with just refrigerant liquid and passes the vapour portion of the
flow to the suction line of the compressor (Hanfei and Hrnjak, 2012).
Figure 1.1 (A) shows a single stage vapour compression refrigeration system and as-
sociated P-h diagram to show the thermodynamic processes when using a flash tank
separator, and Figure 1.1 (B) shows the same system and its thermodynamic processes
without the flash tank. The evaporator in Figure 1.1 (A) receives only saturated liquid
from the flash tank so, the enthalpy at the inlet of the evaporator is much lower than
that in Figure 1.1 (B) in which a mixture is delivered to the evaporator. This does
not directly lead to enhanced performance because the mass flow rate through the
evaporator is reduced if a flash tank system is used. Instead, the system performance
will be increased through more subtle effects: increased heat transfer coefficient and
reduced pressure drop in the evaporator (Elbel and Hrnjak, 2004).
Figure 1.1: Schematic and P-h diagram of single stage compression refrigeration vapour
injection system. (A) With a flash tank separator; (B) without a flash tank separator
(Hanfei and Hrnjak 2012).
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In two-stage compression refrigeration systems, flash tanks can also be used to work as
intercoolers or economizers as shown in Figure 1.2 (Jang et al., 2010). This technique
is used to increase the cooling capacity and system performance of two stage systems
by injecting vapour at an intermediate point in the compression processes and using
a second expansion device to provide low enthalpies at the evaporator inlet as shown
in process (7-8) in Figure 1.2. Under certain conditions these additions can increase
the coefficient of performance to 10 % more than a system without a flash tank (Jang
et al., 2010). Ma and Zhao (2010) indicate that the refrigeration system’s coefficient
of performance can be increased up to 17 % by using a flash tank.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic and P-h diagram of two stage vapour injection by using flash tank
(Jang et al., 2010).
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Sirwan et al. (2013) reported that when a flash tank is used to feed the evaporator
with liquid only, the coefficient of performance and system capacity will be increased
due to an increase in the liquid fraction, a decrease in vapour quality at the inlet of the
evaporator, and an increase in heat transfer coefficient at the inlet of the evaporator.
Shuxue and Guoyuan (2014) conducted an experimental study to confirm that the
flash tank is an effective addition that can increase the coefficient of performance by
10-12 % and system capacity by 5-15 %.
1.2 Features of gravity separation
In a vertical gravity separator, which in the context of refrigeration systems would
normally be referred to as a flash tank separator, three main features which have
significant effects on the operation and separation performance should be considered
(Mokhatab et al., 2012). The first feature is the flow pattern generated by the inlet
hardware arrangement. Because a flash tank separator is located after the expansion
device as shown in Figure 1.3, the flow pattern at the entrance to the separator is af-
fected by the mass flow rate and quality (dryness fraction of the vapour) resulting from
the expansion process occurring in the expansion device (Hrnjak, 2011). Depending
on the mass flow rate, the flow after the expansion device may be droplet, stratified,
annular, or a stratified-wavy flow pattern. Indeed, the mass flow rate has a direct
effect on the two-phase flow behaviour in a vertical separator as shown in Figure 1.4.
Shoukri (2002) confirmed the importance of flow rate on the two-phase flow patterns
at the inlet of a flash tank.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the flash tank connection details in a refrigeration system (Hrnjak
2011).
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Figure 1.4: Effect of inlet mass flow rate on the two-phase flow behaviour inside a vertical
separator (Hrnjak 2011).
The second feature of the vertical gravity separator is the gravity settling section. In
this section, the large liquid droplets separate from the gas-liquid two-phase and move
to the bottom of the flash tank due to gravity, while vapour and small droplets flow
through the separated area to the top of the tank as shown in Figure 1.5 (GPSA,
2004). During this process, there are three main forces acting on the liquid droplets:
gravity, buoyancy, and drag forces (Souders and Brown, 1934; Arnold and Stewart,
1998; GPSA, 2004; Wiencke, 2011). The effect of these forces will create an acceleration
in the direction of the net force. The gravity force causes a separation when it is greater
than the drag and buoyancy forces.
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Figure 1.5: Different droplets size behaviour in a gravity separator (GPSA 2004).
Finally, the third feature of the vertical gravity separator is the mist elimination or mist
extraction. It is a significant part of the separator, affecting droplets which are typically
less than 10 µm (GPSA, 2004). It separates these droplets from the gas phase before
the vapour leaves the separator as shown in Figure 1.6 (Arnold and Stewart, 1998).
Khorshidi and Naderipour (2012) suggested that the height of a gas-liquid vertical
separator can be increased if an eliminator needs to be used but sometimes this may
result in unreasonably high separators which are not economic. The small droplets are
better coalesced in the mist extractor which operates via an impingement effect.
Figure 1.6: Vertical gravity separator showing a mist extractor (Arnold and Stewart 1998).
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1.3 Design and optimisation challenge
In addition to the aspects introduced in section 1.2, to design an effective gravity
flash tank separator for a mechanical refrigeration system, the aspect ratio of the flash
tank should be considered (Mo et al., 2014). Refrigeration system performance can
be impaired as a result of decreasing the separation efficiency when the size of the
flash tank is not suitable to feed liquid to the evaporator and bypass the vapour to
the compressor. Xu and Pham (2012), Hwang et al. (2010) and Heo et al. (2010) used
a flash tank volume of 240 cm3 in a 3.6 kW air conditioning system, but the separa-
tion performance and size optimization were not discussed. The sizing of a flash tank
needs to be appropriate for the system capacity in order to obtain optimum system
operation.
Several studies have investigated the design of the vertical separator such as Delgado
and Pichardo (1999), Elbel and Hrnjak (2004), and Wiencke (2011), and these studies
used settling theory, but uncertainty remains in determining likely range of droplet
size, the droplet drag coefficient and the associated separation coefficient. Some stud-
ies report recommendations for the design the vertical separator; for example, Seader
et al. (1998) suggested a range for the separation coefficient, Stanly and Walas (1990)
suggested a range for the droplet size, and Zhou (2013) listed some correlations for
estimating the drag coefficient.
An alternative to flash tank design via the application of settling theory using engineer-
ing approximations and empirical results is to use computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
simulations. Different studies have used computational fluid dynamic simulation to
quantify two-phase flow separation phenomena. Some of these studies investigated
the two-phase flow in horizontal pipe such as Terzuoli et al. (2008), Walvekar et al.
(2009) and Messa et al. (2014). Other studies investigated two-phase separation in
vertical separators such as Pointon et al. (2009), Zhou (2013) and Zarrouk and Pur-
nanto (2015). Although, such computational fluid dynamic simulation studies have
confirmed that CFD can be successfully used to examine two-phase separation pro-
cesses, including those operating in separator geometries, data required to design a
vertical flash tank separator using water as the working fluid is not available in these
studies. Furthermore, comprehansive information on the accuracy of the CFD simu-
lations of the vertical flash tank separation efficiency has not been presented in these
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studies.
1.4 Water as a refrigerant
Water is a natural refrigerant that can be used in refrigeration and air conditioning
systems. Water represents the ultimate environmentally friendly refrigerant because
it has a zero ozone depletion potential (ODP), zero global warming potential (GWP),
and it is non-toxic and non-flammable (Wang et al., 2009). Therefore, water is clas-
sified as a safe refrigerant, falling into the A1 group with a refrigerant code of R718
(Kilicarslan and Mu¨ller, 2005). Water also has excellent chemical and thermodynamic
properties such that it can be used below its normal freezing point, and above its nor-
mal boiling point, if it is mixed with appropriate solutions such as propylene glycol or
ethylene glycol (Kilicarslan and Mu¨ller, 2005).
Water (R718) has been used in a wide variety of air conditioning and refrigeration ap-
plications and has received renewed attention as a natural refrigerant after the signing
of the Montreal Protocol to reduce the environmental concerns (Wang et al., 2009).
Water has a long history of having been used in adsorption, absorption, desiccant, and
ejector-based refrigeration and air conditioning systems. New and improved water-
based refrigeration systems are currently under development. Therefore, having de-
sign tools that can be applied with confidence to the associated two-phase fluid-flow
problems is important.
1.5 Objectives of the thesis
The present work aims to generate experimental data that is then used to quantify
the viability of using CFD as a tool for vertical flash tank separator design. It also
seeks to provide knowledge that will make design of future flash tank separators easier,
resulting in low cost and high performance separators. Water is used as a working fluid
because some cooling systems operate with water as the working fluid and because it
offers ease of handling in the laboratory environment. In order to achieve the objectives
of the present work, the following tasks were completed.
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1. Design and operate an appropriate water vapour vacuum system with a heat
exchanger adequate for the two-phase flow investigations in a vertical flash tank.
2. Conduct an experimental investigation of two-phase flow development after an
expansion device in a horizontal pipe.
3. Conduct an experimental investigation of the aspect ratio effect on the vertical
flash tank performance.
4. Perform an experimental investigation of the proposed design enhancement op-
tions to improve the separation efficiency of a vertical flash tank.
5. Perform computational simulations of two-phase flow using computational fluid
dynamics CFD in the horizontal tube and vertical flash tank experiments.
6. Establish correlations from the experimental results using non dimensional pa-
rameters to aid future vertical flash tank design .
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1.6 Overview of the thesis
This section describes the structure of the work which is presented in this thesis. The
thesis is arranged as following.
 Chapter 2 Literature review
Various theoretical and experimental studies using gravitational vertical flash
tank separators with application in air conditioning, refrigeration and heating
are reviewed.
 Chapter 3 Basic definitions and terminology of two-phase flow
The fundamentals of two-phase flow and definitions of the main variables are
presented in this chapter.
 Chapter 4 Experimental apparatus
This chapter introduces the design of the experimental apparatus and its com-
ponents. A unique design of the experimental apparatus was used to achieve
the two-phase flow experiments using water as the working fluid. Operating
conditions of the experimental apparatus are presented, and the measurement
methods and their arrangement are presented.
 Chapter 5 CFD Simulation
The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods used to simulate the two-
phase flow development in a horizontal tube and the performance of the vertical
flash tank separator are presented in this section. Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase
model and standard k- turbulence model was used in the numerical simulation.
 Chapter 6 Two-phase flow development after expansion in a horizontal pipe
In this chapter, the inlet mass flow rate effect on the development of the two-
phase flow after an expansion device in a horizontal pipe is presented. The results
of this chapter were used to assess the development of the two-phase flow and
the CFD simulation. In addition, empirical correlations were developed based
on the experimental data to predict the expansion length at the bottom of the
horizontal pipe.
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 Chapter 7 Two-phase flow in a vertical flash tank
This chapter presents the investigation of the liquid separation efficiency of ver-
tical flash tank separators having different aspect ratios and operated at different
inlet mass flow rates. CFD simulations were also performed on these configura-
tions and results were assessed against the experiments. An empirical correlation
for the liquid separation efficiency was developed from the experimental results.
 Chapter 8 Enhancement of a vertical flash tank separator
In this chapter, design options that improve the liquid separation efficiency of
one particular separator are presented. A CFD simulation was performed to
predict the performance of the enhancement design options before proceeding to
the experiments and the numerical and experimental results were compared.
 Chapter 9 Conclusions
In this chapter, a brief summary of the overall outcomes of this study are pre-
sented. In addition, recommendations for future work are described.
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
The function and use of vertical flash tank separators in chilling systems need to be
considered to provide a suitable design. In order to design and optimize a vertical flash
tank separator, a clear understanding of the two-phase flow development and associ-
ated phenomena in the inlet tube and vertical flash tank separator need to be obtained.
Therefore, in this chapter, various theoretical, experimental and computational studies
relating to vertical separation and vertical flash tank design, the performance of ver-
tical flash tank separators, and application of vertical flash tank separators in chilling
systems will be reviewed.
2.2 Configuration of vertical separators
A multiphase flow can consist of various phase combinations: liquid-liquid, gas-liquid,
solid-liquid, and gas-solid or gas-liquid-solid. A separator can be used to separate
one or two components from the multiphase flow. Khorshidi and Naderipour (2012)
categorise two different types of vertical devices, based on the dominant separation
mechanism: (1) momentum separation; and (2) gravity separation.
Momentum separation relies on changes to the flow direction such that the denser
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material (having a higher momentum) is separated from the less-dense material (have
a lower momentum). In the case of gas-liquid flows, momentum separation is most fre-
quently achieved using a gas-liquid cylindrical cyclone (GLCC) separator to generate a
swirling flow. In the case of gas-liquid gravity separation, the drag force on the liquid
due to gas flowing in the vertical direction should be less than the gravitational force
on the liquid in order to achieve separation. In the gravity separation of gas-liquids,
the separator is sometimes referred to as a gravity flash tank separator.
Wang et al. (2000) presented some recommendations for the design of a gas-liquid
cylindrical cyclone (GLCC) separator. The aspect ratio, which is the length to diam-
eter of the separator, affects the performance and cost of the separator, so it is the
most important parameter that should be considered. Furthermore, because the per-
formance of GLCC depends on the tangential velocity of the swirling fluid, the inlet
position of the GLCC should be considered in the separator design.
Some studies report configurations that can be used to improve the separation perfor-
mance. For example, Grodal and Realff (1999) suggested using a wire mesh and mist
extractor to separate the liquid drops that move with the gas through the gas outlet
as it is not economic to separate these drops by gravity alone by making the separator
larger. GPSA (2004) presented some other configurations for the vertical separator
including inlet devices, wire meshes and mist extractors. Inlet devices reduce the mo-
mentum of the inlet stream and enhance the flow distribution of the gas and liquid
phases inside the separator. The inlet device can be a diverter plate, half-pipe or vane.
2.3 Flash tanks in vapour compression refrigeration sys-
tems
Mechanical vapour compression systems can be enhanced by using a vapour injection
technique. The vapour injection technique was first commercially used in 1979 for a
room air conditioning system (Xu et al., 2011b). A flash tank separator was used in a
refrigeration system as a liquid vapour separator by Sirwan et al. (2013) and Shuxue
and Guoyuan (2014). Using a flash tank allows vapour to be injected into a rotary
compressor with an injection control valve used to control the injection process. Re-
frigeration and air conditioning systems have received much attention from researchers
in order to provide effective systems that meet performance and environment require-
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ments (Heo et al., 2012). A vertical flash tank can be used when a layout area is small.
The vertical flash tank also has low running cost, low weight, and it is not complex.
Elbel and Hrnjak (2004) conducted experimental work to improve the performance of a
refrigeration system by using Flash Gas Bypass (FGB). The experimental refrigeration
system used carbon dioxide refrigerant (R744) with two compressor stages as shown in
Figure 2.1. The low stage compressor and high stage compressor displacements were
21.8 cm3 and 13.2 cm3, respectively. The results concluded that FGB increases the
coefficient of performance and the cooling capacity of the refrigeration system by 7 %
and 9 %, respectively.
Figure 2.1: Flash tank in a two stage vapour compression system (Elbel and Hrnjak 2004).
Heo et al. (2010) studied the effect of flash tank vapour injection on the heating
capacity and the performance of a two stage heat pump system at a low ambient
temperature by using an inverter-driven twin rotary compressor. The study considered
the compressor frequency range from 50 Hz to 100 Hz and the low ambient temperature
conditions of -15, -5 and 5. The experimental work of this study involved two twin
rotary compressors, indoor and outdoor units, a flash tank separator with a volume of
240 cm3, and an electronic expansion valve (EEV). The results of this study showed
that the coefficient of performance COP and heating capacity of the injection cycle
were increased by 10 % and 25 % respectively at low ambient temperature. However,
the power consumption in the injection cycle was higher than the power consumption
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in the non-injection cycle; Figure 2.2 shows the results.
Figure 2.2: Vapour injection effect: (A) COP variation with compressor frequency, (B)
power consumption variation with frequency (Heo et al. 2010).
Mathison et al. (2011) developed a model of the refrigerant injection port that is
used to inject the refrigerant during the compression process in a scroll compressor
instead of injecting the refrigerant between compression stages as shown in Figure 2.3.
The scroll compressor which involves more than one port to inject the economized
refrigerant during the compression process was considered in order to study the effect
of the number of the injection points on the cycle performance. The results showed
that the system coefficient of performance and the system capacity can be increased
by increasing the number of injection ports in the scroll compressor.
Figure 2.3: Vapour compression cycle with multi injection ports: (A) Schematic of multi
injection system, (B) P-h diagram of system (Mathison et al. 2011).
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Jain et al. (2004) theoretically compared a three ton vapour compression refrigera-
tion and air conditioning system with and without flash tank vapour injection into
a scroll compressor. A perfect separation in the flash tank, and a 5  sub-cooling
and superheating in the condenser and evaporator were considered. The result showed
that coefficient of performance is increased by between 6 and 8 % as compared with a
basic system without vapour injection. Moreover, in the vapour injection system, the
compressor displacement is reduced as much as 16 % for the same load conditions.
Ma and Zhao (2008) conducted experimental work to compare the heating performance
of a flash tank coupled with a scroll compressor system with a sub-cooler system. The
experimental apparatus used R22 as a refrigerant, and included a scroll compressor,
flash tank, sub-cooler heat exchanger and an electric heater, which was used to increase
the glycol-water tank temperature. The experiment considered the working conditions
of 45  condenser and -25  evaporator temperatures. The results showed that the
heating capacity of the system with the flash tank is 10.5 % higher than that of the
system with the sub-cooler. In addition, the coefficient of performance COP of the
flash tank system is 4.3 % higher than that of the sub cooler system.
Jang et al. (2010) measured and analysed the effects of phase separator injection and
internal heat exchanger injection on the heating performance of a two stage heat pump
system driven by a twin rotary compressor. Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of the two
stage vapour injection systems. The experimental system used R410A as refrigerant
and the compressor frequency range from 50 to 95 Hz at ambient temperatures of
-20,-15, -10, -5, and 7 . The results showed that coefficient of performance COP and
the heating capacity of the phase separator injection cycle were improved by 17 %
and 25 % respectively compared to a non-injection cycle, while the COP and heating
capacity of internal heat exchanger cycle were enhanced by 10 % and 25 % compared
to a non-injection cycle respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of two stage vapour injection, a) Flash tank separator system, b)
Internal heat exchanger system (Jang et al. 2010).
Feng et al. (2009) presented an experimental study of a heat pump water heater per-
formance using a refrigerant mixture of R22-R600a in an economizer vapour injection
system. The experiment included the heat pump water heater system that consists of
finned evaporator coil, dry filter, expansion valve, tube in tube condenser coil, liquid
reservoir, and scroll compressor with port injection. The experiment also included a
solenoid valve and an expansion valve. The experimental system was tested at three
different ambient temperatures -15, -5 and 2 . The results demonstrated that the
advantages of the using refrigerant mixture (R22-R600a) are: increased the heating
capacity, increased energy efficiency, and increased system performance. Further, at
15 % mass ratio of R600a, the outlet water temperature achieves the highest value.
Ma and Zhao (2010) presented the characteristics of a heat pump system with a flash
tank coupled with a scroll compressor. Figure 2.5 illustrates the system and a pressure-
enthalpy diagram of the cycle. The heat pump system was operated at low temperature
and used R22 as the refrigerant. The results showed that the heat pump is improved
by using a flash tank, and the coefficient of performance is 1.73 at the operation con-
dition of -25  evaporator temperature, 45  condenser temperature, and 10 bar
intermediate pressure.
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Figure 2.5: Heat pump system with flash tank: a) Schematic diagram of system, b) p-h
diagram of heat pump system (Ma and Zhao 2010).
Heo et al. (2011) presented experimental work on vapour injection techniques for a
double expansion sub-cooler and flash tank to enhance the heating performance of an
air source heat pump system. In the experiment, the vapour compression heat pump
with a refrigerant R410A and a twin rotary compressor was used as shown in Figure 2.6.
In addition, the system involved three electronic expansion valves, which were used to
control the pressures. The first and second valves were used to control the intermediate
and low pressure, respectively. Whereas the third electronic expansion valve was used
to control the amount of refrigerant injection into the twin rotary compressor. At
working conditions which involved outdoor temperatures ranging from -5  to -15 ,
a compressor frequency range from 50 Hz to 80 Hz, and an indoor temperature which
was fixed at 20 , the results showed that the average heating capacities of the flash
tank, flash tank sub-cooler, and double expansion sub-cooler cycles are higher by 14.4
%, 6 %, and 3.8 %, respectively, compared with the sub-cooler cycle. In addition, the
maximum coefficient of performance and heating capacity are improved at full opening
of the third electronic expansion valve in the flash tank cycle.
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Figure 2.6: Flash tank and sub-cooler vapour injection air source heat pump (Heo et al.
2011).
2.4 Performance of vertical gas-liquid separators
Of the available mechanical separation techniques, gravitational vertical gas-liquid sep-
aration is an effective and simple method to separate liquid from gas-liquid two-phase
flow (Khorshidi and Naderipour, 2012). The flash tank (FT) is a type of gravity sep-
arator which depends on the gravity force to achieve a successful separation (Svrcek
and Monnery, 1993). The flow behaviour inside the vertical flash tank separator is ef-
fected by drag, buoyancy, and gravity forces, and the terminal velocity (liquid droplet
settling ) can be estimated based on the vapour and liquid velocities (Souders and
Brown, 1934).
Hanfei and Hrnjak (2012) presented experimental work investigating the phase sep-
aration in a vertical gas-liquid separator. R134A was used as a working fluid in the
experiment with inlet flow rates ranging from 10 g/s to 35 g/s and quality from 5
% to almost 30 %. The diameter of the separator and the orientation of the inlet
pipe relative to the separator were varied in the experiment. The results show that
the separation efficiency is increased by decreasing the mass flow rate and/or quality,
as shown in Figure 2.7. Separation phenomena were also investigated using a visu-
alization technique, which demonstrated that when the mass flow rate increased, the
flow pattern change and liquid impingement on the wall occurred, as shown in Figure
2.8. Experiments also showed the separation efficiency at constant mass flow rate was
improved by increasing the angle of inclination of the inlet pipe as shown in Figure
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2.9. Figure 2.10 presents a photo of the flow behaviour inside the separator at different
inlet pipe inclination angles.
most frequently observed regime for those cases is the droplet/stratified/annular, and is characterized by a noticeable liquid 
layer forming on the bottom of the tube with a thin liquid layer on the top wall and large amount of droplets between the two. 
The difference is primarily because most the flow regime maps as shown in Fig. 5(a) are based on fully developed two phase 
flow. However, a flash gas separator is usually installed directly after the expansion valve, and relatively homogenous flow 
created at the expansion valve cannot reach the fully developed stage in the short horizontal inlet tube of a T-junction, but is 
still developing. Bowers and Hrnjak (2009) systematically investigated the adiabatic developing two phase flow in a 
horizontal pipe. The flow regimes were classified into four regions of development as it processes through the length of the 
tube, i.e. well mixed, separating, and separated but still developing, and developing regions. More flow regimes in transition 
stages were carefully identified, including droplet/annular/stratified, bubble/stratified, and etc. The flow patterns in this study 
indicated good agreements with Bowers’ observation as shown in Fig. 5(b).  
Effect of inlet mass flow rate and quality (separation load) 
 
Figure 7. Liquid separation efficiency of the baseline T-junction  
 
Figure 8. Flow separation regime at fixed inlet quality 15% and varied mass flow rates 
Fig. 7 shows liquid separation performance under varied separation load, i.e. inlet mass flow rate and quality. Generally, 
separation efficiency decreases with an increase of inlet mass flow rate and/or quality. This is because two phase velocities 
are increased at higher flow rate and/or quality and the liquid inertial force and the vapor phase drag force are proportional to 
liquid and vapor phase velocity. These two forces gradually become dominant over gravitational force, causing more liquid 
to be diverted upward and entrained away by vapor flow. As shown in Fig. 8, at flow rate of only 10 g/s, liquid jet enters the 
intersection at a relatively low velocity and directly falls down undisturbed. As flow rate is increased to 20 g/s, liquid jet has 
a higher velocity, and impinges the vertical wall with stronger momentum flux. Liquid is diverted upward against gravity 
after impingement. However, because upward vapor flow velocity is not able to generate a sufficient drag force to take away 
the liquid film against gravity force, this initially diverted liquid film is then falling back to the downward branch. Thus, in 
these cases all liquid is eventually separated at nearly 100% separation efficiency as can be seen in Fig. 7. When flow rate is 
further increased, stronger inertial force causes significant amount of liquid phase divide upward, forming a churning flow 
above the inlet.  The vapor phase with higher velocity is then flowing through this agitated liquid layer, which in turn drives 
the liquid to rise. Efficiency drops significantly.  
In addition, flow pattern indicates corresponding two phase distribution at the cross section of the inlet and thus affects 
the liquid split in the vertical branch tubes. At the relatively low flow rate or quality, stratified wavy flow occurs. This bulk 
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Figure 2.7: Variation of liquid separation efficiency with inlet quality and mass flow rate
for inlet diameter of 8.7 mm and body diameter 18.3 mm of T-junction gravity separator
(Hanfei and Hrnjak 2012).
Figure 2.8: P otographs f flow at inlet quality 15 % and v ried mass flow rates (Hanfei
and Hrnjak 2012).
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liquid layer has low momentum flux and is less likely to be carried over. For higher flow rate or quality, the flow pattern 
changes into a stratified/annular flow with a large entrainment of droplets in the vapor flow and a very thin film at the top 
side of the inlet tube. For this case, the thin layer of the liquid phase readily creeps up the T-junction body wall; similarly, the 
entrained droplets forms Stokes flow in the vapor flow and thus has more chance to be carried over upward. 
Effect of angle of inclination of inlet tube 
 
Figure 10. Effect of inlet angle of inclination on liquid separation efficiency 
 
Figure 11. Flow separation at varied angles of inclination for inmɺ = 30 g/s and inx =15% 
Effect of inlet incline angle is analyzed by comparing separation performance data for four downward angles of 0°, 15°, 
30°, and 45° at the same inlet mass flow rate of 30 g/s. As shown in Fig. 10, increasing the angle of inclination gives better 
liquid separation performance up to an efficiency maximizing angle.  Such improvement is due to two effects. Firstly, the 
inlet liquid jet has a downward component of velocity which has the same direction as gravitational force and therefore can 
facilitate downward liquid separation. Comparing the flow visualizations in Fig. 11 shows that the agitated churny layer right 
above the inlet junction disappears when the angle is increased up to 15ºunder the same operating condition. Similarly the 
shattering of a continuous liquid jet into droplets is reduced with an increase of angle of inclination. This is because 
impacting velocity perpendicular to the wall becomes smaller when increasing the angle of inclination. More liquid intends to 
spread along the inner wall instead of breaking up into droplets which are more readily entrained by vapor flow.   
Effect of branch tube diameter 
The vertical branch diameter of a T-junction also affects the vapor-liquid separation performance. Fig. 12 compares the 
two T-junctions with branch tubes of 13.4 mm and 18.3 mm. At min=30 g/s, efficiency for smaller diameter T-junction is less 
than 80%, about 18% lower than that with a larger diameter. Upward vapor velocity and drag force acting on liquid phase 
become higher, and thus more liquid is entrained. In addition, as liquid jet diverts upward after impacting on the wall, the 
available free cross-sectional area for vapor flow is further reduced and consequently local vapor velocity is even higher, 
creating stronger drag force.  It can be observed in Fig. 13 that an agitated churny liquid layer above the inlet is formed even 
at flow rate of only 20 g/s. Both effects cause large amount of liquid entrainment and therefore poor separation performance. 
Thus, this indicates in order to achieve acceptable liquid separation efficiency, the branch tube should be properly sized to 
prevent flooding for a given range of operating capacity.   
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Figure 2.9: Variation of liquid separation efficiency with inlet quality and inlet inclination
angles at 30 g/s (Hanfei and Hrnjak 2012).
Figure 2.10: Photographs of flow showing effect of inlet inclination angle on the flow
behaviour inside the vertical separator at 30 g/s mass flow rate and 15 % vapour quality
(Hanfei and Hr jak 2012).
Mo et al. (2014) conducted an experiment to investigate the separation in a condenser
header. Air-water two-phase flow was used as a working fluid. The influence of the
inlet flow pattern on the liquid separation efficiency of two-phase flow in the header
was investigated. The results showed that the liquid separation efficiency was higher
than 45 % when the flow pattern at the inlet was annular, while the liquid separation
efficiency was higher than 80 % for slug flow at low liquid superficial velocity, but the
liquid separation efficiency was essentially 100 % for stratified flow.
Xu et al. (2011b) investigated the control of vapour injection in a heat pump system
using flash tank injection in both transient and stea y state cases. An electronic expan-
sion valve (EEV), upper stage expansion valve, a thermostatic expansion valve (TEV),
and a lower stage expansion valve were used as shown in Figure 2.11. The experiment
involved a vapour compression system which used a scroll compressor working with
R410A. A flash tank with 0.07 m diameter and 0.32 m length was used in this system.
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The results showed that to control the liquid level in the flash tank, the degree of
superheat in the injected vapour can be used to set the mass flow rate as a result of
setting the upper expansion valve.
is to be injected with vapor refrigerant to the compressor by
the liquid flooding in the flash tank, the superheat of the
injected vapor would decrease rapidly. In this event, the
upper-stage EEV would reduce its opening to maintain the
target degree of superheat. This reduces the amount of liquid
flowing from the condenser to the flash tank, which reduces
the flash tank liquid level.
3. Test conditions
Both cooling and heating tests were conducted to evaluate the
system performance. The volume flow rate of the air circu-
lating in the closed air loop was set to be 0.58 m3 s1. The test
conditions followed the ASHRAE Standard (1995), and are
illustrated in Table 4. Moreover, extended conditions of 46.1 C
for cooling and 17.8 C for heating were added to investigate
the system behaviors at severe weather conditions. The
electric heater power input and the injected vapor superheat
were varied to investigate their effect on the system perfor-
mance as well as the liquid level variations in the flash tank.
4. Performance evaluation
In transient conditions, the system cooling and heating
capacities rely on the air side performance, since it’s difficult
to accurately obtain the refrigerant-side enthalpy in the first
few minutes after the system is started. In this scenario, the
capacity is calculated in Equation (1):
Qair ¼ _mair

hair;out  hair;in

(1)
Where _mair is the air mass flow rate; hair;out is the outlet air
enthalpy at the indoor heat exchanger, and hair;in is the inlet air
enthalpy at the indoor heat exchanger. The system cooling
and heating COP is defined in Equation (2):
COP ¼ Qair
Ptotal
(2)
Where Ptotal is the total power consumption, which includes
the heat pump system power consumption and the electric
heater power consumption.
For steady-state operation, refrigerant-side performance
was used for the evaluation since the measurement in the
refrigerant side is more accurate than the air side. In this
scenario, the capacity is calculated in Equation (3):
Qref ¼ _mref

href;out  href;in

(3)
Where _mref is the refrigerant mass flow rate; href;out is the
refrigerant enthalpy at the indoor heat exchanger outlet, and
href;in is the refrigerant enthalpy at the indoor heat exchanger
inlet. The system cooling and heating COP is defined in
Equation (4):
COP ¼ Qref
Ptotal
(4)
5. Experimental results
5.1. System startup
Ideally, the injected vapor superheat should always be main-
tained positive if the PID controller functions properly,
regardless of steady-state or transient system operations. The
first step is to examine the superheat variations during the
system startup to investigate the controllability of the PID
controller. Fig. 7 shows the injected vapor superheat varia-
tions during the system startup at different operating condi-
tions and heater power input. It can be seen that the injected
vapor superheat could always be controlled to reach the target
superheat within a relatively short period of time with
different superheat settings. The degree of superheat could
also be maintained to be non-negative to avoid liquid refrig-
erant being injected to the compressor. Moreover, the liquid
level variation is also closely related to the injected vapor
superheat. Fig. 8 shows the flash tank liquid level variations
Condenser
Evaporator
Compressor
Upper-stage
expansion 
valve (EEV) 
Lower-stage
expansion
valve (TXV)  
Electric
heater 
Sensing bulb
PID controller
Injected
vapor
superheat 
Shutoff
valve 
Fig. 5 e Schematic of the control strategy for the flash tank
cycle.
Fig. 6 e The user interface of the EEV-PID controller.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the heat pump system with flash tank investigated by Xu et al.
(2011).
Zheng et al. (2016) conducted an exp rimen l study to investigate the effect of the
mass flow rate on the liquid separation efficiency and the flow pattern at the inlet of a
T-junction. The T-junction had an inlet horizontal tube (8 mm ID) and two vertical
outlets of equal diameters (17.5 mm ID). The refrigerant R134a was used in all the
experiments over a range of mass flux and vapour quality conditions spanning from 100
to 600 kg/m2·s and 0.1 to 0.6, respectively. A high speed camera was used to record the
flow patterns and flow behaviour inside the separator. Figure 2.12 shows images of the
flow patterns at the horizontal inlet tube of the T-junction. The results revealed that
the liquid separat on efficie cy deteriorat d dramatically when the Froude number in
the upward (gas outlet side) tube increased. The results also revealed that the highest
liquid separation efficiency was achieved when the flow pattern was stratified at the
inlet of the separator.
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Slug flow G=100 kg/m
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Stratified-wavy flow G=100 kg/m
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Figure 2.12: Typical flow patters in the horizontal tube inlet of a T-junction for different
flow regimes: (A) Slug flow G = 100 kg/m
2·s, xin = 0.073, (B) Stratified-wavy flow G
= 100 kg/m
2·s, xin =0.463, (C) Intermittent flow G 400 kg/m2·s, xin = 0.372, (D)
Annular flow G = 600 kg/m
2·s, xin = 0.372 (Zheng 2016).
2.5 Vertical flash tank design using settling theory
In a vertical separator, the gravity force plays an important role in separating liquid
droplets from gas-liquid two-phase flow (Delgado and Pichardo, 1999). Settling theory
provides insight into the significance of certain physical processes that influence the
separation of the liquid drops from the vapour phase (Elbel and Hrnjak, 2004). In
order to apply setting theory in the design of a vertical separator, it is assumed that
the liquid droplets act as uniform spherical particles that are separable from the vapour
phase (GPSA, 2004). This assumption is justified for Weber numbers lower than 6.
The Weber number is a dimensionless number expressing the ratio between the inertial
force and the surface tension force (Villermaux and Bossa, 2009),
We =
ρl.dd.u
2
σ
(2.1)
where
ρl = Liquid density (kg/m
3).
u = Liquid velocity.
dd = Droplet diameter (m).
σ = Surface tension (N/m).
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Settling theory characterises the actual process that are taking place in the vertical
separator. Whenever relative motion exists between a surrounding vapour and a liquid
droplet, three main forces act on the liquid droplets: drag, gravity and buoyancy
(Khorshidi and Naderipour, 2012). The resultant of these forces will cause acceleration
in the direction of the net force. A force balance is established from Newton’s law to
determine the droplet acceleration in the upwards direction.
m.a = −Fg + Fb + Fd (2.2)
where the gravity force Fg is always directed downward and is given by
Fg =
pid3d
6
.ρl.g (2.3)
where the dd is the droplet diameter, ρl is the liquid density, g is the gravitational
acceleration constant. The bouncy force Fb is in the opposite direction to the gravity
and is given as,
Fb =
pid3d
6
.ρg.g (2.4)
where ρg is the vapour density.
The drag force Fd acts in the opposite direction of the droplet relative velocity, and
its magnitude can be determined as follows,
Fd =
1
2
.pi.CD.ρg.(Ug + Ud)
2.
(
dd
2
)2
(2.5)
where Ug is the upward speed of the vapour (m/s), Ud is the downward speed of the
droplet (m/s), CD is the drag coefficient. By balancing the above three forces, the
relative velocity difference for zero acceleration of the droplet (the terminal velocity
difference) can be calculated as,
UT =
√
4.g.d∗d.(ρl − ρg)
3.ρg.CD
(2.6)
where d∗d is the droplet diameter for the terminal velocity difference. Souders and
Brown (1934) presented the design theory for the vertical separators by arranging the
Equation 2.6 as follows,
UT = K
√
ρl − ρg
ρg
(2.7)
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where K is the settling velocity coefficient or Sauders and Brown coefficient which is
therefore given by
K =
√
4gd∗d
3CD
(2.8)
A critical situation arises if the vapour flow speed is sufficiently high that the droplet
remains stationary within the vertical separator. In this situation, Ud = 0 and there-
fore Ug = UT . Based on this condition, diameter D of the vertical separator can be
determine as,
D =
√
4V˙
piUT
(2.9)
where V˙ is the volumetric flow rate of gas (m3/s).
Consequently, the required separator height H can be estimated as follows (Hrnjak,
2011),
H =
4V˙
piDUT
(2.10)
Some studies have suggested that the range of droplet sizes of about 200 to 500 µm
needs to be considered for the design of a separator (Stanly and Walas, 1990; Arnold
and Stewart, 1998). When a mesh pad is used in a vertical separator, it can eliminate
remaining droplets between 10 and 140 µm (GPSA, 2004).
The settling velocity coefficient (K) can be taken as a factor that indicates the compact-
ness of a vertical separator, it can have a range of values based on the fluid properties
and separator geometry (Svrcek and Monnery, 1993). Seader et al. (1998) suggested
a range of K values between 0.03 and 0.107 m/s. In low pressure applications, the
suggested K value is no more than 0.1 m/s and normally a 50 % safety margin is
applied for separators without internal hardware such as an inlet diverter, vanes and
mesh pads (Zhou, 2013).
Many correlations have been provided to estimate the droplet drag coefficient on the
assumption that the droplet has a spherical shape. Yan et al. (2017) presented a list
of drag coefficient correlations adopted from the Zhou (2013) as shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Correlation of drag coefficient for spherical droplet for Yan et al. (2017),
adopted from Zhou (2013).
Literature Correlation
White, F.M, 1991
CD =
24
Red
+
6
1 +
√
Red
+ 0.4
0 < Red < 2× 105
Stoke’s law CD =
24
Red
Red < 2
Newton’s Law CD=0.44 500 < Red < 2× 105
Intermediate Law CD =
18.5
Re
3/5
d
2 < Red < 500
Schiller, 1935 CD =
24
Red
(1 + 0.15Re0.687d ) Red < 1000
Fair and Geyer, 1954 CD =
24
Red
+
3
Re0.5d
+ 0.34 Red < 1× 104
The droplet Reynolds number in Table 2.1 is defined as Red =
ρgddUT
µg
, where µg
is the gas viscosity. The terminal velocity difference is solved UT by an iterative
process. GPSA (2004) presented a correlation to estimate the drag coefficient without
an iterative process as shown in Equation 2.11, and then from Figure 2.13, the drag
coefficient can be obtained.
CD.Re
2 =
0.95× 108.ρg.d3d.(ρl − ρg)
µ2g
(2.11)
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Figure 2.13: Drag coefficient values for the rigid spheres (GPSA 2004).
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York (1954) introduced an improvement for the separator design using a wire mesh pad
that updated the design methodology for the treatment of liquid separation problems.
This design data led to the adoption of the Souders and Brown (1934) equations given
in Equations 2.7 and 2.8.
Many studies based on the settling theory design have investigated the effect of the
terminal velocity, droplet size and K value on the separator performance. To obtain a
functional gravitational vertical separator, the fluid phases should be immiscible and
have significantly difference densities (Hrnjak, 2011). Wu (1984) presented an approach
that summarized the mechanisms of particle movement for gravity separators, applica-
ble to vertical and horizontal separators. The effect of particle trajectory through two
dimensions was considered to predict the particle motion and to develop the minimum
separator length. However, the design droplet size was not specified.
Jekel and Reindl (2001) reviewed the literature on the principles governing gravity
driven separation of liquid-vapour two-phase flow and design methods for separators,
focusing on ammonia as the working fluid. Techniques for assessing separation per-
formance in terms of the critical droplet size were presented for both vertical and
horizontal separators. Equations of motion containing the three major forces that de-
fine the droplet trajectories in both vertical and horizontal separators were presented
and implemented. Their recommendations were that the vapour velocity for a vertical
separator should be 75 % to 90 % of the terminal velocity and the appropriate K value
depends on the working fluid properties and droplet size.
Wiencke (2011) presented theoretical work to size a horizontal and vertical gravity
liquid separator for industrial applications using ammonia as a refrigerant. The the-
oretical model was compared with observations which were taken from 85 industrial
gravity separators. The study showed that the good design of a gravity separator
not only depends on the separation velocities that are based on the critical droplet
diameter but also needs to consider the fluid entering the separator and the methods
of aiding the vapour to flow through the vapour outlet as these factors influence the
three forces that effect the upward and downward velocities.
Khorshidi and Naderipour (2012) conducted an experimental study to design a gas-
liquid vertical separator which was used in the Sarkhoun and Qeshm gas refinery with
2845 m3/hr of gas phase and 24.54 m3/hr of liquid. The experimental vertical vessel
was 3 m in length and 2.45 m in diameter. The results showed that the length of
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separator should be increased when an eliminator is not used due to the influence of
K value on the terminal velocity UT . The results also showed that the liquid droplets
start to settle out when the vertical velocity is less than the terminal velocity Ug < UT , .
2.6 CFD studies of separators
Many studies about the two-phase separation have been done numerically using com-
putational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations. Some of these studies investigated the
two-phase separation in horizontal pipes such as Terzuoli et al. (2008), Walvekar et al.
(2009) and Messa et al. (2014), while other studies investigated the vertical separation
which includes the swirl separator such as Xiong et al. (2014) and cyclone separator
such as Pointon et al. (2009), Zarrouk and Purnanto (2015) and Misiulia et al. (2017).
Terzuoli et al. (2008) presented simulations of a stratified air-water two-phase flow in
a horizontal rectangular channel using CFD codes (FLUENT and CFX). Experimen-
tal work was also performed to compare with the CFD simulations. A rectangular
channel 0.1 m high, 0.2 m width and 13 m long was established and uniform air and
water velocities of 3.66 m/s and 0.395 m/s were used to establish a stratified flow
condition. In the CFD simulations, an inhomogeneous model was used to solve the
velocities for each phase, while the homogeneous setting was adopted for turbulent
flow simulated with the k−ω shear stress transport (SST) model. The results showed
that water height in the channel is affected by different equilibrium conditions between
drag force, gravitational force and frictional force which are acting on the fluid. The
difference between the experimental and CFD simulation results was not specified.
Walvekar et al. (2009) conducted a numerical study using CFD Fluent version 6.2 to
simulate three dimensional two-phase flow in a horizontal tube. Two immiscible liq-
uids: oil and water were used as the working fluids. The horizontal pipe had a 0.024 m
inside diameter and 9.7 m length and this geometry was used as the domain to sim-
ulate the two-phase flow. The Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model with 0.001 s time
steps were used to achieve transient simulation of the two-phase flow inside the hori-
zontal pipe. Velocity inlet and pressure outlet were specified as a boundary conditions.
The results were compared with the experimental results from other literature. The
results revealed that the CFD was successful in simulating the two-phase dispersed
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liquid-liquid flows, and an average relative deviation between the simulations and the
experiment of 3.41% was obtained for the oil hold up parameter.
Messa et al. (2014) performed numerical simulations to predict the main features of
fully suspended slurry flows, namely pressure gradient, solid-volume fraction and ve-
locity profile in a horizontal pipe. The Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model with the
k −  turbulence model was used. Velocity inlet and pressure outlet were set as the
boundary conditions. The results showed that the simulations provided the pressure
gradient within about ± 20 % of the measured values.
Xiong et al. (2014) used CFD simulation to investigate the two-phase flow inside a
swirl-vane separator and to analyse the separation performance. A mixture of air and
water was used as the working fluid. The results revealed that the separation efficiency
of the swirl-vane separator depends on the flow patten and the water velocity, while
the pressure drop is mainly affected by the air flow rate and water droplet diameter.
The CFD simulation results apparently agreed with the experimental results, but the
difference between the CFD simulation and experimental results was not quantified.
Pointon et al. (2009) presented a study using a commercial CFD package to simulate
the separation process in a geothermal cyclone separator. The simulation was focused
on the separation process and the sizing for very large cyclone separators using a wide
range of fluid conditions. The results revealed that the CFD can be used to examine
particular aspects of the cyclone separator design, including upstream piping arrange-
ment and performance of the cyclone separator, but the validity of the simulation was
not quantified.
Zarrouk and Purnanto (2015) reviewed recent research that utilises CFD for steam-
water cyclone separator design. The study demonstrated that the CFD simulations
provide insight to the two-phase behaviour and features that cannot be analysed from
any empirical approach.
Misiulia et al. (2017) presented a CFD study to simulate the two-phase flow inside a
cyclone separator and to optimize the geometry of the cyclone separator. Four main
geometrical parameters were considered in the numerical optimization: core diameter,
number of vanes, height of vanes and leading edge angle. The results indicated that
the most significant geometrical parameters of the cyclone separator are the number
of vanes, the vane angle and the vane height. A new optimised geometry was obtained
from the CFD simulation but it was not validated with experimental results.
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Obviously CFD simulation can be used to examine the two-phase flow separation pro-
cess including separator geometry. However, from the existing studies it is different to
obtain a clear understanding of the precision that can be expected from CFD when
using it as a design tool for vertical flash tank separator. Although there are several
studies that have applied CFD to phase separation applications with swirling flow con-
ditions, few have applied CFD to the apparently simpler case of gravity separation in a
vertical flash tank. There is a further need to establish fundamental design recommen-
dations for optimising the liquid separation efficiency of vertical flash tank separators
and it is conceivable that this can be achieved through CFD simulations, but only by
careful comparison and assessment against experimental results.
2.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented theoretical, experimental and numerical studies that have been
performed on separation applications. It also presented the important role of the ver-
tical flash tank separator in air conditioning and refrigeration systems. The literature
confirmed that using the vertical flash tank separator in air condition and refrigera-
tion systems increases the system performance and its capacity by around 10 to 20 %.
Therefore, the flash tank is an important component that is worth considering for air
conditioning and refrigeration systems.
The liquid separation efficiency is an important parameter that characterise the per-
formance of vertical flash tank separators. Using the flash tank allows vapour to be
injected into compressor and provides separated liquid to be fed into evaporator, so
the separation efficiency indicates how much separated liquid can be obtained from the
flash tank separators. The separation efficiency can be affected by the aspect ratio of
the separator, flow pattern in the inlet of the separator, inclination angle of the inlet
pipe, and mass flow rate of the working fluid.
Settling theory is a theoretical approach for the vertical flash tank separator design.
The settling theory considers drag, gravity and buoyancy on liquid drops and the re-
sultant of those forces will cause acceleration in the direction of the net force. The
literature provides some design recommendations such as the vapour velocity for the
vertical separator should be 75% to 90% of the terminal velocity and the K value
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should be no more than about 0.1 m/s. While such recommendations offer some guid-
ance for the design process they do not provide a tool for vertical flash tank design
optimisation.
In contrast to settling theory, CFD does potentially provide a method for vertical
flash tank design optimisation. Studies of two-phase flow simulations using CFD were
reviewed. However a clear understanding of the precision that can be obtained from
CFD when using it as design tool for vertical flash tank separators can not be derived
from the existing studies. Some CFD studies reported agreement with experimental
measurement of key parameters to within a few percent, in others the agreement was
much worse, and in still others, the CFD results were not even assessed relative to
experiments. Therefore, this work aims to provide experimental data that contributes
additional knowledge for flash tank design both through the direct application of em-
pirical results and through the use of the data in the assessment of CFD as a flash
tank design tool. A clear understanding of the precision of the CFD will be obtained
by comparing the CFD with the experiments result.
Chapter 3
Basic definitions and terminology
of two-phase flow
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces two-phase flow fundamentals. Primary variables and their
relationship with each other are presented, and key non-dimensional two-phase flow
parameters are introduced.
3.2 Definition of two-phase flow
Two-phase flow is the simplest case of multiphase flow and is restricted to two phases
in close proximity travelling together at the same time. Each phase is homogeneous in
physical structure and chemical composition. Two-phase flow is often associated with
phase change phenomena such as boiling and condensation processes. This results
in a complicated transport process in engineering applications compared with single
phase flow. The two-phase flow of vapour and liquid which occurs in pipes, heat
exchanger, and other equipment has been investigated intensively by many researchers
for many years as the two-phase flow of liquid-vapour plays a significant role in many
applications.
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In order to understand the principles of two-phase flow, the basic definitions and
dimensionless numbers associated with two-phase flow are introduced.
3.3 Vapour quality
One important factor in two-phase flow is vapour quality x, which is defined as the
ratio of vapour mass to the total mass of the mixture (Bergman et al., 2011). The
vapour quality can be used to identify the dryness or wetness of the mixture in the
two-phase flow regime.
x =
m˙g
m˙t
(3.1)
m˙t = m˙g + m˙l (3.2)
m˙g = GAx (3.3)
m˙l = GA(1− x) (3.4)
where
x = Vapour quality
m˙g = Vapour mass flow rate (kg/s)
m˙l = Liquid mass flow rate (kg/s)
m˙t = Total mass flow rate of the mixture (kg/s)
G = Total mass flux (kg/m2·s)
A = Total cross section area (m2)
Vapour quality defines the proportions of the liquid and vapour phases in the mixture,
and it can be calculated from thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy. For example,
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x =
h− hf
hfg
(3.5)
where hf is the saturated liquid enthalpy, hfg = hg − hf is the difference between the
specific enthalpy of the saturated vapour and saturated liquid, and h is the mixture
specific enthalpy which can be defined as
h =
m˙lhf + m˙ghg
m˙l + m˙g
(3.6)
3.4 Volume flow rate
In two-phase flow, the volume flow rate can be used to calculate the mass flow rate of
a particular fluid. The volume flow rate of each phase is given by
Qg =
m˙g
ρg
(3.7)
Ql =
m˙l
ρl
(3.8)
So, from Equations 3.7 and 3.8, the total volume flow rate can be calculated by
Qt = Qg +Ql (3.9)
where
Qg = Vapour volume flow rate (m
3/s)
Ql = Liquid volume flow rate (m
3/s)
Qt = Total volume flow rate (m
3/s)
ρg = Density of vapour (kg/m
3)
ρl = Density of liquid (kg/m
3)
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3.5 Mass flux
Mass flux (mass velocity) is the mass of flow rate of a particular fluid per unit cross
sectional area. It is an essential variable in two-phase flow analysis. The mass flux is
defined in terms of the total mass flow rate and the total cross section area (Ishii and
Hibiki, 2011).
G =
m˙t
A
(3.10)
3.6 Velocities
For two fluids moving through a given cross sectional area, a number of definitions of
the associated velocities are required because generally, in two-phase flow, the phases
do not have the same velocity. Under these conditions, a relative velocity will exist
between the two phases (Dinaryanto et al., 2016). Consequently, the velocity can be
described as either an average local velocity or a superficial velocity.
3.6.1 Average Local Velocity
The average local velocity is the ratio between the volume flow rate of a particular
phase and the cross sectional area that is occupied by that phase. It is a cross sectional
average velocity.
ug =
Qg
Ag
(3.11)
ul =
Ql
Al
(3.12)
where
ug = Vapour local velocity (m/s)
Ag = Area occupied by vapour (m
2)
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ul = Liquid local velocity (kg/m
2)
Al = Area occupied by liquid (m
2)
3.6.2 Superficial Velocity
Because of the difficulty of measuring Al and Ag, the area occupied by the liquid
phase and gas phase respectively, the superficial velocity is used. Superficial velocity
is calculated by dividing the volume flow rate of each phase by the total cross section
area (Setyawan et al., 2016).
usg =
Qg
A
=
Gx
ρg
(3.13)
usl =
Ql
A
=
G(1− x)
ρl
(3.14)
where
A = Total cross section area (m2)
usg = Vapour superficial velocity (m/s)
usl = Liquid superficial velocity (m/s)
The total superficial velocity can be defined as the summation of the liquid and vapour
superficial velocities.
ust = usl + usg (3.15)
In separated flows, where the phases travel at different velocities, the velocity ratio
(also called the slip velocity) is also used to determine the local velocities of phases.
The velocity ratio can be given by,
S =
ug
ul
=
m˙gρlAl
m˙lρgAg
(3.16)
The velocity ratio also has a relationship with the vapour quality and void fraction
(Fei, 2004).
S =
(
x
1− x
)(
ρl
ρg
)(
1− α
α
)
(3.17)
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where
α = Void fraction = Ag/At.
S = Velocity ratio.
Density is one of the thermodynamic properties for each phase that needs to be iden-
tified in two-phase flow. The effective total or mixture density is given by
ρTP = ρgx+ (1− x)ρl (3.18)
where ρTP is the two-phase effective density.
3.7 Void fraction in two-phase flow
The void fraction is essential to understand two-phase flow pattern maps. It is defined
as the ratio between the cross sectional area that is occupied by the vapour and the
total cross sectional area of the channel (Wojtan et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2016). The
void fraction represents a fundamental parameter needed to determine mean velocities
of phases. Figure 3.1 illustrates the cross sectional void fraction in a circular pipe.
α =
Ag
At
(3.19)
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Figure 3.1: Cross sectional void fraction
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In two-phase flow, a tool called the flow pattern map provides a picture of two-phase
flow behaviour. However, to understand these flow pattern maps, the void fraction
should be estimated (El Hajal et al., 2003). The void fraction can be easily calculated
for two-phase flow when the liquid and vapour move at the same flow velocity, which
is defined as homogeneous flow using (El Hajal et al., 2003)
αH =
[
1 +
(
1− x
x
)(
ρg
ρl
)]−1
(3.20)
However, in the two-phase flow regions where the phases travel at different velocities,
which is defined as non-homogeneous flow, the void fraction can be estimated using
(Rouhani and Axelsson, 1970)
αNH =
x
ρg
(
[1 + 0.12(1− x)]
[
x
ρg
+
1− x
ρl
]
+
1.18(1− x)[gσ(ρl − ρg)]0.25
Gρl0.5
)−1
(3.21)
Equations 3.21 is a frequently used correlation that is based on experimental data.
However, the Rouhani and Axelsson equation is found to underestimate the void frac-
tion in non-homogeneous flow. In practice, for non-homogeneous flow, the void fraction
falls between the homologous limit and the Rouhani and Axelsson equation.
The mean logarithmic void fraction (αLM) which typically provides a better estima-
tion of the non-homogeneous void fraction than the Rouhani and Axelsson equation is
given by (El Hajal et al., 2003)
αLM =
αH − αNH
ln(
αH
αNH
)
(3.22)
where
αLM = Mean logarithmic void fraction.
αH = Homogeneous void fraction.
αNH = Non-homogeneous void fraction (Rouhani and Axelsson model).
Figure 3.2 presents a comparison of the different values of αLM, αH and αNH for
R410A at saturation temperature of 4  and mass flux of 400 kg/m2·s in a circular
tube with inside diameter of 8 mm.
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effect on ac, e.g. a decrease in void fraction from 0.99 to
0.98 doubles the film thickness d in Eq. (3).
6. New version of flow pattern map for condensation
Fig. 5 from Collier and Thome [22] depicts some of
the typical flow regimes observed during evaporation
and condensation inside a horizontal tube, including
some cross-sectional views of the flow structure. The
flow patterns observed are bubbly flow, plug flow, slug
flow, stratified-wavy flow, annular flow and annular flow
with partial dryout (in evaporation). Presently, flow
patterns are classified as follows: fully-stratified flow (S),
stratified-wavy flow (SW), intermittent flow (I), annular
flow (A), mist flow (MF) and bubbly flow (B). Intermit-
tent flow refers to both the plug and slug flow regimes (it
is essentially a stratified-wavy flow pattern with large
amplitude waves that wash the top of the tube). Also,
stratified-wavy flow is often referred to in the literature
as simply wavy flow. For a detailed definition of the flow
patterns used here, refer to those in Collier and Thome
[22].
The flow pattern map modified here is that of Kattan
et al. [1] for evaporation and adiabatic flows in small
diameter horizontal tubes. Their map is a modification
of the Steiner [9] map, which in turn is a modification of
the original Taitel and Dukler [6] map. Z€urcher et al.
[23] have proposed an updated version of this map with
two adjustments based on new flow pattern observations
for ammonia taken at mass velocities down to about 16
kg/(m2 s). More recently, Thome and El Hajal [21] have
simplified implementation of the map by bringing the
Rouhani–Axelsson void fraction equation into the
method to eliminate its iterative solution scheme. It is
this last version that is the starting point here for the
condensation flow map.
The flow pattern map for evaporation is shown in
Fig. 6 for R-134a in an 8.0 mm tube at a saturation
temperature of 40 C. The transition boundary between
annular flow (A) and stratified-wavy (SW) flow at high
vapor quality represents the onset of dryout of the an-
nular film and is thus a function of heat flux. For con-
densation, saturated vapor enters a condenser tube and
forms either (i) a thin liquid film around the perimeter of
the tube as an annular flow or (ii) a liquid layer in the
bottom of the tube and a gravity-controlled condensing
film around the upper perimeter as a stratified or stra-
Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental to predicted values using
LMe for e (c ¼ 0:0039, n ¼ 0:734).
Fig. 4. Comparison of void fraction methods for R-410A.
Fig. 5. Two-phase flow patterns in horizontal tubes from
Collier and Thome [22]: (a) evaporation, (b) condensation with
high liquid loading, (c) condensation with low liquid loading.
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Figure 3.2: Comparis n of the logarithmic me n v id frac ion αLM with the Rouhani and
Alxelsson void fraction αNH and homogeneous void correlation αH for R410A in circular
tube with inside diameter d= 8 mm at mass flux G=400 kg/m2·s, saturation temperature
T=40  (El Hajal et., 2003)
3.8 Two-phase flow regimes in a horizontal tube
The two-phase flow regime at the inlet of a flash tank separator can significantly influ-
ence the separation performance of the flash tank separator (Hanfei and Hrnjak, 2012).
Xiong et l. (2014) reported that the separation efficiency of a two-phase flow separator
is affected by the inlet flow regime.
Many flow pattern maps of adiabatic two-phase flow have been developed for a horizon-
tal pipe, while other researchers considered the heat flux in their studies to investigate
the two- hase flow regimes, such as Collier and Thome (1994) who defined the two-
phase flow regimes during an evaporation process in a horizontal tube, as shown in
Figure 3.3.
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• Mist flow. At very high velocities most of the liquid is entrained as spray by the gas. The
spray appears to be produced by the high velocity gas ripping the annular liquid film off from
the wall.
3.2 Flow pattern maps in horizontal flow
The analysis of single-phase flow is made easier if one can establish that the flow is either laminar or
turbulent and whether any separation or secondary flow effect occurs. This information is equally
important in the study of gas-liquid flow. However, perhaps of greater importance in the latter
case is the topology or geometry of the flow, i.e. the corresponding flow patterns or flow regimes.
Fig. (3.2) shows a schematic representation of a horizontal tubular channel heated by a uniform
low heat flux and fed with liquid just below the saturation temperature.
Figure 3.2: Flow patterns during evaporation in a horizontal tube ([35]).
To predict the local flow pattern in a tube, a flow pattern map is used. These are an attempt,
on a two-dimensional graph, to separate the space into areas corresponding to the various flow
regimes. It should be pointed out that the flow pattern is also influence by a number of secondary
variables but it is not possible to represent their influence using only a two-dimensional plot. One
should be aware that transition curves on flow pattern maps should be considered as transition
zones analogous to that between laminar and turbulent flows.
3.2.1 Baker flow pattern map
The first to recognize the importance of the flow pattern as a starting point for the calculation of
pressure drop, void fraction, and heat and mass transfer was Baker [7] in 1954. He published the
earliest flow pattern map for horizontal flow, presented in Fig. (3.3).
To utilize this map, first the mass velocities of the liquid GL and vapor GG must be determined.
Then the gas-phase parameter λ and the liquid-phase parameter ψ are calculated as follows:
λ =
(
ρG
ρair
ρL
ρwater
)1/2
(3.1)
Figure 3.3: Two-phase flow r gimes during the evaporation pr cess in a horizontal tube
(Collier and Thome, 1994).
The flow regime is a characteristic of two-phase flow which needs to be defined to
determine other parameters such as heat transfer. According to flow rates, physical
properties of the two phases and the geometry of the tube, a variety of flow patterns can
occur (Dobson, 1994). In a horizontal tube, the two-phase flow patterns are different
from a vertical tube as gravity acts normal to the flow direction in the horizontal tube
(Saisorn and Wongwises, 2015).
The two-phase flow patterns in a horizontal tube can be classified into two main groups.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the first group of the two-phase flow patterns that occur at a high
value of void fraction, and Figure 3.5 illustrates the second group of the two-phase flow
patterns that occur at a low value of void fraction (Dobson, 1994).
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The first group includes five flow patterns: stratified flow, wavy flow, wavy-annular
flow, annular flow and annular-mist flow. While the second group includes three flow
patterns: slug, plug and bubbly flow. In the first group, the flow patterns are organized
according to increasing vapour velocity. In contrast, the flow patterns in the second
group are organised according to increasing liquid velocity or decreasing void fraction.
The stratified flow pattern is generated when the vapour velocity is very low. As
gravity plays an important role in this horizontal orientation, the liquid velocity in the
top portion of the tube is mostly downward while the velocity in the bottom portion
is in the mean flow direction (Milkie et al., 2016). The interface between liquid and
vapour remains smooth as the velocity of vapour is low. When the vapour velocity
is increased, the pattern become wavy flow. In the wavy flow regime the interface
between the liquid and vapour becomes unstable as a result of shear forces acting on
the surface of the liquid (Roman et al., 2016).
By further increasing in vapour velocity, waves start to wash up and around the tube
wall causing a transition to annular flow. However, before reaching the annular flow
pattern, a flow pattern called wavy-annular is generated (Zhuang et al., 2016). When
the liquid film thickness become uniform at the top and bottom of the tube, the flow
pattern is completely annular. In the annular flow pattern, the liquid film moves on
the wall of the tube and high velocity gas is in the centre (Zhuang et al., 2016).
The last pattern of the first flow pattern group in Figure 3.4 is annular-mist flow.
In this regime, liquid droplets move in the centre of the tube with the vapour as a
result of shearing off the peak of the liquid waves due to high vapour velocity (Milkie
et al., 2016). The appearance of the annular-mist pattern is an annular film with a
mixture of mist and vapour in the centre of the tube.
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Figure 3.4: Flow regime classifications in a horizontal pipe at high void fraction (Dobson,
1994)
In the flow regimes of Figure 3.5, the slug flow occurs at low void fraction, it has bullet
shaped bubbles with rounded noses and tails separated by liquid phase (Roman et al.,
2016). In the slug flow, as the bubbles are typically large and the slug length depends
on the tube diameter, bubbles can almost fill the tube (Abdulkadir et al., 2016). By
further decreasing the void fraction, the plug flow pattern appears, in which the bubbles
are smaller than that in the slug flow pattern and the liquid phase is continuous along
the bottom of the tube (Ramezani et al., 2016). The last flow pattern in the second
group is the bubbly flow pattern. The gas bubbles in this pattern are dispersed in the
liquid phase. Due to buoyancy, there tends to be a higher concentration of bubbles in
the upper half of the tube (Bottin et al., 2014).
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Figure 3.5: Flow regime classifications in a horizontal pipe at low void fraction (Dobson,
1994)
3.9 Two-phase flow regimes maps
This section explains the two-phase flow regime maps that identify the transition
boundaries between the flow patterns; it is a diagram that typically uses the non-
dimensional parameters to present the velocities of the liquid and gas (GPSA, 2004).
Baker et al. (1954) presented the earliest two-phase flow pattern map for horizontal
flow in a tube. In order to use this map, the mass velocities of liquid (Gl) and vapour
(Gg) must be defined as shown in Figure 3.6. The gas-phase and liquid-phase pa-
rameters are essential to identify the gas and liquid mass velocities. To calculate the
gas-phase and liquid-phase parameters, the properties of the fluid are combined as.
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Figure 3.3: Baker (1954) flow pattern map for horizontal flow in a tube.
ψ =
(σwater
σ
)[( µL
µwater
)(
ρwater
ρL
)2]1/3
(3.2)
where ρG, ρL, µL and σ are the properties of the fluid and ρwater, ρair, µwater and σwater are
the reference properties of air and water at standard atmospheric pressure and room temperature.
This map was developed based on air-water data. Note that λ and ψ are standard dimensionless
parameters that should take into account the variation in the properties of the fluid.
3.2.2 Mandhane et al. flow pattern map
In the interest of simplicity, Mandhane et al. [91] in 1974 proposed a basic flow pattern map based on
air-water data, and then attempt to apply physical property corrections. While this was certainly
not a new approach, previous workers did not have access to the amount of data that were available
for this study. The proposed flow pattern map is shown in Fig. (3.4). It should be noted that the
transition between adjacent flow patterns do not occur suddenly but over a range of flow rates.
Thus, in this figure, transitions between flow patterns are shown as broad bands instead of lines.
The transition boundaries indicated were located on the basis of a log VSL vs. log VSG plot of the
1178 observations for the air-water system, where VSL(jL) and VSG(jG) are respectively the liquid
and vapor superficial velocities. One of the mayor improvements of this approach was that they
showed that the effect of tube diameter was adequately taken into account by using the superficial
velocities, VSL and VSG, as the coordinate axes.
Figure 3.6: Air-water two-phase flow pattern map for horizontal flow in tube by Baker
(1954).
λ =
[
ρgρl
ρairρwater
]0.5
(3.23)
Ψ =
(σwater
σ
)[( µl
µwater
)(ρwater
ρl
)2]0.333
(3.24)
Air and water properties are used as the reference properties at standard atmospheric
pressure and room t mperature. Air-water data were used to develop this map. In
Figu e 3.6, the parameters
Gg
λ
nd GlΨ are the gas and liquid mass velocity.
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Mandhane et al. (1974) also proposed a two-phase flow pattern map for a horizontal
flow in pipe based on water-air two-phase flow data. Because of the transition between
flow patterns do not occur suddenly, the transitions between flow patterns are shown
by broad bands instead of lines as shown in Figure 3.7. To identify the flow pattern
using this map, the superficial velocities for both liquid and gas phases should be
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Figure 3.4: Mandhane (1974) flow pattern map for horizontal flow in a tube.
As pointed out, the Mandhane et al. flow pattern map was developed using air-water data. In order
to take into account the variation in the properties of the fluid, they proposed two dimensionless
parameters. These factor are applied to the flow pattern boundaries rather than to the axes of the
map following the procedure well described in their paper. The proposed map, and the physical
property correction procedure were then compared with a huge data bank.
3.2.3 Taitel and Dukler flow pattern map
Taitel and Dukler [125] proposed in 1976 a flow pattern map for horizontal flow in tubes. This map
is shown in Fig. (3.5) and is based on their analytical analysis of the flow transition mechanisms
together with empirical selection of several parameters. The proposed map has a better scientific
basis than many of the previous attempts and thus extrapolates better than the others maps. The
map uses the Martinelli parameter X, the gas Froude number FrG and the parameters T and K
and is composed of three graphs.
The Martinelli parameter is:
X =
[
(dp/dz)L
(dp/dz)G
]1/2
(3.3)
Figure 3.7: Air-water two-phase flow pattern map for horizontal fl i a tube by Mand-
hane et al. (1974).
Kattan et al. (1998) presented a modification of a two-phase flow pattern map which
was proposed by Steiner (1993). The modification includes the influence of heat flux
and dryout on the flow pattern transition boundaries. This map provides a linear-liner
graph of vapour quality (vapour portion) with mass flux (mass velocity) for R410A, as
shown in Figure 3.8. This m p prese ts the tr nsition curves of stratified-wavy flow
(SW), fully stratified flow (S), intermittent flow (I), annular flow (A), bubbly flow (B),
and mist flow (M).
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intermittent and annular as ”I-A”, between annular a mist flow ”A-M” and between intermit-
tent and bubbly flow as ”I-B”.
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Figure 3.7: Kattan (1998) flow pattern map (solid lines) evaluated for refrigerant R-410A at
Tsat = 5
oC in 13.84mm internal diameter tube.
The transition ”S-SW” is given by the expression:
Gstrat =
{
(226.3)2ALDA
2
GDρG(ρL − ρG)µLg
x2(1− x)π3
}1/3
(3.13)
The transition ”S-I/A” is:
Gwavy =
{
16A3GDgDρLρG
x2π2 (1− (2hLD − 1)2)0.5
[
π2
25h2LD
(1− x)−F1(q)
(
We
Fr
)−F2(q)
L
+ 1
]}0.5
+ 50 (3.14)
The high vapor quality portion of this curve depends on the ratio of the Froude number (FrL)
to the Weber number (WeL), where FrL is the ratio of the inertia to the surface tension forces
while WeL is the ratio of inertia to gravity forces. The transition ”A-M” is given by the following
expression:
Gmist =
{
7680A2GDgDρLρG
x2π2ξPh
(
Fr
We
)
L
}0.5
(3.15)
Figure 3.8: Two-phase flow pattern map for R410A at Tsat=5  in a 13.84 mm diameter
horizontal tube by Kattan et al. (1998).
Wojtan et al. (2005) conducted a study to revise a two-phase flow pattern map that was
introduced by Kattan et al. (1998) using refrigerant R22 and considered the heat flux
effect on transition curves. The experimental work provided the void fraction inside
the horizontal tube. The results shown in Figure 3.9 provide a new map of two-phase
flow for R22 at Tsat = 5  in a 13.84 mm diameter of a horizontal tube, evaluated
at 100 kg/m2·s and 2.1kW/m2, where the symbols have the following meanings (S)
stra ified flow, (SW) stratified-wavy flow, (I) intermitten flow, (A) nnular flow, (M)
mist flow a d (D) transition zone between mist and annular flow.
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Figure 3.9: Flow pattern map for R22 at Tsat = 5
oC in the 13.84 mm test section diameter,
evaluated at 100 kg/m
2
.s and 2.1 kW/m
2
by Wojtan et al. (2005).
3.10 Equations for regime transitions
In order to estimate the transition boundaries between the flow patterns, non-dimensional
parameters have been defined in literature (Wojtan et al., 2005; Kanizawa and Rib-
atski, 2012; Acunha and Schneider, 2013; Ghajar and Bhagwat, 2013). Calculating the
void fraction (see section 3.7) is the first step in defining the boundaries between the
flow regimes. The void fraction is then used to calculate indicative non-dimensional
values for the area occupied by liquid and/or gas as illustrated in Figure 3.10.
d 
Ag 
Pg 
r 
Figure 3.10: Stratified angle in two-phase flow (Thome 2003).
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The non-dimensional area occupied by the liquid is
AL =
A(1− α)
d2
(3.25)
and the non-dimensional area occupied by the gas is
Ag =
Aα
d2
(3.26)
The non-dimensional height of the liquid is defined by
hLd = 0.5
(
1− cos
(2pi − θstrat
2
))
(3.27)
and the non-dimensional perimeter of the interface is
Pid = sin
(2pi − θstrat
2
)
(3.28)
In order to calculate the stratified angle θstrat that is presented in Figure 3.10, the
following geometrically defined equation is solved (El Hajal et al., 2003);
ALd =
AL
d2
(3.29)
ALd =
1
8
[(2pi − θstrat)− sin(2pi − θstrat)] (3.30)
Thome and Hajal (2003) presented the wavy transition curve which extends from
stratified-wavy flow to intermittent and annular flow.
Gwavy =
[
16Ag
3gdρlρg
x2pi2(1− (2hLd − 1)2)0.5
[
pi2
25hLd
2 (1− x)−F1(q)
(
We
Fr
)
L
−F2(q)
+1
]]0.5
+ 50− 75e−(
(x2−0.97)2
x(1−x) ) (3.31)
The non-dimensional empirical exponents accounting for the effect of heat flux on
dryout during evaporation are F1(q) and F2(q):
F1(q) = 646.0
(
q
qcrit
)2
+64.8
(
q
qcrit
)
(3.32)
F2(q) = 18.8
(
q
qcrit
)
+1.023 (3.33)
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where the critical heat flux qcrit was used to normalize the heat flux. The heat flux effect
on dryout is not required for condensation and adiabatic conditions and hence in these
cases, q = 0. and hence, the values of F1 and F2 become 0 and 1.023, respectively,
(El Hajal et al., 2003). Based on many studies (Thome and Hajal, 2003; El Hajal
et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2008), qcrit can be calculated using
qcrit = 0.131ρg
0.5hLd[gσ(ρl − ρg)]0.25 (3.34)
where hlg is the latent heat of vaporization (J/kg).
Acunha and Schneider (2013) presented the transition curve from fully stratified to
stratified wavy flow that can be calculated as,
Gstrat =
[
(226.3)2ALAg
2ρg(ρl − ρg)µlg
x2(1− x)pi3
]0.333
+20x (3.35)
From Figure 3.9, there is a vertical line between annular and intermittent flow (El Hajal
et al., 2003). This line can be calculated as,
xIA =
{[
0.2914
(
ρg
ρl
)−1/1.75( µl
µg
)−1/7]
+1
}−1
(3.36)
This line intersects the stratified wavy curve flow and the mist curve. Thome and
Hajal (2003) reported that the mist curve can be determined as,
Gmist =
[
7680Ag
2gdρlρg
x2pi2ξ
(
Fr
We
)
l
]0.5
(3.37)
The ratio between the Weber number and Froude number that occurs in Equation 3.37
can be calculated using (
Fr
We
)
l
=
gd2ρl
σ
(3.38)
and the factor ξ is
ξ =
[
1.138 + 2log(
pi
1.5ALd
)
]−2
(3.39)
where ALd is defined by Equation 3.30. Finally, the last transition curve, the bubbly
curve is given by.
Gbubbly =
[
256ALd
2gd1.25ρl(ρl − ρg)
0.3164(1− x)1.75pi2µl0.25Pid
]1/1.75
(3.40)
The bubbly flow occurs at very high mass velocities that are above the range shown
in Figure 3.9.
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3.11 Two-phase pattern map for water
As water was used in the present work, a two-phase flow pattern map was created for
water two-phase flow based on the equations presented in the previous section and this
map is presented in Figure 3.11. Matlab was used to create the pattern map using
water properties and for a horizontal tube of diameter 25 mm, corresponding to that
used in the present work. The Matlab code is presented in the Appendix D.
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Figure 3.11: Two-phase regimes map for water according to the equations presented in
section 3.10 for d= 25 mm and saturated conditions at 23 .
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3.12 Non-dimensional two-phase flow numbers
In the present study on the vertical flash tank separator, there are independent pa-
rameters which are required for the dimensional analysis. These parameters are,
m˙ : Mass flow rate (kg/s)
x : Vapour quality, dryness fraction (dimensionless)
d : Inlet tube diameter (m)
D : Flash tank diameter (m)
l : Inlet tube length (m)
H : Tank height (m)
µg, µl : Viscosity of gas and liquid fluid (N.s/m
2)
ρg, ρl : Density of gas and liquid (kg/m
3)
σ : Surface tension (N/m)
α : Void fraction
Because the flow is adiabatic, the temperature and specific heat are not used. In
addition, µg can be neglected because its influence on the flow pattern is not significant
(Hanfei and Hrnjak, 2012).
Reynolds number (Re), Froude number (Fr) and Weber number (We) are the important
non-dimensional numbers in two-phase flow and they can be defined individually as
follows (Hrnjak, 2004).
Re =
ρuD
µ
(3.41)
Fr =
u2
gD
(3.42)
We =
ρu2D
σ
(3.43)
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The Equations 3.41, 3.42 and 3.43 are valid for single phase flow (Li et al., 2017), but
they can also be applied to liquid and/or gas phases individually to characterise the
flow behaviour inside a two-phase flow system. For the two-phase flow in a vertical
flash tank separator, the dimensionless numbers can be written as follows (Triplett
et al., 1999; Cioncolini and Thome, 2017).
ReTP =
GD
µTP
(3.44)
FrTP =
G2
gDρ2TP
(3.45)
WeTP =
G2D
σρTP
(3.46)
where the ρTP is the effective two-phase density that has been defined in Equation 3.18,
while the µTP is the effective two-phase dynamic viscosity which can be estimated as,
µTP =
(
x
µg
+
1− x
µl
)−1
(3.47)
and D is the diameter of the vertical flash tank.
The aspect ratio is a geometric shape dimensionless parameter of a vertical separator
which can be defined as the ratio between the height of a vertical separator to the
diameter of the separator.
AsFT =
H
D
(3.48)
In a horizontal tube, the two-phase non-dimensional numbers can be used as presented
in Equations 3.44, 3.45 and 3.46, except the reference diameter is the tube diameter (d).
For the single phase gas or liquid phase, the non-dimensional numbers can be defined as
presented in Equations 3.41, 3.42 and 3.43, but again, the reference diameter would be
the horizontal tube diameter. The velocity of the gas and/or liquid phase at the inlet
where the flow is homogeneous (mixed well) can be calculated based on the Equations
3.11 and 3.12 (El Hajal et al., 2003) (Hrnjak, 2004).
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3.13 Conclusion
The basic definitions and terminology of two-phase flow has been presented. The key
points are as follows.
1. Superficial velocity is a parameter that can be used to characterise the vapour
and liquid velocities as there is difficulty in measuring the area occupied by liquid
and vapour in two-phase flow system.
2. Flow pattern maps are useful in defining the flow pattern type based on the
operating condition.
3. Non-dimensional parameters play an important role in estimating the void frac-
tion and the curves which define the boundaries of the different flow patterns.
4. Void fraction estimation can be enhanced by using the mean logarithmic formula.
5. The two-phase flow pattern is affected by variation of void fraction in the two-
phase flow system.
Chapter 4
Experimental apparatus
4.1 Introduction
An experimental apparatus was designed and built at the University of Southern
Queensland to investigate the two-phase flow behaviour directly after an expansion
device in a horizontal pipe and gravitational separation phenomenon in a vertical flash
tank separator. The experimental apparatus consisting of the test section (horizontal
pipe and/or vertical flash tank separator), vacuum pump, condenser, heat exchanger
and expansion device will be discussed in this chapter. Measurement techniques em-
ployed in the experiments are also reported.
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4.2 Apparatus layout
Two different arrangements of the experimental apparatus were used. The first ar-
rangement was for the investigation of the two-phase flow behaviour directly after an
expansion device in a horizontal pipe. The second arrangement was for the investiga-
tion of the liquid separation efficiency of a vertical flash tank separator. Water was
used as the working fluid and mass flow rates from about 2 to 23 g/s were obtained
with this apparatus. The experimental apparatus of the first arrangement consisted of
a water supply source, heat exchanger, expansion device, horizontal pipe (test section),
vacuum condenser, vacuum pump, water pump and cooling water tank containing ice.
The second arrangement consisted of a water supply source, heat exchanger, expansion
device, vertical flash tank separator, vacuum condenser, vacuum pump, water pump,
cooling water tank containing ice. The measurement instruments used in the first and
second arrangements were pressure transducers, thermocouples and mass flow rate me-
ters, and these were all connected to a data acquisition system. A digital camera was
used to record video of the flow inside the horizontal tube and the vertical flash tank
separator. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show a schematic diagram of the first and the second
arrangement of the experimental apparatus, including measurement instruments.
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Heat exchanger
Mass flow rate meter
Vacuum condenser
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Electric heater
Needle valve
Cooling water tank
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Computer
Water supply
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the expansion device and horizontal pipe experimental
apparatus.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the vertical tank separator experimental apparatus.
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All experiments in the present study were performed in the P10 laboratory of the
University of Southern Queensland. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present photographs of the
experimental apparatus of the first and the second experiment arrangements.
Vacuum condenser 
Heat exchanger 
Flow rate meter 
sensor 
Horizontal pipe 
Test section 
Flow meter 
transmitter 
Inlet and 
outlet of 
circulated 
water 
Expansion device 
Figure 4.3: Photograph of the horizontal pipe experiment arrangement.
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Camera 
Cover 
Tripod 
Figure 4.4: Photograph of the vertical separator experiment arrangement.
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Two unique parts were established for the present work:
1. Vacuum condenser, connected between the vacuum pump and the test section to
provide large receiving volume under low pressure.
2. Expansion device to provide a uniform velocity of vapour containing uniformly
dispersed liquid droplets at the entrance to the horizontal pipe.
4.3 Vacuum Condenser
The vacuum condenser was employed in order to provide a stable and low pressure
receiving volume for the water and vapour throughout the duration of the experiment.
It was connected between the test section and the vacuum pump. It was configured
using a brass pipe (inner pipe) and a PVC pipe (outer pipe), between which a 1.5
mm annulus was formed. Figure 4.5 illustrates the configuration and pipe connection
details. The inner pipe, which has a 204.31 mm outside diameter, had a 5 mm thick
wall and was 6.2 m long, and was connected with the vacuum pump through a combi-
nation of flanges. The PVC pipe has a 207 mm inside diameter and 5 mm thick wall
and was 5.7 m long, and was connected with the water pump through flexible hoses
which distributed the cooling water evenly to the annulus. Four of brass hose fittings
(tailpieces) were used at each end of the condenser on the PVC flange to connect the
flexible hoses which carry the cooling water. These fitting were distributed around the
PVC pipe with 90 degree separation between each of them to ensure that the cooling
water is distributed uniformly. Figure 4.6 shows the arrangement of the brass hose
fittings around the PVC pipe.
The ends of the PVC pipe were sealed using a combination of flanges. Bolts and
nuts were used to connect all flanges to seal the brass pipe and the PVC pipe of the
condenser. Figure 4.7 presents the connection details of all combinations of the flanges.
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connection side
Vacuum pump 
connection 
side
Outlet side of 
cooling water 
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Flexible hoses 
Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the condenser configuration and connection details of
the condenser.
Brass hose 
fitting 
Figure 4.6: Arrangement of the brass hose fittings around the PVC pipe.
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End Flange 
O-ring Flange
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Aluminium Flange 
PVC Flange 
PVC pipe 
Flexible hose for 
cooling water 
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Brass pipe 
Cooling 
water 
Ball 
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Figure 4.7: Details of the flange combination connection to hold and seal the PVC and
brass pipes (test section connection side).
The combination of flanges of the PVC pipe was used to seal the cooling water in
the annulus around the brass pipe (inner pipe), these flanges consisted of PVC flange
and aluminium flange. The PVC flanges were commercial units while the aluminium
flanges were manufactured in the Engineering workshop at University of Southern
Queensland. The aluminium flanges have a groove for an O-ring to provide sealing
for the cooling water path. Figure 4.8 shows a sectional view of the condenser at the
test section end showing the inside configuration and cooling water path. Additional
details on the condenser and flanges are presented in Appendix A.
In order to obtain a low pressure inside the condenser during the experiments operating
time, a vacuum pump was operating during the experiment. However, the initial
pressure inside the condenser was 3.7 kPa and this rose quickly when the two-phase
test water flow entered the condenser. Therefore, a cooling water tank with ice was
used to cool the condenser during the experiments, creating a sufficiently low and
constant pressure for the duration of each experiment.
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water 
Ball 
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Cooling 
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Figure 4.8: Section view of the condenser (upstream test section connection side).
The condenser outlet cooling water temperature (Tcool,out), pressure inside the con-
denser and the operating mass flow rate were measured by an RTD, pressure trans-
ducer and mass flow meter, respectively.
The volume of the cooling water tank was 60 liter and this tank was filled with 18 liter
of chilled water which was pumped to the condenser. The chilled water was circulated
in the annulus between the PVC pipe and the brass pipe of the condenser using a
water pump (Micton, 240 V single phase) as illustrated in Figure 4.9. The time period
during which the condenser can operate under low, constant pressure is reduced when
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the operating mass flow rate was increased. To compensate, the amount of ice was
increased for the higher mass flow rate experiment conditions. The temperature of
the cooling water at the outlet of the condenser was about 7  which was achieved
by adding about 28 kg of ice to the cooling water tank. At this condenser outlet
temperature, the pressure inside the condenser inner pipe was recorded to be 1 kPa.
As the cooling water was running inside the condenser annulus, the pressure inside
the condenser was stable for the duration of each experiments which lasted about 330
seconds.
Discharge line 
Suction line 
Water pump 
From cooling 
water tank 
To condenser 
Figure 4.9: Photograph of the condenser water pump.
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The final configuration of the vacuum side and test section side on the condenser,
including all the flange combinations and fittings are presented in Figures 4.10 and
4.11.
PVC connection 
flange   
Vacuum pressure 
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O-ring flange 
brass side Retaining flange 
brass side  
End plate flange 
brass side 
Vacuum pump 
Retaining end 
sealed flange 
Flexible 
hoses 
Ball valve 
Figure 4.10: Photograph of the condenser flanges and connections on the vacuum pump
side.
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Main valve Flanges sealing 
connection set 
Flexible 
hoses 
Figure 4.11: Photograph of the condenser flanges and connections on the test section side.
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4.4 Expansion device
VisiJet crystal (EX 200 material) was used to fabricate the expansion device using a 3D
printer model ProJetTM SD & HD 3500. The VisiJet material has a limited maximum
working temperature of around 65 . The expansion device was designed to provide a
uniform two-phase flow distribution across the horizontal pipe inlet. Figure 4.12 shows
the configuration of the expansion device.
Section view 
Pattern of 
distributed holes 
O-ring
Figure 4.12: Geometry of the expansion device and its section view.
A needle valve was used to control the mass flow rate at the inlet of the horizontal pipe
before the water entered the expansion device. The expansion device was designed to
provide a pressure drop and discharge the required operating mass flow rate. In order
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to design the expansion device, each hole represented a capillary tube and the following
assumptions were made: the flow in the expansion device is one-dimensional and adia-
batic; the gravity effect is not considered; the working fluid inside the expansion device
is at its thermodynamic equilibrium state in all the sections along the expansion device
and the flow in the two-phase region is homogeneous (Abed and Abdulkadhim, 2016).
A constant area control volume was selected to analyse the expansion device as shown
in Figure 4.13.
1 2 
∆L 
Di 
Ltp 
1 2 
Lsp 
Di 
0 
Ltp 
LH 
(a) 
(b)
Figure 4.13: Short control volume for analysis of the expansion device (a) Total length of
the hole (b) Segment in two-phase region.
The total length of the hole is
LH = Lsp + Ltp (4.1)
where LH is the total length of the hole, Lsp sub-cooled region length and Ltp two-
phase region length. The mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations which
can be presented as follow
ρ1u1 = ρ2u2 (4.2)
[(p1 − p2)− f∆Lu2/(2Div)]A = m˙(u1 − u2) (4.3)
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(h1 − h2) + (u22 − u21)/2 = 0 (4.4)
where ρ is the density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure, v is the specific volume, A
is the cross section area of the hole, m˙ is the mass flow rate, Di is the diameter of the
single hole in the expansion device, h is the enthalpy and u is the velocity.
In the sub-cooled flow region, the density of the working fluid varies little and nearly
maintains a constant value, so in this case, the working fluid can be considered as an
incompressible fluid. The flow rate will not change and the velocity maintains a con-
stant value when flowing in the sub-cooled region. The enthalpy of the entire region is
considered a constant value on the basis of the energy conservation equation. There-
fore, the flow in the sub-cooled region can be considered as isothermal and isoenthalpic.
The corresponding vapour pressure of the inlet of the two-phase region temperature is
actually the outlet temperature of the sub-cooled flow regions. The sub-cooled length
Lsp can be determined by (Gu et al., 2003)
Lsp =
(p0 − p1)2Di
f1ρ1u21
(4.5)
In the two-phase flow region, the region is divided into many small segments depending
on a small pressure drop as shown in Figure 4.13 (b). When the working fluid flows
from position 1 to position 2, u and v are both variables. However, u/v is a constant
determined by energy conservation equation and continuity equation. The ∆L can be
calculated by (Gu et al., 2003)
∆L =
A(p1 − p2)− m˙um
fmm˙um/Di/4
(4.6)
where fm is the mean friction factor that can be calculated from fm = (f1 + f2)/2, um
is the mean velocity that can be calculated from um = (u1 + u2)/2 , u1 =
m˙v1
A
where
the v1 is the specific volume at point 1 and u2 =
m˙v2
A
where the v2 is the specific
volume at point 2. Therefore, the whole length of the hole LH will be obtained by
adding up all the segment lengths plus the value of Lsp.
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The friction factor f1 for the single-phase region, can be calculated (Gu et al., 2003)
using
f1 =

64/Re Re < 2320
0.316Re−0.25 2320 < Re < 8× 104
(4.7)
and for the friction factor f2 for the two-phase region, the friction factor is calculating
using
f2 =
3.1√
Re
exp
(
1− x
2.4
)
(4.8)
In order to ensure that the required mass flow rate is uniformly discharged from the
water source to the horizontal tube on the vertical plane at the inlet of the horizontal
tube, 400 holes were distributed uniformly on the expansion device as shown in Figure
4.12. The 400 hole device provided uniformity of the velocity distribution at the inlet
of the horizontal tube. The diameter of holes was selected to generate the required
pressure drop cross the expansion device. The 400 holes with 0.3 mm diameter provided
92.2 kPa pressure drop cross the expansion device at the maximum mass flow rate (m˙
= 23.4 g/s) of the operating conditions.
4.5 Test sections
In the present study, two different test sections have been used. The first test section
was a horizontal pipe which was used to investigate the two-phase flow behaviour after
the expansion device. The second test section was a vertical flash tank separator which
was used for the investigation of the liquid separation efficiency. In the case of the flash
tank separator, five different volumes were actually tested.
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4.5.1 Horizontal tube
Based on the use of water as the working fluid, the expansion device was designed and
fabricated to fit within the horizontal tube with a 25 mm internal diameter (ID) and
a 32 mm outside diameter. The horizontal pipe is a transparent acrylic pipe which
was used in the present study to allow visual inspection of the details of the two-phase
flow after the sudden expansion. In order to track the development of the two-phase
flow and cover all the possible flow patterns in a horizontal tube that could appear
between the expansion device and the inlet of a vertical separator, a 2 m transparent
horizontal tube was used.
The horizontal tube was connected with the expansion device and sealed using an
O-ring. The combination of the horizontal tube and expansion device was connected
with a needle valve using some fittings as show in Figure 4.14.
O-Ring
Horizontal 
tube 
Pressure 
transducers 
Expansion 
device 
Needle valve 
Figure 4.14: Configuration of the expansion device connection with the horizontal pipe
test section.
Pressure transducers and a thermocouple were placed on the horizontal tube to record
and continuously monitor the pressure and temperature inside the tube. Figure 4.15
shows a photograph of the connection details of the expansion device, the needle valve
at the inlet of the horizontal pipe, and the pressure and temperature sensors.
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Figure 4.15: Connection details at the inlet of the horizontal pipe.
The tube was secured in a horizontal orientation using a frame and special clamps
to ensure that the tube was stationary and horizontal during the operating of the
experiments. The mass flow rate and vapour quality are the main parameters that
affect the flow development in the horizontal tube (Hrnjak, 2011). In this study, the
flow rate was varied from about 2 to 23 g/s and the vapour quality was maintained
in the vicinity 5%. Figure 4.16 shows the horizontal pipe and its arrangement in the
laboratory.
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Figure 4.16: Horizontal transparent acrylic pipe and special clamp.
4.5.2 Vertical flash tank separator
The body of the vertical flash tank separator has a 50 mm internal diameter and 5 mm
wall thickness. There was no separation enhancer installed inside the vertical separator
tank for the initial work. The separator has two outlets: the liquid outlet, which is
at the bottom of the tank and has a 10 mm inside diameter (dL,out), and the gas
outlet, which is at the top of the tank and also has a 10 mm inside diameter (dG,out).
The appropriate length of the inlet tube of the vertical flash tank separator has been
identified as 300 mm which was determined from the horizontal tube experiments
where the expansion length and flow pattern in the horizontal tube were determined.
The vertical flash tank separator was constructed using a transparent acrylic pipe
to allow visual inspection. In order to connect the liquid and gas outlets with the
body of the flash tank separator, aluminium flanges with O-rings were fabricated. The
aluminium flanges enable convenient swapping of separators when required. Figure
4.17 illustrates a photograph of the vertical flash tank separator.
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Figure 4.17: Photograph of the vertical flash tank separator.
The inlet tube with an internal diameter d = 25 mm was connected with the separator
at the centre of the separator’s body height. The vertical flash tank separators were
built with five different heights to investigate the liquid separation efficiency of the
different configurations. Only the height was changed from 50 mm to 250 mm but the
inside diameter of the separator remained constant at 50 mm, so five different aspect
ratios (ASFT ) were obtained as a geometric dimensionless parameter. Transparent
acrylic was used to build the separator to enable visualisation of the flow. Figure 4.18
shows the general geometry of the vertical flash tank separator and Table 4.1 presents
the dimensions of the five volumes of the vertical flash tank separator.
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H 
Figure 4.18: Arrangement of the vertical flash tank separator.
Table 4.1: Dimensions of the experimental geometries.
Name of
design
ASFT
(H/D)
H
(cm)
D
(cm)
d
(cm)
L
(cm)
Volume
(cm3)
VFT-V1 1 5 5 2.5 30 98.15
VFT-V2 2 10 5 2.5 30 196.31
VFT-V3 3 15 5 2.5 30 294.46
VFT-V4 4 20 5 2.5 30 392.62
VFT-V5 5 25 5 2.5 30 490.78
4.6 Vacuum pump
A Speedivac Edwards high vacuum pump model ES 200A was used to provide a vacuum
in the condenser. A flexible hose 25.5 mm inner diameter was used to connect the
vacuum pump with the condenser. Figure 4.19 shows the connection of the vacuum
pump with the condenser.
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Figure 4.19: Connection of the vacuum pump with the condenser.
4.7 Coil heat exchanger
A coil heat exchanger with an electrical element heater were used in the experimental
apparatus to heat up and control the temperature of the water before entry to the
expansion device. The town water enters the heat exchanger which raised its tempera-
ture to 58 . The water in the tank receives heating energy from a 2.5 kW immersion
element electrical heater. An additional resistance heater of 1.5 kW power with tem-
perature controller was used to control the temperature of the water in the tank when
required. The hot water flows through a flow meter and ball valve before entering the
expansion device. The heat exchanger consists of a copper coil, water tank and elec-
trical heating elements. The heat exchanger coil was located between the water source
and the main flow meter upstream of the test section. Figure 4.20 shows a photo of the
heat exchanger. Table 4.2 shows the calculation of the power consumption according
to the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coil heat exchanger across the range of mass
flow rates in the experiments.
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Figure 4.20: Photograph of the coil heat exchanger arrangement.
Table 4.2: Power consumption and outlet temperature from the heat exchanger for the
range of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
Nominal inlet
temperature
()
Target outlet
temperature
()
Power
consumption
(kW)
2.1 21 58 0.324
5.1 21 58 0.788
8.18 21 58 1.26
10.21 21 58 1.58
13.1 21 58 2.02
23.4 21 58 3.62
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4.8 Adiabatic enclosure
In order to obtain adiabatic operating conditions in the experiments, a cloth enclosure
and heat gun were used to maintain the temperature of the walls of the test section at
the water saturation temperature for the required operating pressure. The heat gun
was a Hitachi model RH650V with LCD displaying the temperature and flow speed. By
using the enclosure and the heat gun, the surfaces of the test sections were maintained
relatively clear by preventing the condensation. In the horizontal tube experiments,
the adiabatic enclosure was used at the upstream station while in the vertical flash tank
separator experiments, the enclosure was used around the entire separator. Figure 4.21
presents the adiabatic enclosure arrangement in the experiments.
The RTD sensors were used to measure the temperature around the walls of the test
sections in both the horizontal pipe and vertical separator experiments. Because the
laboratory temperature was lower than the saturation temperature by about 6  and
it varied from day to day, the adiabatic enclosure was used. The temperature of the
environment inside the enclosure was assumed to be same as the temperature of the
surfaces of the test sections. The RTD sensors were located at different positions
around the test sections and very close to the surfaces. As the saturation temperature
depended on the required operating pressure, the saturation temperature range was
varied with the operating condition but was between 20 and 23 , and the adiabatic
enclosure temperature was varied accordingly.
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(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 4.21: Adiabatic enclosure arrangement in the experiments: (a) Horizontal tube,
(b) Vertical flash tank.
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4.9 Flow visualisation technique
Flow visualisation was performed using a digital video camera, Sony Alpha model A57.
A full resolution was used in all experiments while recording the two-phase flow in the
horizontal tube and vertical flash tank separator. MPEG format for video recording
at 1440 x 1080 (25 fps) and 12 Mega bit per second was used. A steady shot mode
was used to activate the image stabilization system. A white light led JR-50W was
used to provide illumination.
In the horizontal tube experiments, the camera was used in two positions: directly
after the expansion device and at 1500 mm downstream from the inlet. Both positions
have same length of visualised portion which is 600 mm long. Figure 4.22 presents a
photograph of the adiabatic enclosure at the upstream location in the horizontal tube
experiments.
Adiabatic 
enclosure 
Horizontal 
tube 
Pressure transducers 
Inlet flow 
supply hose 
Figure 4.22: Photograph of the adiabatic enclosure around the horizontal tube.
In the vertical flash tank separator experiments, the camera was set in a position to
focus on the separator body. Using the adiabatic enclosure, as discussed previously
and illustrated in Figure 4.21, improved the clarity of the images by preventing the
condensation on the wall of the separator. The adiabatic enclosure technique provided
an effective way to control the wall temperature of the test section as the tempera-
ture inside the laboratory varied from day to day. Figure 4.23 depicts the adiabatic
enclosure to control the wall temperature of the vertical flash tank separator.
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Cover 
Heat gun 
Figure 4.23: Photograph of cover and heat gun technique to control separator wall tem-
perature.
4.10 Instruments
4.10.1 Overview
In the horizontal tube experiment, the temperature measurements at the inlet and
outlet of the horizontal pipe were obtained using thermocouples. Five pressure trans-
ducers of type Wika 10-A were distributed along the horizontal pipe. A mass flow
meter was located after the heat exchanger but before the needle valve on the inlet
line of the horizontal pipe. In the vertical flash tank experiment, equipment was ar-
ranged to measure the flow rate at the liquid outlet and at the inlet of the separator
using two different mass flow rate meters, from manufactures Siemens and Yokogawa.
Thermocouple and pressure transducers were still in use to record the temperatures
and the pressure at the inlet and outlets of the vertical separator. All of the mea-
surement equipment was connected to a data acquisition system and the data was
saved to a computer using LabView software. Figure 4.24 illustrates the measurement
instrument arrangement and equipment of the experimental apparatus.
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Figure 4.24: Arrangement of the measurement instruments and experimental apparatus
in the vertical separator case.
4.10.2 Mass flow rate meters
In the horizontal tube experiment, the Yokogwas mass flow meter was used to measure
the inlet mass flow at the entry to the expansion device. The Yokogwa mass flow rate
consists of transmitter model RCCF31 and sensor model RCCS32, which according
to the test report that was provided by the manufacturer, has an accuracy of 0.1 %.
These two parts were mounted and connected by a 4 wires cable. The transmitter was
connected to data acquisition using LabView.
In the vertical flash tank experiment, the Yokogwa and Siemens meters were used to
measure the total mass flow rate at the inlet of the separator and separated liquid
at the liquid outlet respectively. The Siemens flow meter consists of a transmitter
model FCT030 and sensor model FCS400, which according to the test report that
was provided by the manufacturer, has an accuracy of 0.2 %. The meter is a multi-
parameter device offering accurate measurement of mass flow, volume flow, density,
temperature and fraction. The manufacturers specifications of the mass flow rate
meters is presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Specifications of mass flow rate meters.
Type Mass flow
range (kg/h)
Operating
voltage (V)
Operating
temperature
range ()
Accuracy
(%)
Siemens 0-3700 30 -20 · · · +60 0.2
Yokogawa 0-3000 30 -20 · · · +55 0.1
4.10.3 Pressure transducers
Wika model 10-A pressure transducers in two ranges were used. One transducer suit-
able for the pressure before the expansion device was used, and five of the transducers
suitable for pressure after the expansion device were also used. Selected details of these
transducers are presented in Table 4.4. Calibrations for all pressure transducers are
presented in Appendix B.
Table 4.4: Specifications of pressure transducers (Wika, 2011).
Type Pressure
range (bar)
Non-Linearity
(%)
Operating
temperature
range ()
Accuracy
(%)
Wika 10-A -1 - 0 0.5 0 · · · +80 0.5
Wika 10-A 0 - 4 0.5 0 · · · +80 0.5
4.10.4 Temperature sensors
Type K thermocouples were used to measure the temperature at the inlet and outlet of
the horizontal pipe in the horizontal pipe experiments and at the inlet pipe, gas outlet
and liquid outlet of the separator in the vertical separator experiments. RTD platinum
resistors, PT100 were used to measure the temperature around the test section in the
adiabatic enclosure. RTDs were also used to measure the temperature of the water
before and after the needle valve. The RTDs were contained within stainless steel
welded closed end sheaths. The sheath of the sensor was 316 stainless steel, 3 mm
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diameter. All the thermocouples and RTDs were connected to the data acquisition
systems.
4.10.5 Data Acquisition
National Instruments (NI) compact DAQ-9178 8-slot USB chassis was used. All pres-
sure transducers, thermocouples and RTD sensors were connected to the DAQ-9178
and a programme was written using National Instrument LabView to monitor and
record the data. The first group of three NI 9219 (4 universal channels at 100 S/s with
24-bit resolution, sending data to a host PC over USB) were connected to the pressure
transducers, thermocouples and RTD. The second groups of modules included one of
NI 9223 (4-Channel Voltage Input 16-Bit Simultaneous Analogue Input) which was
used for the mass flow rate meters.
4.11 Analysis of Experimental uncertainty
In the experiments, the systematic uncertainty of the measured parameters was con-
sidered according to the manufacture data of the instruments. Three parameters were
directly measured in the experiments: mass flow rate, pressure and temperature. All
the measurement instruments were calibrated before running the experiments, the cal-
ibration test report of the instruments was provided by the manufacturers. Table 4.5
shows the designated uncertainty of the instruments based on manufacturers data.
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Table 4.5: Manufactures’ designated uncertainty of the measurement instruments.
Measured
parameters
Instrument type Operating range
Uncertainty
(±)
P Wika 10-A 0 - 100 kPa 0.5 kPa
T
RTD (PT100) -50 - +200  0.1 
Thermocouple
(Type K)
0 - +200  0.75 
m˙total Siemens Max 3700 kg/h 0.2 g/s
m˙Loutlet Yokogawa Max 1500 kg/h 0.1 g/s
The random errors arising in the experiments were identified by repeating the mea-
surements several times to estimate the mean and the standard deviation (σ) of the
measured quantities. Uncertainties arising from the random errors are defined as ±2σ
values and combined with the systematic uncertainties on the basis that the errors are
statistically independent. More details illustrating the quantification of random errors
and the uncertainty analysis can be found in Appendix F.
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4.12 Operating conditions
Based on the working fluid (water), the design of the expansion device and limitations
of the apparatus, a range of mass flow rates was used in the horizontal tube and the
vertical flash tank experiments: 2.1 to 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s. This range of the mass flow rates
arise because of the design limitations of the expansion device. According to the mass
flow rate range and pressure drop across the expansion device, the vapour quality after
the expansion device was calculated to be in the vicinity 5%. Water was used as the
working fluid in the experiments. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 present the experimental operating
conditions for the horizontal tube and vertical flash tank experiments, respectively. The
vapour quality at the inlet of the horizontal tube directly after the expansion device
was calculated based on the pressure and enthalpy values as presented in Appendix D.
The enthalpy across the expansion device was assumed constant because the process
in the expansion device is a throttling process which was assumed to be adiabatic.
The local atmospheric pressure in the laboratory was approximately 93.8 kPa. The
procedure for operating the experiments is presented in the Appendix C.
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Table 4.6: Experimental boundary conditions in horizontal tube.
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Inlet mass flow rate
(± 0.21 g/s)
2.1 5.1 8.1 10.2 13.1 23.4
Inlet temperature
(± 1.6 )
20.2 20.4 21.5 21.8 22 23.1
Pressure drop
across the
expansion device
(± 0.15 kPa)
11.1 22.2 25.4 37.7 47.4 94.8
Inlet pressure
(± 0.55 kPa)
2.36 2.39 2.56 2.61 2.64 2.82
Vapour quality
(± 0.6%)
5.8 5.8 5.8 5.4 5.4 5.2
Outlet pressure
(± 0.53 kPa)
2.06 2.09 2.26 2.31 2.34 2.52
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Table 4.7: Experimental boundary conditions in vertical flash tank separator.
Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Inlet mass flow rate
(± 0.21 g/s)
2.1 5.1 8.1 10.2 13.1 23.4
Inlet temperature
(± 1.6 )
21.4 21.8 22 22.4 22.7 23.5
Pressure drop
across the
expansion device
(± 0.15 kPa)
8.4 18.3 24.7 36.5 45.9 94.1
Inlet pressure
(± 0.55 kPa)
2.54 2.61 2.64 2.71 2.76 2.82
Vapour quality
(± 0.6%)
5.6 5.5 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.3
Pressure at liquid
outlet (± 0.52 kPa)
2.05 2.12 2.15 2.22 2.27 2.33
Pressure at gas
outlet (± 0.52 kPa)
2.05 2.12 2.15 2.22 2.27 2.33
4.13 Conclusion
The experimental apparatus described herein has been designed and built specifically
for the experimental investigation of the present work. Water was used as the working
fluid to determine the two-phase flow behaviour after an expansion device in a hori-
zontal tube and to investigate the performance of a vertical flash tank.
A special expansion device was developed to provide a pressure drop and uniform
inlet velocity at the inlet of the horizontal tube. The expansion device, which con-
sisted of 400 holes with 0.3 mm diameter was fabricated using a 3D printer. Pressure
transducers, thermocouples and mass flow meters were used to measure the pressure,
temperature and mass flow rate respectively during the experiments.
Operating boundary conditions of the experiments have been presented for the hori-
zontal tube and vertical flash tank.
Chapter 5
CFD Simulation
5.1 Introduction
In the two-phase flow experiments, parameters such as pressure, temperature and mass
flow rate have an important effect on the experiment and can be measured relatively
easily. However, when more details are required such as volume fraction distribution
for liquid and gas phases respectively, experimental work is more difficult and expen-
sive.
In order to obtain a more complete assessment of the flow condition without complex
experimental work, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulation offers an alter-
native approach. In CFD simulations, descretised version of the differential equations
which model the two-phase flow behaviour are solved. In the present work, CFD sim-
ulations using FLUENT 17.1 were used to predict the two-phase flow behaviour after
an expansion device in a horizontal pipe and to assess liquid separation efficiency of a
vertical separator.
Water was used as the working fluid in the CFD simulations. Gas and liquid two-phase
flow were presented as vapour and liquid droplets respectively at the inlet of the hori-
zontal pipe and in the vertical separator although the separator inlet flow was almost
fully developed. This chapter presents the numerical methodology used to simulate
the two-phase flow behaviour and separator performance.
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5.2 CFD Two-phase flow modelling approaches
Within the CFD two-phase modelling options in ANSYS 17.1 FLUENT, there are three
different models: Volume of fluid (VOF), Mixture model and Eulerian model. The most
appropriate choice of these model is influenced by the flow regime to be simulated, and
four categories can be easily identified: gas-liquid or liquid-liquid flows, gas-solid flows,
liquid-solid flows and three-phase flows (Hu and Cheng, 2016). In the gas-liquid flow
regime, there are different flow patterns such as bubbly flow, droplet flow, slug flow,
stratified wavy flow and stratified flow (Roman et al., 2016). Consequently, the first
step towards CFD simulation of a multiphase problem is to determine which of the
flow regimes describe the flow of the particular problem that needs to be simulated.
Many numerical simulations of gas-liquid two-phase flow have used the Eulerian model
in different geometries including sudden expansion (Roul and Sahoo, 2012) and flow
in a horizontal tube (Walvekar et al., 2009) because it is more accurate than the VOF
and Mixture models (Roul and Sahoo, 2012). In the Eulerian approach, the liquid
phase and vapour phase are both treated as a continuous phase by using the volume
fraction for each phase (FLUENT, 2012). The Eulerian two-phase model solves a set
of two-phase differential equations for each phase, so it is the most complex of the
two-phase models (Roul and Sahoo, 2012). Consequently, the computational effort
required for the solution of the Eulerian model is higher than that in the VOF and
Mixture models because the number of transport equations that need to be solved in
Eulerian model is higher than that in VOF and Mixture models.
In the present work, as the flow regime is gas-liquid two-phase flow and the phases are
mixed well directly after the expansion device then these phases are being separated,
the Eulerian model was used. The k −  turbulence model was used for each phase to
represent the turbulence in the present work. The governing equations of the Eulerian
model and k −  turbulence model are presented in Appendix D.
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The k− turbulent model was selected according to the turbulent model compatibility
with the multiphase model chart that is provided by FLUENT (2012) as shown in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: The turbulence model compatibility with the multiphase model from FLUENT
(2012).
Multiphase
Models
k −  k − ω
Reynolds
stress
LES
Eulerian
model
Yes No Yes No
VOF
model
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mixture
model
Yes Yes Yes No
The LES is the large eddy simulation turbulence model. In the present simulations,
because there is no swirl flow, the Reynolds stress turbulence model was not used
because the the Reynolds stress turbulence model is typically used for the swirl flow
to account the effect of the streamline curvature and rapid change in strain rate in the
rotational flow (Rafiee et al., 2016).
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5.3 Computational domains
In the present work, domains were created for the horizontal pipe and vertical flash
tank separators. The design module in the ANSYS Workbench 17.1 was used to create
the domains.
5.3.1 Horizontal tube
The domain of the horizontal tube under investigation is presented in Figure 5.1. The
geometry was taken from the experimental configuration presented in Chapter 4. The
inside diameter is 25 mm and the length of the circular tube is 2000 mm. In order to
reduce the computational time, the domain represents half of the physical experiment
with the symmetry along the vertical plane being exploited.
d= 25 mm 
Figure 5.1: Computational domain of the horizontal tube geometry.
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5.3.2 Vertical flash tank
The domain of the vertical flash tank geometry was also created in the 3D mode with
exploitation of the symmetry plane as shown in Figure 5.2. The geometry was taken
from the experimental configuration presented in Chapter 4. Table 4.1 in Chapter
4 presented the dimensions of the five different aspect ratios that were used in the
experiments. Therefore, in the CFD simulation, five domains of the vertical flash tank
separator were created in the design module of the ANSYS 17.1. The height H of the
each domain was different.
d 
Gas out 
Liquid out 
D 
H 
Inlet 
L 
Figure 5.2: Computational domain of the vertical flash tank geometry.
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5.4 Boundary conditions
5.4.1 Horizontal tube
In order to generate simulations consistent with the experiments data, the experimen-
tal operating conditions were used in the CFD simulation. Water was used as the
working fluid. At the inlet, the liquid droplet size is selected according to the expan-
sion device design which has 400 holes with 0.3 mm diameter, so the liquid droplet
diameter is selected to be 300 µm.
On the assumption that homogeneous flow is formed directly after the expansion de-
vice, the velocity at the inlet of the horizontal tube can be calculated based on the
homogeneous void fraction (El Hajal et al., 2003). The liquid velocity was calculated
from
ul =
m˙l
ρlA(1− αg) (5.1)
where the A is the total cross section area of the horizontal pipe, ρl is the liquid density,
m˙l is the liquid mas flow rate and αg is the gas void fraction which can be calculated
from Equation 3.20.
Similarly, the gas velocity at the inlet was calculated from
ug =
m˙g
ρgAαg
(5.2)
where the ρg is the gas density, m˙g is the gas mass flow rate.
The inlet boundary condition was specified as uniform velocity distribution for each
phase at the inlet of the horizontal tube. A pressure outlet was used for the outlet
boundary condition. The no slip wall was applied for the wall boundary.
Six cases were simulated for the same domain of the horizontal tube, each case corre-
sponding to a particular mass flow rate that was used in the experiments. Table 5.2
presents the boundary conditions which were used in the simulation in each case.
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Table 5.2: Boundary conditions in horizontal tube simulations.
Boundary Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Inlet (inlet
velocity, m/s)
ul=0.33
ug=0.33
ul=0.89
ug=0.89
ul=1.37
ug=1.37
ul=1.52
ug=1.52
ul=1.91
ug=1.91
ul=2.1
ug=2.1
Outlet
(pressure
outlet, kPa)
2.06 2.09 2.26 2.31 2.34 2.52
Wall No slip No slip No slip No slip No slip No slip
5.4.2 Vertical flash tank
In the vertical flash tank separator, the boundary conditions were also specified from
the experiments. The inlet velocity was used at the inlet of the vertical flash tank
domain, and pressure outlet was applied at the liquid and gas outlet. As the same
operating conditions were used in the horizontal tube and the vertical flash tank sepa-
rator experiments, the liquid velocity and gas velocity at the inlet of the vertical flash
tank domain were also specified using Equations 5.1 and 5.2, based on the homoge-
neous void fraction. Table 5.3 presents the boundary conditions which were used in
the simulations of the vertical flash tank separators.
Table 5.3: Boundary conditions in vertical flash tank VFT-V1 simulations.
Boundary Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Inlet (inlet
velocity, m/s)
ul=0.33
ug=0.33
ul=0.89
ug=0.89
ul=1.37
ug=1.37
ul=1.52
ug=1.52
ul=1.91
ug=1.91
ul=2.1
ug=2.1
Liquid outlet
(pressure
outlet, kPa)
2.05 2.12 2.15 2.22 2.27 2.33
Gas outlet
(pressure
outlet, kPa)
2.05 2.12 2.15 2.22 2.27 2.33
Wall No slip No slip No slip No slip No slip No slip
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5.5.1 Mesh quality
The meshes created for both the horizontol pipe and the vertical flash tank simu-
lations were created from tetrahedral elements which has benefits such as reduced
computational time and improved mesh quality for three dimensional domains of com-
plex shapes (Valle´e et al., 2008; Gruau and Coupez, 2005). The meshes were generated
and optimized using Ansys Meshing. An unstructured grid was obtained using global
and local sizing parameter after a series of tests. According to the Fluent user guide
(FLUENT, 2012), obtaining good mesh quality will give accurate solutions and fast
convergence.
The mesh quality can be represented by three factors namely, orthogonal quality, as-
pect ratio, and skewness value (Rudolf, 2009). The orthogonal quality ranges from 0 to
1 and 0 represents low mesh quality. The minimum orthogonal quality should always
be greater than or equal to 0.01 (FLUENT, 2012). The aspect ratio is relevant to the
wall function and should be small enough to allow the solution to capture the flow
details near the wall (Lanzafame et al., 2013). The skewness value, which is inversely
related to solution accuracy, should be small enough to minimize error in the solution
(Ali et al., 2017). For the meshes used in the present simulations, the orthogonal
quality was 0.9 with a minimum value of 0.07, the aspect ratio was 3.56, and skewness
value was 0.26. These values indicate that according to the established criteria, good
mesh qualities were obtained and used in the present simulations.
5.5.2 Horizontal pipe
Five computational grids of 7000, 16232, 45000, 199356 and 298566 elements dis-
tributed within the domain were used to investigate the necessary grid size for com-
putational simulation of the horizontal pipe case. The inflation method was used to
generate a fine mesh near the wall. Figure 5.3 illustrates the mesh with mesh inflation
near the wall of the horizontal tube. The operating condition case 6 presented in Table
5.3 was used in the simulations for the different element number meshes.
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Figure 5.3: Horizontal tube mesh with inflation near the wall for the 199356 element mesh
case.
Figure 5.4 shows an assessment of grid independence for the horizontal tube, showing
the variation of the expansion length for different mesh elements. In this figure, the
result for the 199356 and 298566 elements is close and the difference between them is
0.15. While the maximum difference of 6.9 was recorded between 7000 and 298566.
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Figure 5.4: Assessment of grid independence for the horizontal tube showing variation of
the expansion length with the number of mesh element for operating condition case 6.
As can be seen from the Figure 5.4, the simulations using the two highest number of
mesh elements achieved convergence with very low variation. In addition, the 298566
mesh elements did not change the convergence significantly compared to the mesh with
199356 elements.
Figure 5.5 shows the liquid volume fraction distribution in the horizontal pipe at
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1600 mm from inlet of the tube for different mesh densities. The red area represents the
liquid film at the bottom of the pipe and the transitional colours between the red and
blue represents the interface between the phases. The figure illustrates the significant
effect of the different element numbers on the resolution of the interface of two-phase
flow. It can be seen that there is no significant change in the liquid volume fraction
and the smoothing of interface between the liquid and vapour when the mesh number
increased beyond 199356. Therefore, based on the convergence results illustrated in
Figure 5.4 and the interface behaviour between the liquid and gas illustrated in Figure
5.5, the number of mesh elements selected as the optimum number to be used in the
primary simulations of the horizontal pipe flow of the present work was 199356.
Fig 5 Liquid volume fraction contours for grid study at 23 g/s and 2.13 % vapour 
quality captured at developed region (1600 mm from inlet). 
(a) 7000 Mesh
(b) 16232 Mesh
(c) 45000 Mesh
(d) 199356 Mesh
(e) 298566 Mesh
Figure 5.5: Assessment of grid independence showing liquid volume fraction contours for
different element numbers in a horizontal pipe at 1600 mm from the inlet of the pipe for
operating condition case 6.
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5.5.3 Vertical flash tank
The geometry of the vertical flash tank was discretized into tetrahedral elements and
in order to generate a fine mesh near the walls, the inflation method was used. Figure
5.6 illustrates the mesh of the vertical flash tank. Four computational grids of 8500,
180000, 220000 and 280000 were used to investigate the grid independence in the ver-
tical flash tank case. The operating condition case 5 presented in Table 5.3 was used
to simulate the liquid separation efficiency for the different element number meshes.
The geometry of the VFT-V5 was used to investigate the mesh number effect on the
liquid separation efficiency.
Figure 5.6: Vertical flash tank mesh with inflation near the walls for the 220000 element
mesh case.
Figure 5.7 shows an assessment of grid independence for the vertical flash tank sep-
arator, showing the variation of the liquid separation efficiency of the VFT-V5 for
different mesh elements. In this figure, the result for the 220000 and 280000 elements
is close and the difference between them is 0.001. While the maximum difference of
0.401 was recorded between 8500 and 280000.
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Figure 5.7: Assessment of grid independence for the vertical flash tank showing variation
of liquid separation efficiency with number of mesh element for operating condition case 5.
As can be seen from the Figure 5.7, the simulations using the two highest number of
mesh elements achieved convergence with very low variation. In addition, the 280000
mesh elements did not change the convergence significantly compared to the mesh with
220000 elements. Therefore, the number of mesh elements selected for the primary
simulations of the vertical flash tank separator of the present work was 220000.
5.6 High performance computing facility
In order to run the two-phase flow simulations at the target resolution and obtain high
simulation accuracy in a reasonable time frame, a high performance computer facility
(HPC) at USQ was used to run Fluent 17.1. For every experiment of the present work,
a case file was prepared and loaded on the HPC. The ‘Fawkes’ HPC has 29 computer
nodes, along with 1 administration node, 1 login node and a file server node. There are
2 x Intel ES2650v3 processors with a tree memory configuration. Figure 5.8 illustrates
the HPC configuration.
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Figure 5.8: Configuration of the HPC of the University of Southern Queensland.
5.7 Convergence
In the CFD simulations, convergence must be considered to obtain a valid solution. In
the simulations of the present work, the mesh was optimized to obtain a high quality
according to the metrics discussed in Section 5.5. When the number of computational
elements is optimized to obtain high quality of mesh, accurate numerical solutions
should be obtained with good convergence (Volk et al., 2017).
Convergence for the steady state simulations is typically considered to have occurred
when the residual error values are in the range of 10−4 to 10−5 and the net imbalance
is less than 1% of the smallest flux through the domain boundary (FLUENT, 2012). In
the present work, convergence was assessed by monitoring the residual of the momen-
tum and continuity equations and values in the range of 10−5 were generally achieved.
In addition, the net flux imbalance across the domain boundaries was less than 0.1 %.
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5.8 CFD solver setting
In the present work, the CFD simulations used the k −  turbulence model for each
phase and the Eulerian-Eulerian two-phase model was applied. The Eulerian approach
was used in these simulations because it is apparently more accurate than other two-
phase approaches (Kalteh et al., 2011; Hrnjak, 2004). The solver settings used were as
follows:
 Steady state pressure based solver.
 Standard k −  for each phase, two-phase model with standard wall function
treatment.
 Boundary condition setting on inlet and outlet.
 Second order upwind discretization method for momentum and turbulence equa-
tions.
 Reduction of the under-relaxation factors to have a less aggressive simulation
process.
 Control monitor of the iterative process to check the convergence.
 Initialization and setting of post processing.
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5.9 Conclusion
Computational Fluid Dynamic CFD simulations using Fluent version 17.1 have been
described. The k −  turbulence model was used for each phase and the Eulerian-
Eulerian two-phase flow model was adopted. The simulations were performed in 3 di-
mensional domains using the pressure-based solver and implicit formulation for steady
state solutions. According to the homogeneous flow assumption, the velocity inlet is
applied with a uniform velocity distribution for each phase as an inlet boundary condi-
tion. Pressure outlet is used for the outlet boundary conditions. No slip wall boundary
conditions were applied. A mesh independence study was completed to select an opti-
mum number of mesh element for the horizontal pipe and vertical flash tank separator.
Based on the convergence and difference between the mesh element numbers in CFD
results, the optimum number of mesh element was selected. By comparing the lower
resolution with the highest resolution of the mesh, the minimum differences were 0.15
and 0.001 which obtained by the optimum number of the mesh element 199356 and
220000 for the horizontal and vertical flash tank separator respectively. A high per-
formance computer HPC was used to obtain high simulation accuracy in a reasonable
time frame.
Chapter 6
Two-phase flow development
after expansion in a horizontal
pipe
6.1 Introduction
The inlet flow conditions for the vertical flash tank separator, which include velocities
of each phase, void fraction and liquid drop size, are affected by inlet tube diameter,
mass flow rate and vapor quality (Hrnjak, 2011). The inlet flow distribution can
also be affected by the position of the expansion device. Several studies have been
performed to investigate the influence of the inlet operating condition on the two-
phase flow distribution and its flow pattern in headers and vertical separators (Zheng
et al., 2016). However, there is no information in literature on two-phase flow of water
after an expansion device but before the inlet of the vertical separator. The objective
of this chapter is to provide suitable data for validation of CFD simulations that can
be used in the design of vertical separators. CFD simulations and experimental results
will therefore be presented to describe the two-phase flow behaviour of water after an
expansion device in a horizontal pipe. Objectives include definition of (1) the flow
characteristics that apply at the inlet of the vertical separator; and (2) the appropriate
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length of horizontal pipe between the expansion device and the vertical separator.
6.2 Development of two-phase flow after the expansion
device
In order to understand the flow development after an expansion device, flow regions
and forces that influence the flow need to be considered. Figure 6.1 illustrates the forces
which have an influence on the flow. As a result of these forces, liquid is accumulated
at the bottom of the tube and a vapour region is established at the top (Bowers and
Hrnjak, 2008). Many studies have been published on the two-phase flow patterns
presenting observations of the two-phase flow for different refrigerants and fluids. In
the present study the development of two-phase flow was observed directly after the
expansion device up to the end of the horizontal pipe and water was used as the working
fluid. There are three regions after the expansion device: (1) the homogeneous region
in which the liquid and vapour are very well mixed together, (2) the developing region
in which the flow is changing continuously, and (3) the developed region in which
the flow pattern remains the same with stream wise distance (Fei, 2004; Bowers and
Hrnjak, 2008).
In the present study, the video record reveals that the two-phase region, which is
directly after the expansion device, is mixed well as shown in Figure 6.2 which was
extracted from the video record of an experiment with m˙= 13.1± 0.2 g/s and quality of
5.4 %. Hrnjak (2004) reported that the liquid and vapour move together at a certain
velocity directly after the expansion device where both phases are mixed together
(slip ratio is equal to one). Then, as the flow continues downstream, due to the
effect of viscous and gravity forces, the phases are separated from each other as a
result of the liquid velocity reduction (Hrnjak, 2004). When a significant amount of
separation occurs, a distinctive feature is the liquid layer development at the bottom
of the tube. Figure 6.1 illustrates the liquid film formation at the bottom as a result
of the viscous and gravity force effect. The separation region is regarded as starting
at the point where the liquid first appears in a continuous layer at the bottom of the
tube. Downstream of this region, the flow is described as a stratified flow as the liquid
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has largely accumulated at the bottom while the vapour is moving on the top. Figure
6.3 illustrates a stratified flow pattern from the present experiments.
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Figure 6.1: Development of two-phase flow after expansion: (a) image from present exper-
iments (m˙ = 5.1 g/s and x = 5.7 %), (b) features impacting two-phase flow development
after expansion device adapted from Hrnjak (2004).
Mixed region directly after 
the expansion device 
Figure 6.2: Homogeneous flow (mixed flow) region of two-phase flow directly after the
expansion device (flow direction from left to right).
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Flow is completely stable and 
liquid is accumulated at the bottom 
Figure 6.3: Stratified flow at 1600 mm from the inlet, m˙ = 10.2 g/s and x = 5.4% (flow
direction from left to right).
As a result of the effect of shear forces from the interaction between phases and the tube
wall and the no slip condition of the wall, the slip ratio grows and becomes larger until
the liquid is separated from the gas phase (Hrnjak, 2004). In all operating conditions,
liquid droplets are observed moving on the wall of the tube immediately after the
expansion device, then they start to move towards the bottom of the tube as a result
of liquid velocity reduction and the gravity effect. Figure 6.4 presents the observed
liquid droplet movement from the top to bottom of the pipe. A circle with an arrow
highlights the liquid drop and its direction. According to observation in Figure 6.4, a
sketch for liquid droplet trajectory is produced as shown in Figure 6.5 to illustrate the
path of the liquid droplet during the movement from the top to the bottom of the pipe.
In addition, liquid droplets merging is observed in all the operating conditions. Figure
6.6 presents sequential frames illustrating liquid droplet merging at locations between
275 mm and 300 mm from the inlet for m˙ = 10.2 g/s and x = 5.4 %. Images in Figures
6.7 and 6.8 present the experimental observation of the two-phase flow directly after
the expansion device and further downstream near the exit of the tube respectively.
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200 150 300 175 275 
Figure 6.4: Sequential frames to illustrate liquid droplet movement from top to bottom of
the pipe between 150 mm and 300 mm from the inlet (m˙= 13.1 g/s and x = 5.4 %, flow
direction from left to right).
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Figure 6.5: Sketch for droplet trajectory during the movement from the top to the bottom
of the pipe.
200 300 275 
Figure 6.6: Sequential frames to illustrate the observed liquid droplets merging between
275 mm and 300 mm from the inlet, m˙ = 10.2 g/s and x = 5.4 %, flow direction from left
to right.
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𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚 =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 
Figure 6.7: Images of the two-phase flow at different mass flow rates directly after the
expansion device at the upstream end of the pipe. Images extend from 0 mm to 300 mm
from the inlet, flow direction from left to right.
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𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 
𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Figure 6.8: Images of the two-phase flow at different mass flow rates at the downstream
end of the pipe. Images extend from 1500 mm to 1800 mm from the inlet, flow direction
from left to right.
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6.3 Expansion length
Two main criteria for definitions the expansion length have been used by Hrnjak (2004),
Fei (2004) and Bowers (2009).
 The first criteria is when the liquid droplets at the top of the pipe start moving
to the bottom of the pipe. The starting point of the downward movement of the
liquid droplets is considered to define the expansion length at the top of the pipe.
 The second criteria is the clear formation of a liquid film at the bottom of the
pipe. This criteria defines the expansion length at the bottom of the pipe.
Liquid droplets start to move to the bottom of the pipe after a streamwise movement
directly after the expansion device as presented in Figure 6.4. The movement of these
droplets typically has a significant trajectory angle in the vicinity 60◦ as shown in
Figure 6.9.
Liquid film formation is observed at the bottom of the pipe for all the operating
conditions. Figure 6.10 illustrates identification of the start of the liquid film from one
of the operating conditions.
𝟔𝟎𝒐
200 150 175 275 300 
Flow direction 
Figure 6.9: Observed liquid droplet movement from top to bottom of the pipe at locations
from 150 mm to 300 mm from the inlet, m˙ = 13.1 ± 0.2 g/s, x = 5.4 %.
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Liquid film formation 
at the bottom 
Flow direction 
Figure 6.10: Image showing liquid film formation at the bottom of the pipe at locations
from 0 mm to 300 mm from the inlet, m˙ = 8.1 ± 0.2 g/s, x = 5.5 %).
Figure 6.11 presents the influence of mass velocity on the expansion length according to
the first criteria: significant liquid droplet movement toward the bottom of the pipe.
Figure 6.12 presents the expansion length according to the second criteria: liquid
formation at the bottom of the pipe. The location of droplets near the top of the pipe
that have detectable movement in the downwards direction changes with time. The
location of the detectable start of the liquid film at the bottom of the pipe also changes
with time. Hence there are uncertainties in the application of the expansion length
criteria. In each figure, the error bars denote the estimated uncertainty in defining the
distance from the experimental data. The mass velocity has a significant effect on the
expansion length. The expansion length increases as a result of higher initial velocity,
and the two criteria produce similar results for the expansion length over the range of
mass velocities in the experiments.
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Figure 6.11: Length of the expansion region from the inlet of tube based on criteria 1:
phase separation at the top of the pipe.
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Figure 6.12: Length of the expansion region from the inlet of tube based on criteria 2:
phase separation at the bottom of the pipe.
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6.4 Liquid height in the developed region
Liquid height is used to calculate the void fraction in the developed region. At each
condition, the average liquid height was measured using image analysis in the developed
region. The experimental results revealed that the liquid height is constant, starting
at around 200 mm from the inlet to the end of the pipe, as shown in Figure 6.8. So,
from the 200 mm station, the flow was steady along the pipe and no further change in
flow structure was observed. Figure 6.13 illustrates the definition of liquid height and
vapour inside the horizontal pipe in the developed region, including the chord angle;
these quantities are used to calculate the void fraction in the developed region.
Figure 6.14 presents the experimental data of the liquid height variation with the mass
velocity. The experiment showed that the mass flow rate has a direct influence on
the liquid height in the developed region. The highest liquid height was obtained at
maximum flow rate of 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s, while the lowest liquid height was observed at
lowest flow rate of 2.1 ± 0.2 g/s. The error bars presented in Figure 6.14 present the
uncertainty in liquid height measurements which arises mainly from edge detection
uncertainties due to liquid meniscus and lighting.
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Figure 6.13: Illustration of the definition of liquid height and vapour in the developed
region.
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Figure 6.14: Variation of liquid height with mass velocity at 300 mm from the inlet.
6.5 Void fraction analysis
The void fraction has been estimated from the cross-section area occupied by vapour
phase and the total cross-section area of the pipe (Srisomba et al., 2014). The void
fraction can be calculated based on the chord angle and then the area occupied by
liquid is easily estimated. Finally, the void fraction can be obtained from the ratio
between the area occupied by vapour to the total area of the pipe.
α =
AV
AV +AL
(6.1)
AV = At −AL (6.2)
AL =
D2
8
(β − sin(β)) (6.3)
where the β is the chord angle that can be calculated from
β = 2 cos−1(1− D −HV
(D/2)
) (6.4)
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where HV is the height of the vapour phase and D is the tube diameter as shown in
Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.15 present the experimental relationship between the void fraction and mass
velocity in the developed region at 1665 mm from the inlet. Because of the void fraction
was calculated from the liquid heights, the void fraction uncertainty presented in this
figure arises from the liquid height uncertainty. As can be seen, there is a significant
influence of the mass velocity on the void fraction in the developed region. The increase
in the mass velocity leads to decrease the void fraction due to the increase of the liquid
height.
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Figure 6.15: Relationship between the void fraction and the mass velocity in the developed
region at 1665 mm from the inlet.
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6.6 Local velocity and slip ratio
As the void fraction has been defined, the local velocity of the vapour and liquid phases
can also be calculated.
ul =
(1− x)m˙
(1− α)ρLAt (6.5)
uv =
(x)m˙
(α)ρgAt
(6.6)
Then, the liquid height can be presented as a function of slip ratio (uv/ul) in the
developed region as shown in Figure 6.16. It can be seen that when the liquid height is
increased as a result of increasing the mass flow rate, the slip ratio is increased. There
is an inverse relationship between the void fraction and slip ratio when the liquid height
is increased as presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.16: Variation of liquid height in the developed region with slip ratio = uv/ul at
1665 mm from the inlet.
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Figure 6.17: Variation of the void fraction with the slip ratio in the developed region at
1665 mm from the inlet.
6.7 Dimensionless Parameters
Chapter 3 defined several the dimensionless numbers, and based on the operating
conditions for the present work, the dimensionless numbers have been calculated. Void
fraction in the developed region is presented in Figures 6.18 as a function of liquid
and gas dimensionless numbers, and the two-phase dimensionless numbers are used
to present the void fraction in Figure 6.19. Figure 6.20 presents the expansion length
according to criteria 2 (liquid film formation at the bottom of the pipe) using liquid
and gas dimensionless numbers, and Figure 6.21 presents the expansion length using
the two-phase dimensionless numbers.
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Figure 6.18: Void fraction in the developed region as a function of liquid and gas dimen-
sionless numbers.
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Figure 6.19: Void fraction in the developed region as a function of two-phase dimensionless
numbers.
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Figure 6.20: Expansion length at the bottom divided by diameter of the horizontal tube
according to criteria 2 (liquid formation at the bottom of the pipe) as a function of liquid
and gas dimensionless numbers.
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Figure 6.21: Expansion length at the bottom divided by diameter of the horizontal tube
according to criteria 2 (liquid formation at the bottom of the pipe) as a function of two-
phase dimensionless numbers.
6.8 Empirical correlation to identify the expansion region in a horizontal
pipe. 121
6.8 Empirical correlation to identify the expansion region
in a horizontal pipe.
Based on the experimental results, an empirical regression model for the flow devel-
opment length in a horizontal pipe has been developed as a function of the two-phase
dimensionless numbers of the horizontal pipe: ReTP , FrTP and WeTP .
Exb/d = 5.906Re
0.953
TPhp
We3.086TPhpFr
−3.162
TPhp
(6.7)
For the expansion length at the bottom of the pipe, the model in Equation 6.7 has an
R2 value equal to 0.99. It can be used to predict the expansion length at the bottom
for the present range of experimental data using the two-phase dimensionless numbers.
For the void fraction in the developed region of the horizontal pipe a similar empirical
model was developed.
α = 0.295Re0.166TPhpWe
0.037
TPhp
Fr−0.128TPhp (6.8)
For the void fraction, the model in Equation 6.8 has an R-squared value equal to 0.99.
It can be used to predict the void fraction in the developed region for the present range
of experimental data. Figures 6.22 and 6.23 compare the predicted values with the
experimental observed values for the Exb/d and the void fraction respectively.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison between the predicted and observed values of the normalised
expansion length Exb/d at the bottom of the pipe.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison between the predicted and observed values of void fraction α in
the developed region in the horizontal pipe.
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6.9 CFD simulation results
6.9.1 Two-phase flow development on the bottom of the pipe
In order to show the simulated two-phase flow development after the expansion device,
contours of the liquid volume fraction were plotted along the axial vertical plane from
the inlet of the tube as illustrated in Figure 6.24 for the case of m˙ = 23.4 g/s. Liquid
volume fraction distribution on three cross-section planes at distances of 5 cm, 10 cm
and 20 cm from the inlet are also shown in Figure 6.24. When the volume fraction of
the liquid is equal to 1, the two-phase flow is completely single phase in liquid state and
when the two-phase flow becomes completely single phase vapour, the liquid volume
fraction is equal to zero. The cross-section contours on the plane at 20 cm (Figure
6.24d) illustrate the flow in the fully developed region as the liquid height remains the
same at stations further downstream and there is no significant change after this plane.
In addition, the plane (d) indicates there is no further separation in this area. The
differences in the liquid volume fraction distribution between the planes at 5 cm, 10
cm, and 20 cm (Figure 6.24b, c, and d) also demonstrates that the flow is developing
within this region. Contours of the simulated liquid volume fraction at the different
operating conditions are presented in Figure 6.25.
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Volume fraction of liquid along the central vertical plane (mo =23.482 g/s, x=0.0213, α =0.8576). 
(b) 5 cm
(c) 10 cm
(d) 20 cm
 =23.4 g/s 
x=0.0213 
Flow direction 
(a)
Figure 6.24: Liquid volume fraction (LVF) for m˙ = 23.4 g/s (a) LVF along the axial
vertical plane; (b) LVF at 5 cm from the inlet; (c) LVF at 10 cm from the inlet; and (d)
LVF at 20 cm from the inlet.
𝑚  =23.4 g/s 
𝑚  =5.1 g/s 
𝑚  =2.1 g/s 
𝑚  =13.1 g/s 
Flow direction 
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Figure 6.25: Liquid volume fraction along the axial vertical plane at the different operating
conditions.
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To compare the simulated results for the length of the developing region with the
data from experiments, a method for quantifying the simulated position where the
initiation of film development occurs is needed. Liquid volume fraction results are
shown in Figure 6.26 for m˙ = 5.1 g/s. In order to specify the location of the start of
the liquid film, Figure 6.27 presents contour lines, and a zoomed-in view showing the
starting point of the liquid layer formation is presented in Figure 6.28
Flow direction 
Figure 6.26: Contours of liquid volume fraction showing liquid formation at the bottom of
the pipe on the axial vertical plane for m˙ = 5.1 g/s.
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Figure 6.27: Contour lines of liquid volume fraction showing liquid formation at the bottom
of the pipe on the axial verical plane m˙ = 5.1 g/s.
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Figure 6.28: Zoomed-in view of contour lines of liquid volume fraction showing liquid
formation at the bottom of the pipe on the axial vertical plane m˙ = 5.1 g/s.
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In the present work, the simulated expansion length at the bottom of the pipe Exb
is defined as the distance from the inlet to the location where the LVF = 0.95 on
the lower-most wall of the pipe. For the case of m˙ = 5.1 g/s illustrated in Figure
6.28, Exb = 82.7 mm. A value for the LVF of 0.95 was chosen in preference to the
value of 1.00 because a value of unity might be approached asymptotically in some
simulations, potentially leading to unrealistically long expansion length values. The
quantity ∆Exb shown on Figure 6.28 is defined as the distance between LVF contours
of 0.90 and 0.95 and is presented as an indicator of the uncertainty associated with
defining the expansion length in the simulations.
The experimental data and simulations are compared in Figure 6.29. The simulations
underestimate the expansion length and the mean difference between the experimental
data and the numerical results is 8 %. The uncertainty in defining the expansion length
from the simulations vary from ∆Exb = 0.9 mm in the lowest mass flow rate case up
to ∆Exb = 2.1 mm in the highest mass flow rate case. Therefore, these uncertainness
are very small relative to those associated with the data from the experiments.
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Figure 6.29: Comparison between the experimental data and numerical simulations for
the expansion length at the bottom of the pipe.
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6.9.2 Liquid height in developed region
In order to determine the liquid height according to the liquid volume fraction definition
and compare it with the experimental data, a central vertical plane at 1665 mm from
the inlet is defined in the CFD simulations. Figure 6.30 illustrates the liquid volume
fraction distribution at this location and includes the liquid height definition which is
illustrated by the distance between the two vertical lines. The liquid height is defined
by the zone in which the liquid volume fraction is greater than 0.95, an approach
consistent with that adopted for the expansion region. The simulated liquid volume
fraction in the fully developed region for the different operating conditions is shown
in Figure 6.31. It is seen that the mass flow rate has a significant effect on the liquid
height. The experimental results are also included in Figure 6.32 and it is observed that
the experiments and numerical simulations have same trend, although the difference
between the experimental and numerical results is about 8 %.
Liquid height at 1665 mm 
from the inlet 
Plane A6 
 (166.5 cm from the inlet) 
LVF= 0.95 
Radius (mm) 
Figure 6.30: Liquid height identification on the central vertical plane of the pipe at 1665
mm from the inlet, according to the liquid volume fraction definition for m˙ = 13.1 g/s.
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Figure 6.31: Liquid volume fraction on the vertical planes perpendicular to the flow direc-
tion at 1665 mm from the inlet for the different operation conditions.
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Figure 6.32: Comparison between the experimental data and numerical simulations for
the liquid height on the central vertical plane of the pipe at 1665 mm from the inlet.
6.10 Length to fully-developed region
In order to identify the required length of the inlet pipe for the vertical flash tank
separator, the CFD simulations for the horizontal pipe were completed to determine
the location where the fully-developed region is first established. Figure 6.33 illustrates
the expansion region length (LFD) and film height (HL) in the horizontal pipe for m˙ =
5.1 g/s. The expansion region and film height were defined using LVF = 0.95 consistent
with the previous approaches. Figure 6.33 also illustrates that a constant film height
is maintained after the expansion region, so the two-phase flow is completely stable
and this is a characteristic of the fully-developed region.
Figure 6.34 illustrates the expansion length in the horizontal pipe for different inlet
mass velocities. The figure also indicates that the maximum expansion length across
all operating conditions is less than 200 mm. Hence, the required length of the inlet
pipe for the vertical flash apparatus described in Chapter 4 was specified conservatively
as 300 mm.
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Figure 6.33: Simulated value of film height along the horizontal pipe based on different
LVF values showing the expansion region length (LFD) for m˙ = 5.1 g/s.
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Figure 6.34: Simulated values of the distance to the fully-developed region in the horizontal
pipe for different inlet mass velocities.
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6.11 Conclusion
Experimental and CFD investigations of two-phase flow of water in a 25 mm inner
diameter and 2 m long horizontal pipe have been carried out. The influence of the
flow rate on the two-phase flow development after expansion device has been observed.
The main results can be summarized as follows.
1. The two-phase flow develops gradually after the expansion device. The expansion
length was less than 200 mm for all conditions tested.
2. Increase the mass flow rate has a direct, and significant effect on the expansion
length.
3. An increase of the mass flow rate causes an increase in the void fraction and a
reduction in the slip ratio in the developed region.
4. A fully-developed stratified flow pattern was observed in all the experiments
within the pipe length.
5. Comparison of the experimental data and simulations indicate, the simulations
underestimate the expansion length and fully-developed liquid film height by
about 8 %.
6. Using the experimental data, empirical correlations have been developed to pre-
dict (a) the expansion length at the bottom of the horizontal pipe and (b) the
void fraction in the developed region. Both correlations achieved R2 values of
0.99.
7. The distance to the fully-developed region was identified from the CFD simula-
tion result. Therefore, the required length of the inlet pipe of the vertical flash
tank separator has been selected.
Chapter 7
Two-phase flow in a vertical flash
tank
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents experimental investigations and CFD simulations of the liquid
separation efficiency of the vertical flash tank separator using water as the working
fluid. Liquid separation efficiency is affected by the geometry of the vertical flash
tank separator. The inlet flow condition has an effect on the flow distribution in a
vertical flash tank separator and hence can also effect the separation efficiency. If the
inlet flow for the flash tank is drawn from a horizontal tube, which is the case in the
present work, then the flow conditions in that tube can also affect the performance
of the vertical flash tank separator. The expansion length and flow pattern in the
horizontal tube have been determined, and according to the outcomes of Chapter 6,
an appropriate length of the inlet tube of the vertical flash tank separator has been
identified as 300 mm. In this chapter, the height of the vertical flash tank separator
will be changed to investigate its influence on the performance of the vertical separator
using the same range of mass flow rates that was used for the horizontal pipe in the
Chapter 6.
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7.2 Performance of the vertical flash tank
The performance of the vertical flash tank separator is measured primarily by the liquid
separation efficiency. In order to identify liquid separation efficiency for the vertical
flash tank separators, the liquid mass flow rate at the inlet and liquid mass flow rate
at the liquid outlet of the flash tank need to be measured. In addition, pressure and
temperature at the inlet and outlets of the vertical flash tank separators were measured
to estimate the vapour quality and enthalpy. The liquid separation efficiency can be
calculated as a ratio between the liquid amount at the liquid outlet and the liquid
amount at the inlet (Hanfei and Hrnjak, 2012).
ηL =
m˙L,outlet
m˙L,inlet
=
m˙L,outlet
m˙t(1− x) (7.1)
where
ηL = Liquid separation efficiency.
m˙L,outlet = Liquid mass flow rate at the liquid outlet of separator (kg/s).
m˙L,inlet = Liquid mass flow rate at inlet of separator (kg/s).
m˙t = Total mass flow rate at the inlet of separator (kg/s).
x = Vapour quality at the inlet.
In the experiment, no vapour bubbles were visually detected within the column of
liquid at the bottom of the flash tank at the liquid outlet. Thus, it is assumed that
there was no vapour leaving the flash tank through the liquid outlet. Under these
conditions, the liquid separation efficiency ηL is sufficient to specify the separation
performance of the vertical flash tank separator.
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7.3 Flow behaviour inside the vertical tank
7.3.1 Experiments
The experiments revealed that at low inlet mass flow rate, the liquid entered the
separator at a sufficiently low velocity that the liquid stream fell towards the liquid
outlet on entering the separator and there was no liquid stream impingement on the
vertical side of the separator opposite the inlet. However, small liquid drops were still
observed on the separator’s wall and inlet pipe. When the inlet mass flow rate was
increased, the liquid stream had a sufficiently high velocity that it impinged on the
vertical wall of the flash tank separator as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Near the point
where the liquid stream impinged the wall, some portion of the liquid stream was
directed upward against gravity. The majority of the liquid that was initially directed
upward due to the impact with the surface subsequently fell under gravity; the local
upward velocity of the vapour is not sufficient to make a significant contribution to
lifting the liquid phase against the downward gravity force as was the case in the work
of Tuo and Hrnjak (2014b). Figures 7.2 to 7.6 present images of the observed two-phase
flow inside the range of vertical flash tank separators at various inlet mass flow rates
and with vapour quality of around 5 %. Precise definition of the flow conditions is
found in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, Section 4.12, in Chapter 4.
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Figure 7.1: Photograph showing observed liquid film on the vertical wall of the separator
and liquid droplets distributed mostly towards to the bottom of the separator (VFT-V2
at 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s).
𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 7.2: Observed two-phase flow in vertical flash tank separator VFT-V1. Inlet flow
direction from left to right.
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𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 7.3: Observed two-phase flow in vertical flash tank separator VFT-V2. Inlet flow
direction from left to right.
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?̇? =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
?̇? =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  ?̇? =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 7.4: Observed two-phase flow in vertical flash tank separator VFT-V3. Inlet flow
direction from left to right.
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?̇? =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
?̇? =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  ?̇? =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 7.5: Observed two-phase flow in vertical flash tank separator VFT-V4. Inlet flow
direction from left to right.
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?̇? =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
?̇? =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s ?̇? =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  ?̇? =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 7.6: Observed two-phase flow in vertical flash tank separator VFT-V5. Inlet flow
direction from left to right.
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7.3.2 Numerical simulation
Numerical simulation (CFD) was performed using FLUENT version 17.1. Simulations
were performed for all the models of the vertical flash tank separator by applying
the boundary conditions defined from the experiments as presented in Chapter 4. As
for the experiments, water was specified as the working fluid in the simulations. An
Eulerian model with the Eulerian-Eularian approach was applied with the standard
k −  turbulent model for each phase. For further details on the methodology of the
numerical simulations including convergence and mesh independence, see Chapter 5.
7.4 Comparison of numerical and experimental results
In this section, the numerical and experimental results are presented and compared
for each model of the vertical flash tank separator. The results present the variation
of the liquid separation efficiency of the vertical separator with the inlet mass velocity.
7.4.1 Effect of the mass flow rate
For each vertical tank, the mass flow rate was the only parameter that was changed in
the experiment. Hence the variation of the liquid separation efficiency with the inlet
mass velocity for different volumes of the vertical flash tank separator is presented in
Figures 7.7 to 7.11. Generally, the results revealed that the liquid separation efficiency
increased gradually as a result of increasing the inlet mass flow rate. The trend of the
numerical results is similar to that in the experimental results and good agreement was
observed between the numerical and experimental results. However, the simulations
consistently underestimate the separation efficiency by an amount that varies between
about 0.01 and 0.02. For example, in the highest separation efficiency, which was
achieved by VFT-V5 at an inlet mass velocity of 44.23 kg/m2·s, the experiment gave
ηL=0.96 whereas the simulation indicated 0.94.
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As the mass flow rate at the inlet and liquid outlet of the vertical tank were measured
using mass flow meters, uncertainty of the mass flow rates measurement at the inlet
and liquid outlet of the vertical tank directly affects uncertainty in the liquid separation
efficiency. In the Figures 7.7 to 7.11, the error bars denote the estimated uncertainty
of the efficiency due to the mass flow rate measurements from the experimental data.
The highest value of the uncertainty in efficiency in the experiments for the vertical
tank was about ± 0.058.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 7.7: Numerical and experimental results for liquid separation efficiency with VFT-
V1.
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Inlet flow direction 
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Figure 7.8: Numerical and experimental results for liquid separation efficiency with VFT-
V2.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 7.9: Numerical and experimental results for liquid separation efficiency with VFT-
V3.
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Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 7.10: Numerical and experimental results for liquid separation efficiency with VFT-
V4.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 7.11: Numerical and experimental results for liquid separation efficiency with VFT-
V5.
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7.4.2 Effect of the height
Figure 7.12 compares the experimental results for liquid separation efficiency against
the inlet mass flow rate for the different separators. The results revealed that the
highest value of the liquid separation efficiency was achieved by VFT-V5. The lowest
efficiency was recorded for the VFT-V1 over the same range of the inlet mass flow rate.
Figure 7.13 presents a comparison of numerical results for liquid separation efficiency.
The numerical results demonstrated the same trend and behaviour as the experimental
results.
maximum uncertainty 
of the data ± 0.058 
Figure 7.12: Comparison of experimental results for liquid separation efficiency for the
various separators as a function of inlet mass velocity.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of numerical results for liquid separation efficiency for the various
separators as a function of inlet mass velocity.
7.4.3 Vapour quality at the vapour outlet
The vapour state at the gas outlet of the vertical flash tank separator is described by
its vapour quality. In the present work, the vapour quality was calculated based on the
measured parameters from the experiments such as the mass flow rate and pressure.
In order to calculate the total mass flow rate at the gas outlet of the vertical tank, the
mass continuity equation was used
m˙t,G,out = m˙t − m˙t,L,out (7.2)
where m˙t is the total mass flow rate at the inlet of separator which was measured by
the Yokogwa flow meter and m˙t,Lout is the total mass flow rate at the liquid outlet of
separator which was measured by the Siemens flow meter. The vapour quality at the
gas outlet can be calculated as a ratio between the vapour mass flow rate to the total
mass flow rate that flows through the gas outlet of the vertical flash tank (Elbel and
Hrnjak, 2004).
x3 =
m˙g
m˙t,Gout
(7.3)
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where the m˙g is the vapour mass flow rate that can be calculated from the total inlet
mass flow rate and vapour quality at the inlet of the vertical flash tank separator
m˙g = m˙tx1 (7.4)
where the x1 is the vapour quality at the inlet of the vertical flash tank. Figure 7.14
presents a comparison of the outlet vapour quality for the different vertical separators
as a function of the inlet mass velocity. As can be seen from Figure 7.14, the highest
value of the vapour quality was recorded for VFT-V5 and the lowest value was recorded
for VFT-V1, with the vapour quality increasing gradually as the inlet mass flow rate
is increased. The mass flow rates at the inlet and liquid outlet of the vertical separator
were measured by flow meters and uncertainties in these measurements have a direct
impact on the uncertainty in the deduced vapour quality at the gas outlet. The highest
value of uncertainty has been added to the figure. The results revealed that the outlet
flow at the gas outlet was not 100 % vapour, so there are some liquid drops moving
with the vapour through the gas outlet of the separator.
maximum uncertainty of 
the data ± 0.065 
Figure 7.14: Vapour quality at the vapour outlet of the vertical flash tank separator.
Results derived from experimental data.
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7.5 Effect of d/D ratio
Experiments were only performed with inlet pipe diameters of d = 25 mm and sepa-
rator diameters of D = 50 mm. However, because the CFD offered a good simulation
of the experimental results, additional simulations were performed to examine the ef-
fect of changing the value of aspect ratio, d/D. The simulation strategy followed the
methodology described previously in Chapter 5. As the highest value of the liquid sep-
aration efficiency in the experiments was achieved by VFT-V5, the VFT-V5 base-line
configuration was used to investigate the effect of the d/D ratio. Table 7.1 shows the
dimensions of the model geometries for investigation of the different values of d/D.
Figure 7.15 shows the configurations of the model geometries that were created.
Table 7.1: Dimensions of the model geometries for investigation of the d/D ratio.
Design
d
(mm)
D
(mm)
dL,out
(mm)
dG,out
(mm)
d/D Notes
VFT-V5-
d/D-0.25
25 100 10 10 0.25 simulation only
VFT-V5-
d/D-0.5
25 50 10 10 0.5
base-line used
in experiments
and simulations
VFT-V5-
d/D-1
25 25 10 10 1 simulation only
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VFT-V5-d/D-0.5 
d 
dGout 
dLout 
D 
H 
d D H 
25 50 250 
dL,out dG,out L 
10 10 300 
All dimensions in 
mm 
VFT-V5-d/D-0.25 
d 
dGout 
dLout
D 
H 
d D H 
25 100 250 
dL,out dG,out L 
10 10 300 
All dimensions in 
mm 
VFT-V5-d/D-1 
d 
dGout 
dLout 
D 
H 
d D H 
25 25 250 
dL,out dG,out L 
10 10 300 
All dimensions in 
mm 
L 
L 
L 
Figure 7.15: Configuration of model geometries with d/D= 0.25, 0.5 and 1.
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Figure 7.16 presents the results from the CFD simulations of the three ratios of d/D.
The liquid separation efficiency for d/D = 1 decreases with increasing mass flow rate, a
result which is the same as that obtained by Hanfei and Hrnjak (2012). The reason for
this effect is that when the mass flow rate increased, the two-phase velocities increase
and a point is reached where the liquid inertia force and vapour drag force gradually
dominate the gravitational force (Hanfei and Hrnjak, 2012). When a portion of the
incoming liquid stream diverts into the upward direction after impingement on the wall,
a portion of separator’s cross-section area is further reduced, and consequently the local
velocity of the vapour increases and thus, the drag force also increases. Therefore, as
more liquid moves with the gas through the gas outlet for d/D = 1, the liquid separation
efficiency is decreased. For d/D = 0.25, the liquid separation efficiency is about 3.5 %
higher than that for d/D = 0.5. In both cases, the efficiency increases with increasing
mass flow rate.
Half-bar represents 
experimental calibration 
Figure 7.16: Comparison of numerical results showing the effect of d/D ratio.
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According to the comparison between the experimental and numerical results of the
VFT-V5 (Figure 7.11), the CFD underestimated the data by about 0.02. This value
has been used as a calibration offset for the results of the virtual experiment and so the
half-bars on the Figure 7.16 represents the expected increase in efficiency if physical
experiments were actually performed.
Although VFT-V5 with d/D = 0.25 offers superior performance, the VFT-V5 config-
uration with d/D = 0.5 was used for testing the enhanced design options to improve
the efficiency of the liquid separation for two reasons. Firstly, the behaviour of the
separation efficiency for d/D = 0.25 is very similar to d/D = 0.5, only the d/D =
0.25 gives 3.5 % improvement in efficiency relative to d/D = 0.5. Secondly, as the
VFT-V5 with d/D = 0.5 already exists with its components and accessories such as
the aluminium flanges and its O-ring, the extra costs to perform the experiments on
d/D = 0.5 were only marginal.
7.6 Empirical correlation
Reynolds, Weber and Froude numbers for both liquid and gas phases have been used to
present the experimental result, and in addition the two-phase version of these numbers
ReTP , WeTP and FrTP have been used to correlate the experimental results. In order to
interpret the experimental operating conditions and their effects on the two-phase flow
behaviour in the vertical flash tank separator, all of the dimensionless numbers have
been calculated according to the operating boundary conditions. Chapter 3 presented
the definitions of the dimensionless numbers of the liquid and gas phase, including
the two-phase numbers. Figure 7.17 presents the experimental results of the liquid
separation efficiency against the dimensionless numbers of the gas and liquid phases.
Figure 7.18 presents the variation of the liquid separation efficiency with the two-phase
dimensionless numbers.
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Figure 7.17: Liquid separation efficiency as a function of dimensionless numbers.
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Figure 7.18: Liquid separation efficiency as a function of two-phase dimensionless numbers.
Based on the experimental data, an empirical correlation was developed for the liquid
separation efficiency of the vertical flash tank separator as a function of the two-phase
dimensionless numbers and aspect ratio of the separator: ReTP , FrTP , WeTP and
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AsFT . The correlation was assumed to be in the form
ηL = A1 Re
A2
TP We
A3
TP Fr
A4
TP As
A5
FT (7.5)
where, ηL is the liquid separation efficiency, ReTP is the two-phase Rynolds number,
WeTP is the two-phase Weber number, FrTP is the two-phase Froude number, AsFT
is the aspect ratio of the separator and A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 are the coefficients to
be estimated. Using nonlinear estimation analysis in a software called STATISTICA
version 10, the coefficients were estimated.
Based on the estimated coefficients, the correlation is
ηL = 0.01056 Re
0.01016
TP We
−1.62583
TP Fr
1.6469
TP As
0.03833
FT (7.6)
with R2 = 0.91, which is a rather low value. Therefore, many attempts were made to
obtain higher values of R2, with additional coefficients added to the above model to
improve its accuracy. The final form of the assumed model is
ηL = A1 +Re
A2
TP We
A3
TP Fr
A4
TP As
A5
FT (7.7)
and repeating the estimation process in nonlinear estimation, the new values of the
estimated coefficients were obtained.
ηL = −4.64 +Re0.0069TP We−0.692TP Fr0.694TP As0.0061FT (7.8)
with R2 = 0.98, the above model was tested to predict the liquid separation effi-
ciency based on the experimental operating conditions as shown in Figure 7.19, which
presents a comparison between the predicted values and the observed results of the liq-
uid separation efficiency based on the experimental operating conditions of the present
work.
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Figure 7.19: Comparison between the predicted value and the observed results of the liquid
separation efficiency.
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7.7 Conclusion
Numerical and experimental investigations of the liquid separation efficiency of a verti-
cal flash tank separator have been performed for a range of different separator heights
and mass flow rates. Outcomes can be summarized as below.
1. The highest value of the liquid separation efficiency was achieved by the VFT-V5
configuration, which has the largest height.
2. For any given tank, the inlet mass flow rate has a significant effect on the liquid
separation efficiency and vapour quality which increase with increasing mass flow
rate.
3. The highest values of the vapour quality were achieved by the VFT-V5 configu-
ration and these values varied from 0.27 to 0.56.
4. Liquid stream impingement on the inner side of the separator increased when
the inlet mass flow rate increased.
5. All the experimental results of the liquid separation efficiency using the different
sizes of the vertical separator have been compared with the numerical results
at the same operating condition. The simulations underestimated the liquid
separation efficiency by approximately 0.02 over the range of conditions tested.
6. Through CFD virtual experiments, the d/D ratio is demonstrated to have a sig-
nificant effect on the liquid separation efficiency. The liquid separation efficiency
is decreased when the d/D ratio is increased.
7. An empirical correlation with R2 = 0.98 was developed to predict the liquid
separation efficiency based on the experimental data.
Chapter 8
Enhancement of a vertical flash
tank separator
8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 presented experimental results of liquid separation efficiency for different
heights of a vertical flash tank separator using water as the working fluid. Experimental
results revealed that the highest value of the liquid separation efficiency was 96 %
and this was achieved by the VFT-V5 with a flow rate of 23.4 g/s. However, further
improvement in the VFT-V5 performance is possible. CFD was used to evaluate design
options for modifying the VFT-V5 and then the proposed design options have been
experimentally investigated and their performance compared with the CFD results.
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8.2 Performance enhancement techniques
There are many ways to enhance the performance of a separator including the intro-
duction of inlet devices, wire meshes and mist extractors, GPSA (2004). Inlet devices
reduce the momentum of the inlet stream and enhance the flow distribution of the gas
and liquid phases inside the separator. The inlet device can be a diverter plate, half-
pipe or vane, GPSA (2004). A wire mesh and mist extractor can be used to separate
the liquid drops that move with the gas through the gas outlet as it is not economic
to separate these drops by gravity alone by making the separator larger (Grodal and
Realff, 1999). Figure 8.1 shows a mist extractor and an inlet diverter in a vertical
separator.
Inlet 
Gas out 
Liquid out 
Mist extractor 
Inlet diverter 
Figure 8.1: Typical inlet diverter and mist extractor in a vertical separator, adapted from
Campbell (2014).
Correlations or design rules for extractors do not currently exist. Many studies discuss
the function of extractors, but do not offer design advice. In the present work, CFD
was used to obtain suitable dimensions for the extractor and the position of the inlet
pipe based on the operating mass flow rate and the size of the separator.
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8.3 Enhancement options
Four methods have been investigated to improve the performance of the VFT-V5: add
an extractor to the gas outlet; re-locate the inlet tube to protrude into the separator’s
body; use an inlet flow diverter; and finally, add the gas extractor to the configuration
with the inlet diverter. To assess the enhancement design options, CFD was used to
simulate the flow before the experiments were performed.
8.4 Procedure of the CFD assessment
The CFD simulations were performed using the CFD methodology and assumptions
that are described in Chapter 5. The numerical results of the enhancement options
were compared with the numerical results of the unmodified VFT-V5. The results
revealed that the proposed enhancement options all improved the performance. The
results revealed that the modification in which the inlet flow direction is changed has
the most dramatic effect on the liquid separation efficiency.
The proposed enhancement options were fabricated according to the geometry tested
in the CFD simulations. After finishing the experiments, the numerical simulations
were run again using the actual boundary conditions that were defined from the exper-
imental measurements. Only CFD results from the post-experiment simulations are
presented in this chapter.
8.5 Experimental arrangement
The proposed enhancement options were fabricated for integration into the existing
hardware. The equipment and settings that were used in Chapter 7, have again been
used for this work. Modifications to the vertical flash tank necessary for the present
work are presented in this section.
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8.5.1 Inlet pipe supporter
An inlet pipe supporter with an O-ring was designed and used in all geometries of
the enhancement options to support the inlet pipe and provide good sealing. Figure
8.2 shows the inlet pipe supporter configuration and its dimensions. The inlet pipe
supporter was 3D printed using PolyLactic Acid (PLA) material. The supporter was
bonded to the vertical pipe using a room temperature vulcanization (RTV) silicone.
Section A-A Side view 
Top view 
A A 
Groove for O-ring 
ID 31.34 CS 3.53 
Figure 8.2: Inlet pipe supporter with O-ring grooves.
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8.5.2 Operating conditions and measurements
The operating conditions of all the experiments covered the mass flow rate range from
2.1 to 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s and the corresponding vapour quality was in the vicinity of 5%.
For the measurement and data recording, two mass flow rate meters have been used:
one at the liquid outlet to measure the separated liquid mass flow rate and the second
at the inlet of the separator to measure the total mass flow rate. A camera, type Sony
Alpha model 57A was used to record video of flow. Details the measurement apparatus,
experimental equipment, and operating conditions are presented in Chapter 5.
8.6 Design enhancements
Four new proposed additions to the geometry of the basic VFT-V5 arrangement were
fabricated with guidance from the CFD simulations. The geometry of each enhance-
ment option and the resulting performance increase are described in this section.
8.6.1 Extractor at the gas outlet of the VFT-V5
This proposed design option is designated VFT-V5-EXR and involves the addition of
an extractor inside the VFT-V5 separator at the gas outlet. The extractor is a very
simple design according to Campbell (2014), and it is used to extract or eliminate the
liquid drops that move with the gas through the gas outlet. However, a special proposed
design of an extractor was used in the present work. The dimensions of the proposed
extractor were finalised using CFD simulation in order to obtain a high separation
performance. A range of the extractor diameters was simulated in CFD, and according
to the highest predicted liquid separation efficiency, a 18.53 mm radius was selected.
Figure 8.3 presents the final dimensions of the proposed design. The extractor was
printed using PolyLactic Acid (PLA) material. The extractor was connected to the top
flange of the gas flow outlet after machining the inside diameter of the existing flange
to fit the 12 mm diameter and the 20 mm long spigot of the printed extractor. Figure
8.4 shows the configuration of VFT-V5-EXR and the position of the extractor through
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a section view from a 3D model. The VFT-V5EXR was installed in the experimental
apparatus and tested under the experiment operating conditions described in Chapter
4.
(a) 
Top view 
Section A-A Side view 
A A 
Figure 8.3: Dimensions and illustration of the extractor.
Extractor 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Inlet pipe 
supporter 
(a) (b) 
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.4: Configuration of VFT-V5-EXR: (a) section view from 3d model, (b) photo-
graph of the assembly.
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Figure 8.5 presents the numerical and experimental results for the liquid separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5-EXR. The CFD gives the same trend as the experiment, but
has a lower magnitude by about 0.02. The extractor affects liquid drops that move
with the gas towards the gas outlet by causing impingement of liquid drops onto the
extractor followed by coalescence into droplets large enough to disengage from the
bottom of the extractor and drop through the rising gas flow into the liquid holding
part of the separator as shown in Figure 8.6. Figure 8.7 presents the images of VFT-
V5-EXR at the different operating conditions. As can be seen, in each case there are
some liquid drops on the inner wall of the upper half of the separator due to the drag
force effect and impingement of the incoming stream. The observed flow pattern at the
inlet of the vertical separator was stratified flow at all of these operating conditions.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.5: Comparison between CFD and experimental results for VFT-V5-EXR.
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(a)
Falling of liquid 
drop 
Coalescence 
Impingement 
onto extractor 
Flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Extractor 
.
(b)
Figure 8.6: Impingement of droplets coalescence, and detachment. (a) sequence of frames
showing a liquid drop falling; (b) sketch illustrating the key processes in the extractor.
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𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 8.7: Images of the modified vertical flash tank separator VFT-V5-EXR during
operation. Inlet flow direction from left to right.
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8.6.2 Inlet moved inside separator
The second enhancement option was created by changing the position of the inlet
pipe. The end of inlet pipe was moved inside and positioned 15 mm away from the
opposite wall of the separator. In this arrangement there is no extractor at the top
of the separator on the gas outlet, and this configuration is designated VFT-V5-INT.
CFD was use to simulate a range of the inlet pipe positions using a mass flow rate
of 13.1 g/s. According to the highest predicted liquid separation efficiency, a position
which is 15 mm away from opposite wall was selected. Figure 8.8 presents the final
configuration of the VFT-V5-INT which has the same volume of the VFT-V5 except
the inlet pipe is moved the inside the separator.
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
15 mm 
Inlet pipe 
supporter 
(a) (b) 
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.8: Configuration of VFT-V5-INT: (a) section view from 3d model; (b) photograph
of the assembly.
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Figure 8.9 presents the numerical and experimental results for the liquid separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5-INT. Both numerical and experimental results give the same
trend of liquid separation efficiency with the inlet mass velocity change, but the CFD
underestimates the efficiency by about 0.02 in all cases. The new position of the inlet
pipe increased the liquid separation efficiency and reduced the number of liquid drops
on the upper side of the separator. Droplets on the wall of the separator arise from
impingement of the incoming jet on the wall of the separator. Figure 8.10 presents im-
ages of the VFT-V5-INT during operation. In this configuration, there is no extractor
at the top of the separator. The observed two-phase flow pattern at the inlet of the
vertical separator was stratified flow.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.9: Comparison between CFD and experimental results for VFT-V5-INT.
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𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 8.10: Images of the modified vertical flash tank separator VFT-V5-INT during
operation. Inlet flow direction from left to right.
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8.6.3 Change the direction of inlet flow
In order to change the direction of inlet flow to direct it downwards, a square hole
with a 25 mm hydraulic diameter was created on the bottom side of the inlet pipe,
and the circular end of the inlet pipe was closed. The centre of the hole of 25 mm
hydraulic diameter is exactly on the centre of the separator’s body. This technique
gives a downwards vertical direction for the inlet flow instead of the normal horizontal
direction. The inlet flow is oriented in same direction of the gravity force, so the liquid
droplets are directed downward to where the liquid outlet side is located. It is also
likely that the closed end of the inlet pipe acts in a similar way to the wall opposite
the inlet in VFT-V5-INT. This arrangement is designated VFT-V5-OD.
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Inlet turned 
down 
Inlet pipe 
supporter 
(a) (b) 
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.11: Configuration of VFT-V5-OD: (a) section view from 3d model; (b) photograph
of the assembly.
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Figure 8.12 presents the numerical and experimental results of the liquid separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5-OD. The numerical and experimental results give the same
trend of the liquid separation efficiency variation with the inlet mass velocity and
in this case, the CFD underestimates the magnitude by about 0.01 across all the
conditions. The orientation of the inlet flow has a significant effect on the liquid
separation efficiency. There is no inlet jet impact on the wall of the separator, so no
part of the liquid flow will be diverted toward the top of the separator. Figure 8.13
presents images of the VFT-V5-OD during operation and it is seen that there are very
few droplets on the upper half of the separator in comparison to the VFT-V5-EXR and
VFT-V5-INT cases shown in Figure 8.10 and 8.7 respectively. In this arrangement,
there is no extractor at the top of the separator. The observed two-phase flow pattern
at the inlet was stratified flow.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.12: Comparison between CFD and experimental results for VFT-V5-OD.
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𝑚  = 2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  = 5.1 ± 0.2 
g/s
𝑚  = 8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  = 0.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  = 3.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  = 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 8.13: Images of the modified vertical flash tank separator VFT-V5-OD during
operation. Inlet flow direction from left to right.
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8.6.4 Extractor at the outlet of VFT-V5-OD
The last of the enhancement options was arranged by adding the extractor to the VFT-
V5-OD configuration, which achieved the best results of the previously investigated
options. This combined configuration is designated VFT-V5-ODEXR. Figure 8.14
illustrates the internal configuration of the VFT-V5-ODEXR.
Extractor 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Inlet turned 
down 
Inlet pipe 
supporter 
(a) (b) 
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.14: Configuration of VFT-V5-ODEXR: (a) section view from 3d model; (b)
photograph of the assembly.
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Figure 8.15 presents the numerical and experimental results for the liquid separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5-ODEXR. The numerical and experimental results give the
same trend of the liquid separation efficiency variation with the inlet mass velocity
but the CFD underestimates the efficiency by between 0.01 and 0.02 across the range
of conditions tested. The combined effect of using the extractor and making the inlet
flow direction downward increases the liquid separation efficiency relative to either of
these options operating alone. Figure 8.16 presents images of the VFT-V5-ODEXR
during operation. The observed two-phase flow pattern at the inlet was stratified flow.
Inlet flow direction 
Gas outlet 
Liquid outlet 
Figure 8.15: Comparison between CFD and experimental results for VFT-V5-ODEXR.
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𝑚  =2.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =5.1 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =8.1 ± 0.2 g/s  
𝑚  =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 𝑚  =13.1 ± 0.2 g/s  𝑚  =23.4 ± 0.2 g/s  
Flow direction 
Figure 8.16: Images of the modified vertical flash tank separator VFT-V5-ODEXR during
operation. Inlet flow direction from left to right.
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8.7 Comparison with the VFT-V5 baseline
All the experimental and numerical results of the enhanced efficiency arrangements
are compared with the numerical and experimental results from the baseline VFT-V5
configuration in this section.
8.7.1 Liquid separation efficiency
Figures 8.17 and 8.18 present the experimental and numerical simulation results re-
spectively. Generally, the liquid separation efficiency is increased by increasing the
inlet mass flow rate. The highest overall values of the liquid separation efficiency were
achieved by the VFT-V5-ODEXR configuration.
In the VFT-V5-INT, the separation performance is higher than that in the VFT-V5 by
about 1% due to the effect of the inlet pipe position. The VFT-V5-EXR configuration
is more effective: the results revealed that the liquid separation efficiency is 2 % higher
than that in the VFT-V5 configuration. The extractor is effective in extracting the
liquid drops at the gas outlet at all operating conditions. Similarly, the extractor effect
in model VFT-V5-ODEXR increased the performance by 2% relative to that in VFT-
V5-OD configuration. In the VFT-V5-OD configuration, the orientation of the inlet
flow has a significant effect on the separator performance, It causes an increase of about
8 % in efficiency. There is no impact of the incoming jet flow on the opposite wall, and
consequently, the liquid is not diverted to the top side of the separator. Figures 8.17
and 8.18 show that the orientation of the inlet flow increased the performance of the
separator dramatically. Therefore, using the extractor with downward flow orientation
in the VFT-V5-ODEXR gives the highest value of the separation performance of the
vertical flash tank separator. However, further improvement to enhance the separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5-ODEXR at flow rates less than 20 g/s may be achieved by
using a fine wire mesh with the extractor to trap the tiny liquid droplets that move
with the vapour through the gas outlet.
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Maximum uncertainty 
of the data ± 0.06 
Figure 8.17: Experimental results comparing the VFT-V5 and the enhanced design con-
figurations.
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Figure 8.18: CFD results comparing the VFT-V5 and the enhanced design configurations.
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8.7.2 Vapour quality at the gas outlet
Figure 8.19 presents the experimental results for the vapour quality at the gas out-
let of the vertical separator cross all operating conditions of the enhanced efficiency
configurations and the reference VFT-V5 configuration. The vapour quality has been
increased as a result of applying the enhancement techniques to the vertical flash
tank separator. The results revealed that the highest value of the vapour quality was
achieved by the VFT-V5-ODEXR. Figure 8.19 also confirms that the extractor can
reduce the number of the liquid drops that move with the gas through the gas outlet,
so the vapour state in the VFT-V5-ODEXR is close to the saturated vapour state
especially at the high mass flow rates.
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Figure 8.19: Experimental results for the vapour quality at the gas outlet of the separator
for the different configurations.
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8.7.3 Flow behaviour inside the separator
Comparing the images presented in Figure 8.20, it can be seen that at the same in-
let flow condition (10.2 ± 0.2 g/s) there is a relatively high number of liquid drops
appearing on the upper half of the separator in the of VFT-V5 and VFT-V5-EXR
configuration. This is a result of the impinging and splashing of the incoming jet on
the wall of the separator. The number of liquid drops is reduced in VFT-V5-INT due
to the position of the inlet pipe and in the VFT-V5-OD and VFT-V5-ODEXR, the
liquid drops do not appear on the upper half of the separator due to the downward
direction of the inlet flow which prevents the liquid drops from impacting on the inside
wall of the separator above the inlet.
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?̇? =10.2 ± 0.2 g/s 
Flow direction 
VFT-V5 
VFT-V5-OD VFT-V5-ODEXR 
VFT-V5-INT VFT-V5-EXR 
Figure 8.20: Images presenting a comparison of the flow behaviour inside the vertical
separator for the different enhancement configurations at m˙= 10.2 ± 0.2 g/s.
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8.8 Conclusion
Separation enhancement configurations for the basic vertical flash tank separator (VFT-
V5) were investigated numerically and experimentally. The enhancement options were
shown to be effective in increasing the liquid separation efficiency. The numerical and
experimental results can be summarized as follows:
1. The highest value of the liquid separation efficiency of approximately 99.9 %
was achieved by the VFT-V5-ODEXR configuration with a flow rate of 23.4 ±
0.2 g/s. This configuration used an extractor at the gas outlet and a downward
direction of the inlet flow.
2. The downward inlet flow orientation has a significant effect on the liquid separa-
tion efficiency as a result of preventing the impingement of the incoming stream
on the inside wall. Without the downward restriction to flow direction, droplets
impacting the wall can splash in the upwards direction, increasing the mass of
liquid flowing with vapour through the gas outlet.
3. The extractor increases the liquid separation efficiency by improving the removal
of the liquid drops that move with the gas towards the gas outlet.
4. The vapour quality at the gas outlet is also improved by the enhanced configu-
ration and the highest value was achieved by the VFT-V5-ODEXR.
5. Reasonable agreement has been obtained between the experimental and numer-
ical results, with the CFD typically under-predicting the liquid separation effi-
ciency by between 1% and 2% over the range of conditions tested.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
9.1 Description of work
Vertical flash tank separators are used widely. Refrigeration and air conditioning are
two of the most important applications. Using a vertical flash tank separator in a
refrigeration or air conditioning system has many advantages such as improving the
coefficient of performance, improving the heat transfer coefficient in the evaporator
and reducing the thermal stress in the compressor.
Many studies have been completed and reported in literature about the performance
of vertical flash tank separators, but these studies have primarily considered the effect
of the flash tank separator on the performance and capacity of air conditioning and
refrigeration systems. Few studies have considered the design problem of optimising
separation efficiency in vertical separators. In the present work, a new apparatus was
designed and built to investigate two-phase flow behaviour after an expansion device in
a horizontal tube and to investigate the performance of a vertical flash tank separator
using water as the working fluid. Separation enhancement options were proposed and
analysed, then tested experimentally to assess performance improvement of a vertical
flash tank separator. Numerical simulation was implemented in the design process.
A digital camera, mass flow meters, pressure and temperature sensors were used to
record the two-phase flow behaviour in the horizontal tube and inside the vertical flash
tank separator.
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9.2 Outcomes
9.2.1 Two-phase flow in a horizontal pipe
The experimental apparatus was designed to operate over a mass flow rate range from
2.1 to 23.4 ± 0.2 g/s with vapour quality in the vicinity of 5 %.
 The two-phase flow developed gradually after the expansion device reaching the
developed region where the flow maintains a steady condition at about 165 cm
from the expansion device.
 Increase of the inlet mass flow rate decreased the void fraction and reduced the
slip ratio in the developed region.
 The expansion length increased from 30.7 to 180.1 mm when the mass flow rate
increased from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s.
 A stratified flow pattern was observed in all the experiments at the developed
region.
 The liquid height at the bottom of the pipe increased from 1.9 to 5.2 mm when
the mass flow rate increased from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s.
 All the experimental results were compared with the numerical simulation results,
and reasonable agreement was observed. The difference between the experimental
and numerical results was about 8 %.
 Empirical correlations were developed based on the experimental results to pre-
dict: (a) the expansion length at the bottom of the horizontal pipe; and (b) the
void fraction in the developed region. Both correlations achieved R2 values of
0.99.
 The CFD simulation results underestimated the expansion length and fully-
developed liquid film height by about 8 % compared with the experimental ob-
servations.
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9.2.2 Liquid separation efficiency in the flash tank before enhance-
ment
 The highest value of the liquid separation efficiency was recorded with the VFT-
V5 configuration which achieved 0.96 at 23.4 ±0.2 g/s.
 The inlet mass flow rate has a significant effect on the liquid separation effi-
ciency in the vertical separator. The liquid separation efficiency of the VFT-V5
increased from 0.86 to 0.96 when the mass flow rate increased from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s.
 The highest value of the vapour quality at the gas outlet was recorded with the
VFT-V5 which achieved 0.55 at 23.4 g/s.
 The liquid jet impingement on the inner side of the separator was increased when
the inlet mass flow rate increased.
 The number of small liquid drops on the wall at the top portion of the separator
was decreased when the volume of the separator increased.
 All the experimental results of the liquid separation efficiency using different sizes
of the vertical separator were compared with the numerical results at the same
operating condition, and differences between 1 % and 2 % were obtained.
 Using CFD, virtual experiments demonstrate that the d/D has a significant effect
on the liquid separation efficiency. When d/D = 1, the simulated liquid sepa-
ration efficiency decreased from 0.81 to 0.66 when the mass flow rate increased
from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s. While for d/D = 0.25, the liquid separation efficiency is
about 3.5 % higher than that for d/D = 0.5, for both d/D = 0.25 and d/D = 0.5,
the efficiency increased when the mass flow rate increased from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s.
 An empirical correlation with R2 = 0.98 was developed to predict the liquid
separation efficiency based on the experimental data.
 The numerical results underestimated the liquid separation efficiency in the ex-
periments with an average difference in the liquid separation efficiency of between
1 % and 2 %.
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9.2.3 Enhancement of vertical separator
Separation enhancement options were investigated to improve the liquid separation
efficiency of the VFT-V5 configuration.
 The highest value of the liquid separation efficiency was recorded with the VFT-
V5-ODEXR configuration, achieving 0.99 at 23.4 ±0.2 g/s.
 The downward inlet flow orientation had a significant effect on the the liquid
separation efficiency, causing an increase of about 8 % in efficiency.
 The extractor also increased the liquid separation efficiency, achieving a 2 %
increase when the mass flow rate increased from 2.1 to 23.4 g/s.
 The enhancement design options also improve the vapour quality at the gas outlet
and the highest value was recorded for the VFT-V5-ODEXR of 0.98.
 The impact of the incoming inlet jet on the wall was removed in the VFT-V5-
ODEXR due to the downward inlet flow orientation.
 All the experimental and numerical results of the separation enhancement options
were compared with the numerical and experimental results of the VFT-V5.
 The numerical and experimental results give the same trend of the liquid separa-
tion efficiency variation with the inlet mass velocity but the CFD underestimates
the efficiency by between 1 % and 2 % across the range of conditions tested.
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9.3 Summary of conclusions
In this thesis, experiments were performed to develop a data set on the two-phase
flow development in a horizontal pipe and liquid separation efficiency in vertical flash
tank separator using water as the working fluid. The experiments were performed
over a range of operating conditions, but stratified flow was the developed pattern
in all the experiments. The operating conditions in the experiments were used in
the CFD simulations to assess the suitability of CFD in the design of the vertical
flash tank separator. By comparing the experimental and CFD simulations results,
it is demonstrated that liquid separation efficiency within about 2 % of the measured
value can be simulated using CFD. Enhancement options to improve the separation
efficiency were proposed, simulated, and experimentally tested. The CFD was again
demonstrated to be a suitable design tool because liquid separation efficiency achieved
with the enhancement options was simulated to within about 2 % of the measured
values.
9.4 Future work
The primary limitation of the present conclusion regarding the viability of CFD as a
design tool in vertical separator design is that the operating conditions produced only
stratified flow at the inlet. Future work in which alternative inlet flow patterns are
established would make a useful contribution.
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Appendix A
Drawings and design of
apparatus
A.1 Condenser design and assembly
A vacuum condenser was developed for this work. The condenser consisted of two
pipes: an inner brass pipe and an outer PVC shell which are connected and sealed
by a combination of flanges. The inner brass pipe was connected to a vacuum pump
through a set of flanges, while the outer PVC shell was connected to a cooling water
circulation system using flexible hoses. Figure A.1 illustrates the configuration of the
vacuum condenser and its connection details.
Test section 
connection side 
Vacuum pump 
connection side 
Outlet side of 
cooling water 
Inlet side of 
cooling water 
Flexible hose 
Brass pipe 
(Inner pipe) 
PVC pipe 
(Outer pipe) 
Figure A.1: Configuration of the vacuum condenser and its connections.
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The vacuum condenser was mounted horizontally. The test section was connected with
the inner brass tube by using a combination of fittings. The cooling water pump was
connected between the cooling water tank and the PVC pipe to circulate a cooling
water.
To ensure that the ends of the condenser were sealed, a special flange was designed
to use an O-Rings on the inner and side faces. Figure A.2 presents the design of
the O-Ring flange and Figure A.3 shows the location of the O-Ring flange and flange
combination.
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Figure A.2: Schematic diagram of the O-ring flange.
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O-ring
(SC 6 X 212 mm) 
Figure A.3: Condenser vacuum side showing the location of the O-ring and flange combi-
nation.
Then the end of the condenser was closed by the end flange. Figure A.4 shows the end
flange configuration and its dimensions. The end flange was seated on the side face
of the O-ring flange and connected to it by bolts. In order to hold all the flanges and
provide sealing, a retaining flange was designed and fabricated. Figure A.5 shows the
retaining flange configuration and its dimensions. All the flanges were connected with
each other to seal the brass pipe properly. Figure A.6 presents the connection details
of the combination of the flanges that were used to seal the brass pipe.
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Figure A.4: Schematic diagram of the end plate flange and its dimensions.
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Figure A.5: Schematic diagram of the retaining flange and its dimensions.
Aluminium flanges were designed to connect the brass pipe and its sealing flange
combination to the PVC pipe. The aluminium flanges seal the outer surface of the
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Brass pipe 
Figure A.6: Combination of the flange connection around the brass pipe.
brass pipe to prevent water leaking out of the PVC shell. Figure A.7 and Figure
A.8 show the design and a photo of the aluminium flanges. The aluminium flanges
centralise the PVC pipe. Figure A.9 presents the details of the flange combination and
its connection to hold and seal the PVC and brass pipes.
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Oring CS 6 X 200 mm
340  PCD  8 holes X21mm ?
260  PCD  8 holes X6mm ?
204 ?
5
5
15
400 ?
Figure A.7: Dimensions of the aluminium sealing flanges to connect to the PVC pipe.
Aluminium sealing flanges 
for PVC pipe connection 
Brass pipe  
(Inner pipe) of condenser 
Figure A.8: Aluminium sealing flanges to connect the PVC pipe and the brass pipe.
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End Flange 
O-ring Flange
Retaining Flange Aluminium Flange 
PVC Flange 
PVC pipe 
Flexible pipe for 
cooling water 
Test section 
connection side 
Brass pipe 
Bolt size 
19 mm 
Washer  
20 X 35 mm 
Nut size 
19 mm 
Cooling 
water 
Ball 
valve 
Figure A.9: Details of the flange combination connection to hold and seal the PVC and
brass pipes on the test section connection side.
The path of the cooling water in the PVC pipe is completely separated from the
vacuum side and there is nothing inside the brass pipe. Figure A.10 presents a section
view of the upstream of the vacuum condenser presenting the inside configuration of
the condenser and cooling water path.
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Cooling 
water 
Ball 
valve 
Vacuum side 
Test section 
connection side 
Cooling 
water 
End Flange 
O-ring Flange
Retaining Flange 
PVC Flange 
Aluminium Flange 
O-rings
Figure A.10: Section view of the condenser on the upstream test section connection side.
A.2 Expansion device design
A.2.1 Description of expansion device design
An expansion device was fabricated at the University of Southern Queensland using
a 3D printer. The expansion device provided a pressure drop across a flow length
of 65 mm and supplied a uniform distribution of the two-phase flow through 400
× 0.3 mm diameter holes. Figure A.11 present the details of the expansion device
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through a section view and a photo of the 3D printed expansion device. VisiJet
crystal (EX 200 plastic material) was used to fabricate the expansion device. The
VisiJet crystal has physical and chemical properties which are presented in Table
A.1. The VisiJet is chemically stable under normal conditions of handling, use and
transportation. However, it should not be exposed to heat, sunlight and UV light.
Grove for O-ring 
18.5 X 3 mm .
(a)
O-ring
18.5 X 3 mm 
.
(b)
Figure A.11: Expansion device (a) section view of the expansion device, (b) photo of 3D
printed device.
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Table A.1: Data on the VisiJet crystal plastic material.
Physical and chemical properties
Appearance ......Natural Odor ......Mild
Physical State ......Soft solid to paste PH ...... 6-7 at 1:1 in Water
Vapour Pressure ......2Pa at 20 
Boiling Point ......200  Melting/Freezing Point ......55-65 
Solubility (H2O) ......Insoluble at 20  Specific Gravity ......1.1 g/m3 at 25 
A.2.2 Connection of the expansion device
The expansion device was connected with an acrylic transparent pipe and a needle
valve. An O-ring 18.5× 3 mm was used around the expansion device for sealing. Figure
A.12 shows the configuration of the expansion device connection in the horizontal tube
experiments. A PVC end cup with a downward direction outlet was used at the end of
the horizontal tube to ensure that the flow at the downstream end discharged to the
condensing receiver in a uniform manner.
Acrylic tube (test section) 
3D printed expansion 
device 
Needle valve 
PVC end cup 
Figure A.12: Assembly of the horizontal test section tube, expansion device and needle
valve with PVC end cup.
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A.2.3 Pipe supporter clamp
In order to set up the horizontal pipe in a horizontal position precisely, a special
clamp was designed. The clamp was printed using the 3D printer and VisiJet crystal
material. Two clamps were located along the horizontal pipe. The clamp includes four
grooves,defining the vertical and horizontal planes. These grooves were used to level
the horizontal tube. Figure A.13 shows the details of the clamp.
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Section view .
(a)
Groove on vertical 
and horizontal 
plane 
.
(b)
.
(c)
Figure A.13: Special supporter clamp (a) views of the supporter clamp, (b) 3D view, (c)
photo of 3D printed clamp.
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A.3 Vertical flash tank separator
The vertical flash tank separators were built in five different volumes from transparent
acrylic material. In order to obtain flexibility for the geometry to change the body
volume, aluminium flanges were designed to provide the liquid and gas outlets. These
flanges seal the top and bottom of the separator through O-rings (CS 3 X ID 44.2 mm).
Figure A.14 presents the configuration of the vertical flash tank separator model VFT-
V3.
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Figure A.14: Vertical flash tank separator (a) Aluminium flange for top and bottom of the
tank, (b) illustration of the VFT-V3 separator.
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A.4 Experiment of a vertical separator
The main parts of the experimental apparatus were arranged and connected to investi-
gate the performance of the vertical separator. Figure A.15 presents the arrangements
of the main parts in the experiments of the vertical separator.
Vertical flash 
tank separator 
Heat exchanger 
water tank 
Inlet flow 
meter 
Inlet of 
supplied water 
Cooling water 
tank 
Cooling water 
pump 
Vacuum pump 
Condenser 
Liquid outlet 
flow meter 
Gas outlet 
Figure A.15: Arrangement of the main parts of the experiment on the vertical separator.
Appendix B
Instrument calibration
B.1 Pressure Transducer
A hydraulic dead-weight tester, Budenberg model 580 was used to calibrate the pres-
sure transducer (Wika A-10) which was used to measure the absolute pressure on the
delivery pipe to the expansion device. Figure B.1 shows a photo of the hydraulic dead
weight tester. Transducers with a lower operating pressure were also used, but because
these were newly acquired from the manufacture for these experiments, the calibration
provided by the manufacture were used. Table B.1 presents the calibration equations
for each of the pressure transducers.
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Figure B.1: Photograph of the hydraulic dead-weight tester Budenberg model 580.
Table B.1: Calibration of Wika pressure transducers. Vmeas= measured voltage, L.P.
lower pressure, and H.P. high pressure.
Serial Number Type Pressure Equation
1 1A007IB5HO Wika L.P. Pa=0.2005Vmeas-1.0037+Patm
2 1A0077IAZIH Wika L.P. Pa=0.2005Vmeas-1.0034+Patm
3 1A0077ICLI5 Wika L.P. Pa= 0.2004Vmeas-1.0036+Patm
4 1A0077I80HG Wika L.P. Pa= 0.2005Vmeas-1.0038+Patm
5 1A0077I9O24 Wika L.P. Pa= 0.2004Vmeas-1.0034+Patm
6 1A005U813IM Wika H.P. Pa =0.3208Vmeas-0.0056
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B.2 RTD calibration check
Resistance temperature detectors (RTD) were used to measure the temperature in the
experiments of the the present work. The RTD platinum resistor (PT100) produces a
more linear response than thermocouples or thermistors and in order to ensure that
RTD works properly a small test was completed by using a mercury thermometer
to measure the temperature in different range. The differences between the RTD
temperature sensor and mercury thermometer were less than 0.1 . Figure B.2 shows
a comparison of temperature reading between the mercury thermometer and RTD
temperature sensor in different range of temperature.
0 20 40 60 80 100
Mercury thermometer (°C)
0
20
40
60
80
100
R
TD
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C
 
)
Figure B.2: Comparison of temperature reading between the mercury thermometer and
RTD temperature sensor.
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B.3 Mass flow rate calibration
The Yokogwa mass flow meter, which consists of transmitter model RCCF31 and sensor
model RCCS32, and the Siemens flow meter, which consists of a transmitter model
FCT030 and sensor model FCS400, were used to measure the flow rate in the horizontal
pipe and vertical flash tank separator experiments. These two meters were calibrated
using a timer and certain volume of water and results were in good agreement with
the manufacture’s calibration.
Appendix C
Experimental procedures
C.1 Procedures for horizontal pipe
In the horizontal pipe experiment the arrangement is presented in Figure C.1. The
operating steps are:
1. Close the ball valve 1.
2. Close the ball valve 2.
3. Close the liquid drain valve 4.
4. Run the vacuum pump after ensuring the ball valve 3 is open.
5. While the vacuum pump is running, turn on the water pump to cool down the
condenser. Ice is used to maintain a low temperature in the cooling water tank.
6. Turn on the 3.5 kW electrical immersion element heaters used to raise the temper-
ature of the water in the heat exchanger. The immersion heater is electronically
controlled to maintain the required temperature. Water is sourced from a mains
water supply.
7. Open the ball valve 2. Upon reaching about 1 kPa in the condenser, open and
adjust the ball valve 1 that is located between the heat exchanger and the flow
meter to set the required flow according to operation condition of the experiment.
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8. Keep both the vacuum pump and water pump running during the experiment
operating time.
9. Record, the two-phase flow behaviour at the two positions: directly after the
expansion device and at the developed region (1665 mm from the inlet). A
digital camera (Sony model SLT-A57) was used and simultaneously the pressure
is recorded using pressure transducers during the experiment operating time.
10. All the above steps were repeated in every experiment.
Vacuum Pump
Heat exchanger
Mass flow rate meter
Vacuum cylinder (condenser)
Ice
Electric heater
Needle valve
Cooling water tank
Water pump
Ball valve (3)
Ball valve (2)
Test section
Liquid drain (4)
Pressure transducer
Ball valve (1)
Flow modifier
Camera
Figure C.1: Experimental arrangement for the horizontal pipe experiment.
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C.2 Procedures for flash tank
In the vertical flash tank separator experiment the arrangement is presented in Figure
C.2. The operating steps are similar to that in the horizontal pipe experiment except
there was an additional mass flow meter that was set up to measure the separated
liquid at the liquid outlet.
Vacuum Pump
Heat exchanger
Mass flow rate meter
 Vacuum cylinder (condenser)
Ice
Electric heater
Expansion device
Cooling water tank
Water pump
Ball valve (3)
Test section
Liquid drain (4)
Ball valve (1) Pressure
transducer
Mass flow
 rate meterCamera
Ball valve (2)
Water from resource
Figure C.2: Experimental arrangement for the vertical flash tank experiment.
Appendix D
Vapour quality calculation
The vapour quality at the inlet of the horizontal tube directly after the expansion
device can be calculated on the assumption of adiabatic conditions in the expansion
device based on the measured inlet temperature and measured pressure downstream.
For example, at the operating condition of 8.1 g/s, the temperature of the water at the
inlet of the expansion device was 55.6  and the pressure drop across the expansion
device was 24.7 kPa. From the thermodynamic property tables for the saturated water,
the enthalpy at the inlet can be found, hi=232.77 kJ/kg. At the outlet of the expansion
device, the absolute pressure was 2.64 kPa, so from the property tables the enthalpy of
the liquid and vapour can be found, since hf=91.9 kJ/kg and hfg=2449.0 kJ/kg. The
vapour quality can be calculated on the assumption that the process in the expansion
device is adiabatic, because under these conditions the enthalpy across the expansion
device is constant, giving the outlet enthalpy as ho = hi, and since the quality can be
written as
x = (ho − hf )/hfg
the numerical value can now be calculated
x = (232.77− 91.9)/2449.0 = 0.0576.
For each operating condition, the flow quality is obtained in the manner outlined above.
Appendix E
Calculation for flow pattern map
The two-phase flow pattern map for water using the transition curve equations that
were adopted from the literature was developed as shown below.
close all;
clear all;
clc;
NFS = 14;
NLW = 1.5;
NMS = 10;
=======================
Constant input section
=======================
Gt =150; % Mass velocity or Mass flux (kg/s.m2)
D =0.026; %Tube Diameter (m)
q=0; % Heat flux
hlv = 2446.2 % Latent heat of evaporation (kJ/kg)
Rl =985.09; % Liquid density (kg/m3)
Rv =0.554; % Vapour density (kg/m3)
ul =0.001003; % Liquid viscosity (kg/m.s)
uv =0.0000134; % Vapour viscosity (kg/m.s)
SL =0.00071; %Liquid Surface Tension (N/m)
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xvec=0:0.01:0.95;
for itr=1:length(xvec)
x=xvec(1,itr);
=================================
Calculated parameter section
=================================
A=(pi*D2)/4;
XIA=((0.2914*(Rv/Rl)(−1/1.175)*(ul/uv)(−1/7))+1)−1;
Xtt=(((1-x)/x)
0.875)*((Rv/Rl)0.5)*((ul/uv)0.125);
e=(x/Rv)*((1+0.12*(1-x))*((x/Rv)+((1-x)/Rl))+(1.18*(1-x)*(9.81*SL*(Rl-Rv))0.25)/(Gt*Rl0.5))−1;
Al=A*(1-e);
Av=A*e;
ALD=Al/D2;
Avd=Av/D2;
i=1;
for theta=1:0.0001:10
Ald=(1/8)*[(2*pi-theta)-sin(2*pi-theta)];
mat(i,1)=theta;
mat(i,2)=Ald-ALD;
if abs(Ald-ALD) <10−5
rad=100
break
end
end
hld=0.5*(1-cos((2*pi-theta)/2));
Pid=sin((2*pi-theta)/2);
WF=(9.81*D2*Rl)/SL;
Z=(1.138+2*log(pi/(1.5*Ald)))−2;
qc=0.131*(Rv0.5)*hlv*(9.81*(Rl-Rv)*SL)0.25;
Fq1=646*((q/2)/qc)2+(64.8*((q/2)/qc));
Fq2=18.8*((q/2)/qc)+1.023;
h=hld*D;
=======================================
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Transition curves calculation section
=======================================
Mass velocity in wavy flow regime
Gwavy(1,itr)=(((16*(Avd
3)*9.81*D*Rl*Rv)/((x2)*(pi2)*(1-((2*hld)-1)2)0.5))*
((((pi2)/(25*(hld2)))*(1-x)(−Fq1))*((WF)(−Fq2))+1))0.5+50-(75*exp(-(x2−0.97)2/
(x*(1-x)))); Mass velocity in mist flow regime
Gmist(1,itr)=((7680*Avd
2*9.81*D*Rl*Rv*(1/WF))/(x2*pi2*Z))0.5; Mass Velocity in
stratified flow regime
Gstart(1,itr)=(((226.3
2)*Ald*(Avd2)*Rv*ul*9.81*(Rl-Rv))/(x2*(1-x)*pi3))(1/3)+20*x;
Mass Velocity in bubbly flow regime
Gbubbly(1,itr)=((256*Avd*(Ald
2)*(D1.25)*Rl*(Rl-Rv)*9.81)/(0.3164*((1-x)1.75)*pi2*
Pid*ul0.25))(1/1.75);
========================================================
Plotting the transition curves of two-phase map section
========================================================
plot(xvec(6:end)*100,Gwavy(6:end),’k-’,’LineWidth’,NLW);hold on;
plot(xvec(6:end)*100,Gstart(6:end),’k-’,’LineWidth’,NLW);hold on;grid on;
plot(xvec(6:end)*100,Gmist(6:end),’k-’,’LineWidth’,NLW);hold on;
plot(xvec(6:end)*100,XIA(6:end),’k-’);
Appendix F
Uncertainty analysis
F.1 Quantification of random errors — horizontal pipe
Table F.1 illustrates an example of the random errors associated with the horizontal
pipe flow experiment in determining the liquid height in the fully developed region. In
the Table F.1, S1, S1, S3, S4, S5, ..., S10 are 10 different measurements of the liquid
height in each experiment. Ave is the mean of the ten liquid height measurements in
each experiment and 2σ is twice the standard deviation.
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Table F.1: Measurements of liquid height in the fully developed region for the range of mass flow rates.
Flow
rate
(g/s)
S1
(mm)
S1
(mm)
S3
(mm)
S4
(mm)
S5
(mm)
S6
(mm)
S7
(mm)
S8
(mm)
S9
(mm)
S10
(mm)
Ave
(mm)
2σ
(mm)
2.1 1.7 1.8 1.7 1.7 2.1 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.2 2.1 1.94 0.20
5.1 1.9 2.1 2 2 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.4 2.7 2.22 0.23
8.18 3 3 2.3 2.2 2.8 2.4 2.7 3.5 2.5 2.4 2.68 0.40
10.21 3.2 3 3.1 2.5 3.2 3 3 3.1 2.8 3.1 3.00 0.21
13.1 3.5 3 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.3 2.7 3.4 3.8 3.39 0.35
23.4 4.9 5 5.2 5.3 5.7 5.3 5.2 5.5 5.1 4.9 5.21 0.25
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F.2 Quantification of random errors — flash tank
For the vertical flash tank separator experiments, Tables F.2 and F.3 present an ex-
ample of the random errors in the mass flow rates. In these tables, m1, m2, m3, ...,
m7 are 7 different measurements of the mass flow rate at the inlet (m˙total) and liquid
outlet (m˙L,out) of the vertical flash tank separator. Ave is the mean, and 2σ is twice
the standard deviation of the seven mass flow rate measurements in each experiment.
Table F.2: Measurements of mass flow rates of vertical flash tank VFT-V1 at operating
condition 2.1 g/s.
Flow rate
(g/s)
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 Ave 2σ
m˙total 2.1 2.0 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.1 0.11
m˙L,out 1.54 1.74 1.4 1.8 1.54 1.5 1.8 1.62 0.11
Table F.3: Measurements of mass flow rates of vertical flash tank VFT-V3 at operating
condition 8.1 g/s.
Flow rate
(g/s)
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 Ave 2σ
m˙total 8.1 8.0 7.9 8.3 8.3 7.9 8.2 8.1 0.14
m˙L,out 7.1 7.3 6.8 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.4 7.2 0.13
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F.3 Uncertainty in measured parameters — horizontal
pipe
In order to illustrate the calculation of experimental uncertainty, an example calcula-
tion is presented for the inlet pressure measurement in the horizontal pipe experiments.
At the inlet mass flow rate of 5.1 g/s, the inlet pressure was measured several times
using a pressure transducer which was connected to the data acquisition system. The
data acquisition system was set to record at 100 samples per second, so a range of the
inlet pressure was recorded.
From the measured inlet pressure, Pinlet=(2.39, 2.21,..., 2.43), all in kPa, the mean
of the inlet pressure was obtained and was equal to 2.39 kPa. In order to present
the uncertainty of the measured inlet pressure, the double standard deviation (2σ)
was determined to be 0.23 kPa, which represents the random component of the mea-
surement uncertainty. A systematic uncertainty component arises from the pressure
transducer calibration of ±0.5 kPa, see Section 4.10.3. Assuming the components
of uncertainty are statistically independent, the total experimental uncertainty is√
(0.23)2 + (0.5)2 = 0.55, so the inlet pressure has an uncertainty of ± 0.55 kPa in
this study. Similar calculations were applied to the temperature measurement, outlet
pressure and mass flow rate, and the results are presented in Table F.4.
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Table F.4: Sample of experimental uncertainty calculation of measured quantity in the
horizontal pipe experiments for case 1.
Quantity Mean 2σ
Uncertainty
of
instrument
±
Total
uncertainty
±
Inlet mass
flow rate
(g/s)
2.1 0.11 0.2 0.21
Inlet
temperature
()
20.2 1.62 0.1 1.62
Inlet
pressure
(kPa)
2.36 0.21 0.5 0.55
Outlet
pressure
(kPa)
2.06 0.18 0.5 0.53
Vapour
quality(%)
5.8 - - 0.006
F.4 Uncertainty in vapour quality — horizontal pipe
The calculation of flow quality produced by the expansion device is sensitive to both
the inlet flow temperature (Ti) and the outlet pressure (Po) as described in Appendix
D. For representative operating conditions in the present experiments,
∂x
∂Ti
= 0.0617
units/,
∂x
∂Po
= -0.0103 units/kPa.
From Table F.4, for the 2.1 g/s flow rate case, the combined (systematic plus random)
uncertainty in the temperature is 1.6 and the combined (systematic plus random)
uncertainty in the pressure is 0.55 kPa. Therefore, the overall uncertainty of the vapour
quality can be calculated as
[
(
∂x
∂Ti
1.6)2 + (
∂x
∂Po
0.55)2
]1/2
= 0.006.
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Therefore, in the 2.1 g/s flow rate case, the flow quality is specified as x = 0.058±0.006.
F.5 Uncertainty in void fraction — horizontal pipe
In the void fraction (α) uncertainty calculation, the area occupied by the vapour (AV )
was estimated by subtracting the area occupied by liquid (AL) from the total area of
the pipe, AV = At − AL. AL is a function of the measured liquid height LH . So, by
taking the mean values of LH and AL, AV can be calculated. The void fraction was
calculated by dividing AV by the total area AL +AV . The accuracy interval (uA) for
each area occupied by liquid and vapour was estimated by double standard deviation
(2σ). The experimental uncertainty of the void fraction is presented in Table F.5.
Table F.5: Sample of void fraction uncertainty calculation for 2.1 g/s.
At (mm
2) AV (mm
2) α
490 ± 2 474 ± 5 0.97 ± 0.01
F.6 Uncertainty in separation efficiency and quality —
flash tank
Liquid separation efficiency (ηL) of the vertical flash tank separator is a derived quan-
tity that is calculated from the measured mass flow rates, it is the ratio between the
mass flow rate at the liquid outlet (m˙L,outlet) and the liquid mass flow rate at the inlet
(m˙L,inlet). In the experiment, the total mass flow rate was measured at the inlet of the
separator (m˙total) and the mass flow rate at the liquid outlet (m˙L,outlet) was also mea-
sured. In order to calculate the overall uncertainty of the mass flow rate, the random
error needs to be combined with the systematic error which was obtained from the
calibration of the mass flow rate sensors. Section F.2 presented an example showing
the identification of the random errors for the inlet mass flow rate and liquid outlet
mass flow rate of the vertical flash tank separator (as represented by 2σ). Table 4.5
presented the systematic uncertainty of the mass flow rate sensors, so the overall uncer-
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tainty for the inlet mass flow rate can be obtained from um,total = ((umt)
2 + (u2mf ))
1/2,
where umt is the random uncertainty of the inlet mass flow rate and umf is the sys-
tematic uncertainty of the flow meter device. Similar calculations were applied to the
mass flow rate at the outlet of the vertical separator giving the quantity umL,outlet, and
results are shown in Table F.6.
Vapour quality x3 at the gas outlet of the vertical flash tank separator is a derived
quantity that is calculated based on the measured mass flow rates, so the uncertainty
of the vapour quality can also be calculated based on the uncertainty of the mass flow
rates. The vapour quality at the gas outlet is a ratio between the vapour mass flow
rate m˙g and the total mass flow rate at the gas outlet m˙t,Gout. In the experiment, the
total mass flow rate was measured at the inlet of the separator m˙total and the mass
flow rate at the liquid outlet was also measured m˙L,outlet. Therefore, m˙t,Gout can be
obtained by m˙t,Gout = m˙total − m˙L,outlet. So, the uncertainty of mass flow rate at the
gas outlet (umt,Gout) can be obtained by combining the uncertainty of the total mass
flow rate at the inlet (um,total) with the uncertainty of the liquid mass flow rate at the
liquid outlet (umL,outlet). The total uncertainty of the vapour quality can then also
be obtained. Results of the uncertainty of the vapour quality are summarized in the
Table F.6.
Table F.6: Sample of results for vapour quality uncertainty calculation for the gas outlet
of the vertical flash tank separator.
m˙total g/s m˙L,outlet g/s m˙t,Gout g/s m˙g g/s x3
23.5 ± 0.2 21.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
Similar calculations were applied to calculate the uncertainty of the separation effi-
ciency which are summarized in the Table F.7.
Table F.7: Sample of separation efficiency uncertainty calculation for the vertical flash
tank separator.
m˙total g/s m˙L,outlet g/s m˙t,Gout g/s m˙L,inlet g/s ηL
23.5 ± 0.2 21.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 22.3 ± 0.2 0.95 ± 0.05
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Uncertainties in the vertical flash tank separator experiments for the measured quan-
tities: temperature, inlet mass flow rate, mass flow rate at liquid outlet, and pressure
at the outlet and inlet are presented in Table F.8.
Table F.8: Sample of experimental uncertainty of measured quantities in the vertical flash
tank separator experiments for case 1.
Quantity Mean 2σ
Uncertainty
of
instrument
±
Total
uncertainty
±
Inlet mass
flow rate
(g/s)
2.1 0.11 0.2 0.21
Mass flow
rate at liquid
outlet (g/s)
1.7 0.11 0.1 0.15
Inlet
temperature
()
20.2 1.6 0.1 1.6
Inlet
pressure
(kPa)
2.54 0.25 0.5 0.55
Pressure at
liquid outlet
(kPa)
2.05 0.17 0.5 0.52
Pressure at
gas outlet
(kPa)
2.05 0.17 0.5 0.52
Vapour
quality
0.058 n/a n/a 0.006
Appendix G
Flash tank sizing calculation
Settling theory is used here to illustrate the theoretical size of a vertical flash tank.
The equations of the settling theory were described in Section 2.5, so these equations
can be used to calculate the theoretical size of a vertical flash tank separator. The drag
coefficient (CD) was obtained from the correlation that presented by White (1991) as
it covers wide range of the Reynolds number, see Table 2.1. Then, terminal velocity,
diameter, and height of the vertical flash tank separator can be obtained as follows,
UT =
√
4.g.d∗d.(ρl − ρg)
3.ρg.CD
(G.1)
D =
√
4V˙
piUT
(G.2)
H =
4V˙
piDUT
(G.3)
The operating condition of case 6, as shown in Table 4.7, was used to illustrate the
vertical flash tank separator sizing. Based on the expansion device design, which has a
large number of 0.3 mm diameter tubes as presented in Section 4.4, the liquid droplets
were assumed to be spherical with a diameter of 0.3 mm. The density and viscosity of
vapour and liquid of water were obtained from the properties tables at 23.1.
For these case 6 conditions, the combination of UT , Re and CD that satisfies Equation
G.1 and the Re-CD relationship (Section 2.5) is UT = 3.97 m/s, Re = 2.73, and
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CD = 11.49. The diameter and height of the vertical flash tank can then be calculated
directly from Equations G.2 and G.3. In this case, the diameter and height of the
vertical flash tank were obtained, 175.6 mm and 175.6 mm. This sizing calculation gives
a separator height that is comparable to the largest size used in the present experiments
(250 mm, Table 4.1), although the separator diameter from sizing calculation is about
three times larger than used in the present experiments (50 mm, Table 4.1).
Appendix H
Fluent 17.1 key equations
In the CFD simulations, Fluent 17.1 was used to simulate the two-phase flow in a
horizontal tube and vertical flash tank separator. A summary of the key equations
that are solved by Fluent is presented in this section.
H.0.1 Governing two-phase equations solved by fluent
In order to present two-phase flow equations, q and p will be used to describe liquid
and gas phases respectively. The volume fraction of phase q represents the space that
occupied by phase q. (Bowers, 2009) defined the volume fraction for the individual
phase as the volume that occupied by that phase. So the volume of the phase (q) can
be given by.
Vq =
∫
αqdV (H.1)
where
n∑
q=1
αq = 1 (H.2)
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So, the volume fraction of the gas phase can be given by.
αq =
Qq
Qt
=
Vq
Vt
(H.3)
Therefore, the effective density of the phase q can be given by,
ρ¯q = αqρq (H.4)
where ρq is the physical density of the fluid (kg/m
3). The subscripts q and p refer to
the gas and liquid phase.
Multiphase equation of fluid-fluid two-phase flow are presented in this section. These
equations for the general case of n-phase flow are solved by fluent.
 Continuity equation.
The volume fraction of each phase is calculated from a continuity equation as
1
ρq
( ∂
∂t
(αqρq) +∇.(αqρq~vq) =
n∑
p=1
(m˙pq − m˙qp) + Sαq
)
(H.5)
Where Sαq, m˙pq and m˙qp are the mass source term, mass transfer from phase
p to phase q and the mass transfer from phase to phase and the mass transfer
from phase p to phase q, respectively. According to Fluent user guide FLUENT
2012 the source term on the right-hand side of the Equation H.5 is by default set
to zero. Therefore, the solution of the above equation for each secondary phase
should match with the equation H.2, which presents the summation of volume
fraction equal to one.
 Fluid-Fluid momentum equation.
From fluid-fluid momentum equation, the conservation of momentum for fluid
phase q can be presented as following.
∂
∂t
(αqρq~vq) +∇.(αqρq~vq~vq) = −αq∇p+∇.~τq + αqρq~g+
n∑
p=1
(
Kpq(~vp − ~vq) + m˙pq~vpq − m˙qp~vqp
)
+ (~Fq + ~Flift,q + ~Fvm,q) (H.6)
Where ~g is the acceleration due to gravity, while ~τq, ~Fq, ~Flift,q, and~Fvm,q are de-
fined in Equation 6.6.
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 Fluid-Fluid exchange.
Fluid-Fluid exchange coefficient influences on the momentum exchange between
the phases as shown in Equation H.6. In fluid-fluid flow, usually the secondary
phase assumed to be bubble or droplet form, so the exchange coefficient for
gas-liquid two-phase flow can be written in general form as following.
Kpq =
αqαpρpf
τp
(H.7)
Where f is the drag coefficient, and its definition depends on the exchange coeffi-
cient model. τp is the particulate relaxation time which can be defined as below.
τp =
ρpd
2
p
18µq
(H.8)
Where the dp is the diameter of the secondary phase (bubble or droplet).
In order to define drag function f , drag coefficient CD should be included. The drag
coefficient baseds on the relative Reynolds number. Therefore, there are different
exchange coefficient models resulting of different drag coefficient.
In FLUENT there are three common models to determine the drag coefficient; Schiller
and Naumann model, Morsi and Alexander model and finally Symmetric model.
 Schiller and Naumann model
It is a default model for all fluid-fluid two-phase flow, it is acceptable for general
use.
f =
CDRe
24
(H.9)
where CD can be determined as following.
CD =

24(1 + 0.15Re0.687)/Re Re ≤ 1000
0.44 Re > 1000
(H.10)
For the relative Reynolds number for primary and secondary phases, it can be
determined respectively as following.
Re =
ρq(~vp − ~vq)dp
µq
(H.11)
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Re =
ρrp(~vr − ~vp)drp
µrp
(H.12)
Where µrp is a mixture viscosity of phase p and r, it can be obtained by.
µrp = αpµp + αrµr (H.13)
 Morsi and Alexander Calculation in this model may be less stable that other
models, but it is most complete and adjusting the function definition over a
large range of Reynolds numbers. So, drag function is obtained as following.
f =
CDRe
24
(H.14)
Where CD is
CD = a1 +
a2
Re
+
a3
Re2
(H.15)
Here Re is defined as presented in Equation H.11 or H.12. While the a1, a2 and
a3 are constant that can be obtained as following.
a1, a2, a3 =

0, 24, 0 0 < Re < 0.1
3.690, 22.73, 0.0903 0.1 < Re < 1000
1.222, 29.1667,−3.8889 1 < Re < 10
0.6167, 46.50,−116.67 10 < Re < 100
0.3644, 98.33,−2778 100 < Re < 1000
0.357, 148.62,−47500 1000 < Re < 5000
0.46,−490.546, 578700 5000 < Re < 10000
0.5191,−1662.5, 5416700 Re ≥ 10000
(H.16)
 Symmetric model.
When the secondary phase (dispersed) in one regime becomes primary (contin-
uous) phase, the symmetric model is then recommended. In this model all the
properties; density and viscosity are obtained from volume average properties.
ρpq = αpρp + αqρq (H.17)
µpq = αpµp + αqµq (H.18)
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And the diameter is equal to
dpq = 0.5(dp − dq) (H.19)
Therefore, the exchange coefficient can be calculated by
Kpq =
αpαqρpqf
τpq
(H.20)
τpq =
ρpq(dpq)
2
18µpq
(H.21)
Re =
ρpq(~vp − ~vq)dpq
µpq
(H.22)
And finally, drag function can be obtained from.
f =
CDRe
24
(H.23)
Here, CD is determined from Equation H.10.
H.0.2 Turbulence model
There are various types of turbulent models such as, k- and k-ω to describe the effect
of turbulent fluctuation of velocities and scalar quantities in single phase and two-phase
flow (Fu et al., 2017). However, the number of terms in the momentum equations of the
two-phase flow which needs to be modelled is larger than that in single phase. There-
fore, the modelling of turbulence in the two-phase flow is complex (Main et al., 2017).
In the two-phase flow simulation using FLUENT, three methods for turbulence sim-
ulation with context of the k- and k-ω model and two turbulence options within the
context of the Reynolds stress model (RSM) are provided.
 k- and k-ω turbulence options model.
1. mixture turbulence model (default model).
2. dispersed turbulence model.
3. turbulence model per each phase.
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 RSM turbulence model options.
1. mixture turbulence model (default model).
2. dispersed turbulence model.
Choosing of turbulent model method depends on the importance of secondary-phase
turbulence in actual flow (FLUENT, 2012). By comparing the turbulent methods
in CFD simulation, the k- per each phase is appropriate choice because turbulence
transfer of two-phase flow after expansion valve among the phases plays a dominant
role, and it also compatible with the Eulerian two-phase flow model which provide an
accurate prediction (Hrnjak, 2004; Kalteh et al., 2011). Therefore, k- per each phase
was used in the simulation of the present work.
H.0.2.1 k- turbulence per each phase
Set of K and  transport equations are solved for each phase in two-phase turbulence
model. k- turbulence per each phase model is appropriate choice when the turbulence
transfer among the phases plays a dominant role (FLUENT, 2012). Per-phase turbu-
lence model also is more computationally intensive than other turbulence models.
Reynolds stress tensor and turbulent viscosity can be computed by using a following
form.
τ¯q = −2
3
(
ρqkq + ρqµt,q∇.~Uq
)
I¯ + ρqµt,q
(
∇~Uq +∇~UTq
)
(H.24)
Where ~Uq is the phase weighted velocity and µt,q is the turbulent viscosity which can
be determined by.
µt,q = ρq0.09
k2q
εq
(H.25)
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Where kq is the kienetic energy for phase q. εq is the dissipation rate for phase q.
Therefore,, FLUENT predict the turbulence by.
∂
∂t
(αqρqkq) +∇.(αqρq ~Uqkq) = ∇.
(
αq
(
µq +
µt,q
σk
)
∇kq
)
+ (αqGk,q − αqρqεq)
+
N∑
l=1
Klq
(
Clqkl − Cqlkq
)
−
N∑
l=1
Klq
(
~Ul − ~Uq
)
.
µt,l
αqσq
∇αl
+
N∑
l=1
Klq
(
~Ul − ~Uq
)
.
µt,l
αqσq
∇αq
(H.26)
and
∂
∂t
(αqρqεq) +∇.(αqρq ~Uqεq) = ∇.
(
αq
µt,q
σk
∇εq
)
+
εq
kq
[
C1,εαqGk,q − C2,εαqρqεq
+ C3,ε
( N∑
l=1
Klq
(
Clqkl − Cqlkq
)
−
N∑
l=1
Klq
(
~Ul − ~Uq
)
.
µt,l
αqσq
∇αl
+
N∑
l=1
Klq
(
~Ul − ~Uq
)
.
µt,q
αqσq
∇αq
)]
(H.27)
where Cl,q and Cq,l can be obtained by.
Cl,q = 2
Cq,l = 2
[ τl,q
1 + τl,q
] (H.28)
while C1,ε, C2,ε, C3,ε, σk and σε are constant numbers. Ck,q is the production of turbu-
lent kinetic energy. The (q) and (p) represent the primary phase and secondary phase
respectively in two-phase flow case. In the Equations H.26, H.27 and H.28, the l=p
and τl,q = τpq can be defined as a ratio between two characteristic times that can be
obtained as following.
τpq =
τt,pq
τF,pq
(H.29)
where τt,pq is Lagrangian integral time scale which is effected by the crossing trajectory
effect, this term can be obtained from.
τt,pq =
τt,q√
(1 + Cβξ2)
(H.30)
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where ξ equal to.
ξ =
|~vpq|τt,q
Lt,q
(H.31)
Cβ = 1.8− 1.35cos2θ (H.32)
θ is the angle between mean relative velocity and mean particle velocity.
τt,q =
3
2
Cµ
kq
εq
(H.33)
τF,pq is the characteristic particle relaxation time which is connected with inertial
effects acting on a dispersed phase (p), this term can be determined as following.
τF,pq = αpρpk
−1
pq
[ρp
ρq
+ 0.5
]
(H.34)
There is a modification on the Equation 6.8 due to interphase turbulent momentum,
this modification can be presented as following.
N∑
p=1
Kpq
(
~vp − ~vq
)
(H.35)
In order to present this term in general form , use l insted of p as the dispersed phase
and q still for continuous phase.
n∑
l=1
Klq
(
~vl − ~vq
)
=
n∑
l=1
Klq
(
~Ul − ~Uq
)
−
n∑
l=1
Klq~vdr,lq (H.36)
Where ~Ul and ~Uq are the phase-weighted velocities. While ~vdr,lq is the drift velocity
for the dispersed phase.
~vdr,pq = −
[ Dp
σpqαp
∇αp − Dq
σpqαq
∇αq
]
(H.37)
Here, Dp and Dq are diffusivities, these are computed by FLUENT from the transport
equations. Meanwhile, FLUENT will set σpq to be equal to 0.67. Therefore, the
turbulence model for each phase is accounted the effect of turbulence field by using
above set of equations.
Appendix I
Experimental results
Experimental results for the horizontal pipe experiments, vertical flash tank separator
and the enhancement design options of the vertical flash tank separator are provided
in this appendix.
I.1 Horizontal pipe experiments
Table I.1: Experimental result from the horizontal pipe experiments for the range of mass
flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
Expansion
length (mm)
Liquid height
at developed
region (mm)
Void fraction
at developed
region
Slip ratio
2.1± 0.2 30.70± 4.31 1.94± 0.34 0.966± 0.010 3.136
5.1± 0.2 90.00± 9.76 2.22± 0.23 0.959± 0.007 4.203
8.1± 0.2 126.70± 9.69 2.68± 0.24 0.945± 0.011 5.258
10.2± 0.2 136.30± 14.07 3.00± 0.21 0.936± 0.007 5.44
13.1± 0.2 153.60± 2.97 3.39±0.35 0.922± 0.008 6.507
23.4± 0.2 180.05± 3.92 5.21± 0.25 0.857± 0.008 7.528
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Table I.2: Dimensionless parameters from the horizontal pipe experiments for the range
of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
ReTP WeTP FrTP
2.1± 0.2 450.45 0.0055 0.0602
5.1± 0.2 1188.81 0.0341 0.3698
8.18± 0.2 1841.70 0.0901 0.9785
10.21± 0.2 2099.9 0.1396 1.5158
13.1± 0.2 2638.9 0.2306 2.5031
23.4± 0.2 3246 0.7242 7.8621
I.2 Vertical flash tank experiments
Table I.3: Experimental liquid separation efficiency from the vertical flash tank separator
experiments for the range of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
VFT-V1 VFT-V2 VFT-V3 VFT-V4 VFT-V5
2.1± 0.2 0.81 ± 0.022 0.83± 0.024 0.84± 0.025 0.85± 0.023 0.86± 0.027
5.1± 0.2 0.83 ± 0.021 0.85± 0.022 0.86± 0.028 0.87± 0.027 0.88± 0.027
8.18± 0.2 0.86 ± 0.031 0.87± 0.03 0.88± 0.023 0.9± 0.024 0.92± 0.022
10.21± 0.2 0.87 ± 0.044 0.88± 0.051 0.89± 0.048 0.92± 0.038 0.93± 0.039
13.1± 0.2 0.89 ± 0.051 0.9± 0.028 0.91± 0.051 0.93± 0.030 0.94± 0.047
23.4± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.044 0.92± 0.024 0.93± 0.058 0.95± 0.032 0.96± 0.054
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Table I.4: Experimental vapour quality at the gas outlet from the vertical flash tank
separator experiments for the range of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
VFT-V1 VFT-V2 VFT-V3 VFT-V4 VFT-V5
2.1± 0.2 0.218± 0.021 0.233± 0.019 0.245± 0.022 0.258± 0.023 0.276± 0.020
5.1± 0.2 0.239± 0.013 0.258± 0.028 0.269± 0.019 0.288± 0.051 0.312± 0.041
8.18± 0.2 0.271± 0.022 0.289± 0.024 0.3± 0.053 0.341± 0.061 0.393± 0.030
10.21± 0.2 0.292± 0.023 0.308± 0.022 0.331± 0.065 0.393± 0.029 0.432± 0.021
13.1± 0.2 0.304± 0.051 0.342± 0.042 0.371± 0.042 0.415± 0.038 0.475± 0.042
23.4± 0.2 0.351± 0.034 0.379± 0.024 0.425± 0.036 0.498± 0.041 0.562± 0.039
I.3 Enhancement design options of the vertical flash tank
experiments
Table I.5: Experimental liquid separation efficiency from the vertical flash tank separator
(enhancement design options) experiments for the range of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
VFT-V5-
EXR
VFT-V5-
INT
VFT-V5-OD VFT-V5-
ODEXR
2.1± 0.2 0.879± 0.023 0.871± 0.029 0.941± 0.023 0.956± 0.022
5.1± 0.2 0.902± 0.028 0.892± 0.045 0.950± 0.034 0.968± 0.023
8.18± 0.2 0.937± 0.031 0.931± 0.039 0.962± 0.025 0.978± 0.032
10.21± 0.2 0.951± 0.036 0.942± 0.060 0.971± 0.037 0.987± 0.031
13.1± 0.2 0.961± 0.022 0.950± 0.042 0.980± 0.022 0.997± 0.032
23.4± 0.2 0.978± 0.012 0.971± 0.028 0.991± 0.011 0.999± 0.012
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Table I.6: Experimental vapour quality at the gas outlet from the vertical flash tank
separator (enhancement design options) experiments for the range of mass flow rates.
Flow rate
(g/s)
VFT-V5-
EXR
VFT-V5-
INT
VFT-V5-OD VFT-V5-
ODEXR
2.1± 0.2 0.335± 0.013 0.309± 0.011 0.556± 0.029 0.631± 0.021
5.1± 0.2 0.393± 0.010 0.346± 0.057 0.601± 0.046 0.701± 0.024
8.18± 0.2 0.491± 0.021 0.454± 0.025 0.652± 0.025 0.773± 0.019
10.21± 0.2 0.538± 0.036 0.492± 0.038 0.715± 0.021 0.852± 0.011
13.1± 0.2 0.593± 0.022 0.538± 0.019 0.791± 0.010 0.974± 0.012
23.4± 0.2 0.726± 0.023 0.661± 0.020 0.881± 0.001 0.986± 0.018
